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A photograph will show
how much someone changes
over the years.

And a photograph will

show how little a Mallory

Duracell changes over the

same period.

Leave a Duracell in your

camera (or exposure meter)

for a couple of years and,

when you come to take a shot,

you'll find the Duracell's

power has been preserved

for the occasion.

That says a lot for its

reliability. r^f§

So does the way a

Duracell delivers its

power. To full effect. Time

after time. From start to finish.

The shot you're taking

may change. But Mallory feel

that their batteries shouldn't.

; • MALLORY BATTERIES LIMITED. Gatwick Road. Crawley. Sussex.

MallorY duracell:
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The new revolution
in shaving-from
Wilkinson Sword.

• Test market success.
The revolutionary new Wilkinson Sword Bonded
Shaving System has been test marketed in

the Southern TV area during the past year.

It has achieved unparalleled success in this

short period. Now the Bonded Shaving System
is coming to you with a sales impetus and
reputation that will help you make it Britain's

biggest- selling razor.

86% prefer.
86% ofmen prefer the Wilkinson Sword Bonded
Shaving System to their previous methods of

shaving - and they prefer it on every aspect

of shaving performance.

1 Massive advertising campaign.
95% of all adults will see the massive national

television and press campaign for the

Wilkinson Sword Bonded Shaving System.
The TV commercial alone will be shown nearly

500 times during the big- selling period up
to Christmas.

The Bonded Shaving System

•LLCOME INSTITUTE

LIBRARY

WelMOmec

WILKINSON
SWORD

/,-r-r-
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This advertisement has sent

hundreds of aching people into

their nearest chemists.

From now on you're the nearest

Things have changed for Cojene.

We've re-formulated it - excluding

phenacetin - to make it a safer

analgesic. We've increased the number
of tablets and given it a new price -

35 tablets for 29p. And we've given it

a new position in the market. Cojene is

now a pain killer aimed directly at

the rheumatic sufferer.

To determine how successful new
Cojene would be, we introduced it

in a test market. And ran the above
advertisement. The results were
amazing. Rheumatic sufferers turned
instantly to Cojene for relief and
sales rocketed.

So now we're launching Cojene
nationally. This already successful

advertisement will run over 100 times

in the national press, throughout
October and November, reaching

millions of readers. Many ofwhom live

near you.

So order Cojene from your Fisons

Representative or your usual whole-

saler. Then get ready to welcome your
aching customers. Because what's

good for them is good for you.

Cojene kills rheumatic pain - fast.
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Ifyou are a rheumatic sufferer it doesn't take
much for rheumatism to take a painful hold on you.
Cold, damp weather. Extra strenuous work, an
abnormal strain on your muscle* can provoke
rheumatic pain.

Quite simply, your soft muscular tissue becomes
swollen and tender, resulting in pain. And the worse
it gets the more you'd give to find some way of
stopping it.

That's why we've made COJENE. A painkiller

formulated to kill rheumatic pain.
COJENE, with its balanced

combination ofthree fast working
analgesics, eases most rheumatic
pain in a matter ofminutes and
gives long lasting relief.

-<M*v*3fvs7 What's more once the pain
has lessened, the inflamed
muscular tissue can relax. The
irritation and tension is gently
eased and your rheumatic
symptoms begin to subside.

So when you feel the first

twinges, take COJENE. It beats

pain anytime.

CojemklilsRheunt^

ARSONS Fisons Ltd., Pharmaceutical Division,

12 Derby Road, Loughborough, Leics.
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Turnover rise

for chemists
in May-June
Chemists' turnover—for counter and National Health Service

combined—was up substantially by 10.8 per cent for May/
June 1971 against the corresponding period last year, accord-

ing to the latest Retailer Report from A. C. Nielsen, the

marketing research company.
Multiples and Co-operatives

recorded a counter business

gain of 7.0 per cent over the

period, with large independents

up by 6.0 per cent and small

independents up by 4 per cent.

The Nielsen report also con-

tains figures for NHS prescrip-

tions following the introduction

of the 20p levy. These show
that for April 1971, the first

month following the introduc-

tion, the average number of

prescriptions fell by more than

7.0 per cent against April 1970.

In May 1971, the fall was
reduced to between 3.0 and 4.0

per cent against a year ago.

For the May/June period

receipts from NHS showed an

appreciable increase indicating,

suggest Nielsen, "either the

prescribing of larger quantities

or simply a continuation of

the trend for 1970 against 1969,

when total prescriptions in-

creased by 1.0 per cent, but
receipts rose by 9.0 per cent".

Average weekly National
Health Service receipts for the

two months were as follows

(figures for the corresponding

period of last year in paren-
theses : Large independents
£399 (£335); small independents
£201 (£171); multiples/Co-
operatives £327 (£297).

Average cash sales were

:

Large independents £446
(£419); small independents £158
(£152); multiples /Co-operatives
£440 (£413).

In large independents NHS
accounted for 46.1 per cent of

turnover (43.3 per cent last

year); in small independents
49.6 per cent (46.5 per cent),

and in multiples/Co-operatives
38.3 per cent (37.5 per cent).

During May, independents
dispensed 87.3 per cent of
NHS prescriptions (average
1,587 per shop) and multiples/

Co-operatives 12.7 per cent

(1,743 per shop).

Anglia conference
Anglia Region are holding a

one-day conference at the
Town Hall, Ipswich, on Sunday
October 17 entitled, "The sup-

ply and control of medicines
in urban and rural areas."

'Regional' shops
centre plan
for Midlands
A chemist's store of 9,600

square ft gross is one of the

units envisaged in a regional

shopping centre sited six miles

west of the city of Nottingham
and 10 miles east of Derby.
The complex covers 25 acres

and comprises two large depart-

ment stores; a food super-

market; clothing, furniture and
hardware stores as well as 35

single units. The scheme also

provides for a petrol service

station, public house, cafe and
restaurant; a leisure centre; a

childrens' playground and car

park for 3,000 cars.

The proposed site of the

Roselands Centre, as it is to

be known, at present forms
part of Gregory's Rose Nur-
series and is adjacent to the

junction of the A52 and Ml.
Designed on three levels and
fully landscaped it is estimated

the project will cost in excess

of £4 million and, subject to

planning permission being

given, could be operational by
the end of 1974.

The project is being devel-

oped by the Lyon Group Ltd,

Colliers Wood, London SW19.

Poisons changes
proposed
The Poisons Board has recom-
mended to the Secretary of

State that the following changes
should be made in the Poisons

Rules

:

Cyanides : A new Rule mak-
ing it unlawful to sell or supply
calcium cyanide, potassium
cyanide or sodium cyanide ex-

cept in the case of a sale

exempted by section 20 of the

Act (which deals with whole-
sale and export sales and sales

of poisons to certain classes of

person).

O Phenols : The exemptions
in Group II of Schedule 3 to

the Poisons Rules in respect

of phenols to be extended to

liquid disinfectants and anti-

septics containing less than

How the proposed "regional" shopping centre will look

2.5 per cent of phenols other

than phenol itself.

The Secretary of State is con-
sidering making a statutory

instrument to implement these

changes. Any objections or
observations from trade or

other organisations affected

should be sent to the Under
Secretary of State, Home Office

(Drugs Branch), Room 308,

Romney House, Marsham
Street, London SW1.

Westminster
dinner
East Metropolitan Branch of

the Pharmaceutical Society is

arranging a dinner at the House
of Commons on October 15.

Among the speakers will be

Mr Patrick Jenkins MP, Mr
Bob Mitchell, chairman of the

Greater London Council, and
Mr W. M. Darling, president

of the Society. It is hoped to

arrange a tour of the House.
Members of other branches

are invited to attend; cost of

tickets £3-50. Further details

from Mr E. C. Evans, 524

Barking Road, London E13.

Pests resistant
to insecticides
Resistance to insecticides is be-

coming a more serious problem.
Professor G. C. Varley, of

Oxford University, told the

British Association meeting.

He pointed out that some
pests, such as the codling moth
on apple trees, remained
numerous enough to cause

economic damage even when
frequent insecticide sprays were
used, and others such as the

red spider mite seemed to be

more serious where insecticide

was used than without it.

Predators and parasites are

important in governing and
regulating the population of

other species. Professor Varley

maintained.

Another problem arose

because many insects, for

example house flies, rapidly

became resistant to the sprays

used and increasingly high

doses were needed.

The introduction of this

method of pest control had
encouraged the rapid evolution

of resistant strains.

C & D presents a
research medal
for BP Conference
Chemist and Druggist is to award a medal and a £25

prize for the best oral presentation of a science paper at

the British Pharmaceutical Conference.

The award, approved by the Science Committee, will be

made to a pharmacist or graduate in pharmacy presenting

a paper for the first time at the Conference and who is 30

years old or younger.

Adjudicators will be appointed by the Conference

Science Committee and the award presented at the closing

session of the Conference by the president of the Pharma-
ceutical Society. The conditions for the award are to be

reconsidered after the 1973 Conference.

Chemist and Druggist hopes the award will help to

induce more young pharmacists to present the results of

their research work at Conference meetings, thus adding

to the prestige of the Conference as a major forum for

the pharmaceutical sciences.
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Medicines Act: new
regulation will

state fees
More Medicines Act Regulations and Orders have been

made in connection with the start of the licensing system,

including one relating to fees.

The Regulations prescribe the

particulars to be given by
applicants for product, manu-
facturers' or wholesale dealers'

licences of right (such licences

will be required at the end of

the transitional period, prob-
ably in mid-1972, to enable
applicants to continue respec-

tively to market or manufac-
ture medicinal products or sell

them by wholesale); prescribe

the fees payable in respect of

licences and certificates gener-

ally; and prescribe the particu-

lars to be contained in data

sheets which are to be sent or

delivered to practitioners by
anyone who advertises or

makes representations relating

to certain medicinal products.

The Regulations on data

sheets are of an interim nature
pending consultations about the

permanent requirements.

The following titles were to

be issued: The Medicines
(Applications for Product
Licences of Right and Clinical

Trial and Animal Test Certifi-

cates of Right) Regulations
1971 (SI 1971/1447), The Medi-
cines (Applications for Manu-
facturer's and Wholesale Deal-
er's Licences of Right) Regula-
tions 1971 (SI 1971/1448), The
Medicines (Fees) Regulations
1971 (SI 1971/1449), The
Medicines (Data Sheet) (Tran-
sitional) Regulations 1971 (SI

1 97 1 / 1 446), The Medicines
(Exemptions from Licences)

(Special and Transitional Cases)
Order 1971 (SI 1971/1450),
The Medicines (Retail Pharma-
cists—Exemptions from Licen-

sing Requirements) Order 1971
(SI 1971/1445), The Medicines
(Exemption from Licences)

(Foods and Cosmetics) Order
1971 (SI 1971/1410).

The Orders provide exemp-
tion, subject to conditions, from
certain licensing requirements

in relation to special dispens-

ing services and other special

cases and for certain medicinal

products which are also foods

or cosmetics; and modify sec-

tion 10 of the Act which pro-

vides exemptions for pharma-
cists from licensing.

Details were not available as

the C&D went to press—the

Statutory Instruments were
to be published on Thursday.

'Pill' samples:
pharmacists
in favour
Eighty-two per cent of a

random sample of retail phar-

macists interviewed by Ortho
Pharmaceutical were in favour

of the company's planned
sampling scheme for Ortho-
Novin 1/50.

Now that details of the

scheme to distribute the

samples through pharmacies
have been published {C&D,
August 28, p249), Ortho are

conducting a further survey to

determine the reactions of

pharmacists and doctors.

Interim results from 79 phar-

macists showed that of 14 who
opposed the scheme, four

objected on "ethical" grounds,

three were against payment in

kind, five were against vouch-
ers or any other kind of free

goods, and two felt that the

scheme might be adopted by
other companies.

Some of the 83 general medi-
cal practitioners interviewed

expressed a wish to keep con-

trol of starter packs in their

own hands, but almost 80 per

cent were in favour of the

proposed scheme.
Ortho have "suspended" the

scheme while talks are held

with the Pharmaceutical So-
ciety and the National Phar-
maceutical Union.

ICI hazard signs
for UK plants
A decision to revise and stan-

dardise the thousands of indus-

trial hazard signs used in ICI
plants in the United Kingdom
has now resulted in the new
signs being made available to

other companies throughout the

country. The sign industry will

also be given the opportunity

of producing the signs for their

own customers.

The signs, using pictographs

instead of words only, feature

new and striking graphics which

can be more easily identified

and better understood than the

ones previously used.

Colours follow International

Standards Organisation (ISO)

recommendations — red and

Some of the new ICI hazard signs

wear goggles
j

eyewash
j

first-aid

yellow for various hazard warn-

ings and green for safety

measures and equipment.

The introduction of the new
signs, which is part of the com-
pany's recently formulated

house-style project, is the result

of a systematic examination

into hazard warning needs

within ICI.

Studies by a team of com-
pany safety officers and other

specialists, showed that at many
works a proliferation of signs

had occurred over a period of

years. This had resulted in a

general lack of impact and a

great variety of sign sizes,

colour schemes and letter styles,

causing notices to "compete"

with each other. It was agreed

that a new comprehensive range

of signs, bold, arresting and

easily identified, was needed to

replace them.

Viruses
classified
The first report of the Interna-

tional Committee on Nomen-
clature of Viruses has been

published. It lists 43 groups of

animal and plant viruses and

bacteriophages, and about half

are designated genera.

The Committee base their

work on a Latinised binomial

system and they list for each

group the type species, major

characteristics, cryptograms,

and names of members and

possible members.
Only two families have so

far been approved—the Papov-

aviridae and the Picornaviridae.

Not all viruses have yet been

classified.

Before the existence of the

Committee there was contro-

versy over classification and a

report in the Lancet states that

this first report "is littered with

evidence of continuing dis-

agreement."

(Classification and Nomen-
clature of Viruses. Monogr.
Virol. Vol. v. S. Karger, Basle.

1971. £3.)

NHI bonus for
part-timers
Part-time shop assistants,

cleaners and Saturday workers

will benefit from new National

Insurance Regulations coming
into force on September 20. The
regulations increase from £4 to

£5 a week the amount em-
ployees will be able to earn

before having to pay Class I

flat-rate NI contributions,

though the industrial injuries

contribution will still be pay-

able.

As the employer will no lon-

ger have to bear the cost of

flat-rate contributions for work-

ers earning £5 a week or less,

the Government hopes it will

be easier for part-timers to get

jobs. For the same reason the

rule will help those who cannot

earn much because of a physi-

cal or mental handicap.

The new rule, like the present

one, does not apply to anyone

whose pay includes board and

lodging and in calculating the

£5, such things as meals, fares,

and payments in kind are coun-

ted.

Further details are given in

leaflet NI 190 obtainable from

Social Security Offices. (The

National Insurance and In-

dustrial Injuries (Classifica-

tion, Contributions and Collec-

tion of Contributions) Amend-
ment Regulations 1971. HM
Stationery Office, price £005.)

C&D Quarterly
Price List

Revision of the C&D Quar-

terly Price List in respect

of changes in the prices of

all items subject to pur-

chase tax has prevented

publication of the List on
September 1. It is anticipa-

ted that the new List should

be in the hands of subscrib-

ers at the beginning of

October.
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Ml Council: few
offers to serve
Of the six retiring members of the Pharmaceutical Society's

Council of Northern Ireland only Mr J. Paul offered himself

for re-election and was duly nominated.
Other members—Messrs R. J.

Davidson, B. Flatley, M. T.

McGread, D. Moore and J.

Wellwood did not seek re-

election. Three other members
of the Society to be nomina-
ted were : Messrs James Cham-
bers, John Gerard Coll and
Joshua Kerr. No other nomina-
tions were received in respect

of pharmaceutical chemists and,
therefore, all the nominated
persons were automatically
elected.

Mr R. M. Watson who was
the druggist representative was
also elected.

There are still two vacancies

on the Council, a situation that

will have to be considered by
the Council at its September
meeting.

The lack of interest this

year in serving the Council is

in direct contrast to 1970 when
all outgoing members stood
for re-election and were
defeated. Of those only Mr
Kerr sought nomination on
this occasion.

Paraquat deaths
prevented
It is possible to inhibit the
systemic absorption of para-
quat, and prevent death, using
Fuller's earth and bentonite,

which absorbs the substance in

the gastrointestinal tract.

This discovery was made by
D. G. Clark and is reported in

the British Journal of Industrial

Medicine.
The substances must be given

soon after ingestion of paraquat.
Both earths were found to be
more effective than stomach
wash out alone. Fuller's earth
was the more efficient of the
two and also more easily made
into suspension. Kaolin,
Decalso and Amberlite had very
little effect.

As a consequence of this

work 300g packets of sterilised

Fuller's earth are now stored

in the factories where the weed-
killer is made.

Should treatment be required
one litre of water is added to

a packet to produce a suspen-
sion and this is passed down a
stomach tube after gastric

lavage.

A simple urine test has been
devised to see if paraquat has
been absorbed. So far the treat-

ment has only been used on a

few men who suspected they
could have splashed some para-

quat liquor in their mouths.
In another two cases bento-

nite was used, but there was an
interval of about two hours
between ingestion and adminis-

tration and both patients

eventually succumbed.

Major seminar
for DITB
The Duke of Edinburgh is to

take the chair and present a

paper at a major one-day train-

ing seminar organised by the

Distributive Industry Training

Board on November 17.

Theme of the seminar will

be "The development of peo-

ple in distribution". The Board
will be inviting managers and
training officers of all firms

which come within its scope to

attend the Central Hall, West-

minster, where experts from
all sections of the trade will

present papers.

Admission will be free and
tickets will be dispatched

through the Board's area offices

and trade associations. They
can also be obtained at the

end of September from the

Board's headquarters at Mac-
Laren House, Talbot Road,
Stretford, Manchester M32
OFP (telephone 061-872 2494).

Executive study
tours to France
Following a successful execu-

tive study tour earlier this year

to Paris, National Cash Regis-

ter Co Ltd are organising five

more two-day tours this

Autumn for executives in the

distributive trades.

NCR are well-known for

their merchandising study tours

to the United States; now they

have turned their attention to

the more interesting develop-
ments in Europe such as hyper-

markets and shopping centres.

Each tour includes a half-day

seminar on the latest develop-
ments in French retailing; this

is organised by NCR merchan-
dising specialists in Paris and
will include speakers from the

French Institute of Self Service

and a leading retail organisa-

tion.

The first three tours are al-

ready fully booked, but in-

quiries for the others (October

25-27; November 2-4) should

be addressed to Mr R. J. Mc-
Cullagh, Associate Director,

NCR, 206 Marylebone Road,
London NW1. The cost of

each tour is £75 inclusive.

Two TSA
controls relaxed
Regulations have been made
to permit the sale or supply
without prescription of feed-

ing stuffs for young calves,

young lambs, pigs and poultry,

containing zinc bacitracin or

of zinc bacitracin supplement.

The conditions for such supply
are set out in The Therapeutic

Substances (Supply of Zinc
Bacitracin for Agricultural

Purposes) Regulations 1971 (SI

1398; HM Stationery Office,

price £005).

Also published are the Thera-
peutic Substances (Supply of
Antibiotics and Chemothera-
peutic Substances for Agricul-

tural Purposes) (Amendment)
Regulations 1971 (SI 1403;

price £003) which raise the

maximum number of parts of

sulphaquinoxaline that may be
contained in one million parts

of poultry feeding stuff from
75 to 156.

Malathion for
head lice

Head lice have now become
tolerant to organochlorine in-

secticides and these substances

are no longer useful in the

treatment of infestation.

That suggestion is made in

Prescriber's Journal which
points to an alternative. Clini-

cal trials have shown that the

organophosphorus compound,
malathion, is more effective

and that, as well as being

lethal to lice and their eggs, it

has a residual action which
reduces the risks of re-infection.

The Committee on Safety of

Drugs has agreed that mala-

thion in the form of an 5 per

cent solution is safe and suit-

able for this use.

Pocket money
for the GP
Rackets and fiddles in general

practice was the title of an
unsigned article in the Septem-
ber 3 issue of General Prac-

titioner. Some of the practices

mentioned involved chemists.

The article states that the dis-

pensing doctor has two illegal

moves open to him. He can
charge the National Health

Service for more medicaments
than he dispenses and he may
obtain drugs from representa-

tives at a reduced rate and
charge them at the full rate.

The article points out that

although the chemist's dispens-

ing is checked no such checks

are made on doctors.

The author estimates that in

his practice each doctor re-

ceives approximately £5 worth

of samples per month. Although
a lot of this material is not

saleable, sale to the private

patient, NHS or chemist, can

bring in worthwhile pocket

money, he states.

'Which ?' studies
embrocations
There is no reason to pick out

any one brand of embrocation

as more effective than another,

readers of Which?, the monthly
magazine of Consumers' Asso-

ciation are advised in the Sep-

tember issue.

Which? carried out tests on
22 brands of "embrocation"—
ranging from balms and lini-

ments to ointments and rubs

—

to reach this conclusion. The
cheapest were found to be
Boots embrocation, Goddard's
white oil embrocation and white

liniment BPC, all costing about
£001 for 10 ml. However,

Which? says most of the brands

were "not expensive".

Its advice is that pain

sufferers should first try a hot

bath or hot water bottle, "or

maybe sitting in front of the

fire"—with perhaps some mas-

sage using any cream or oil.

"However, if you want some-
thing that has a more business-

like smell, you'll need an em-
brocation."

Chamber of Trade
firm on EEC
The National Chamber of

Trade is likely to maintain its

earlier decision to support the

Government in its policy to

become a member of the Euro-

pean Economic Community.
This follows advice that is to

be given by the Board's Inter-

national Trade Relations Com-
mittee that having recently

reviewed the situation it sees

no sound arguments to warrant

a change in the Chamber's
policy.

[The Chamber has informed
its members that it has been

critical of the Government since

it expected the public to sup-

port its plans to "go into

Europe" whilst keeping "all in

the dark about the whys and the

wherefors." The Chamber sup-

plied fact sheets on Britain and
Europe numbers 7-10 issued

by the Government and copies

of the short version of the

White Paper.]
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Supplement to
International

Pharmacopoeia
Twenty new monographs and
six new or revised appendices
are incorporated in the 1971

supplement to the second edi-

tion of the International

Pharmacopoeia.
Nine of the monographs are

for radiopharmaceuticals and
there is a completely revised
appendix on radioactivity.

Another appendix reproduces
the requirements for good prac-
tices in manufacture and qual-
ity control first published by
the World Health Organisation
in 1969. (Supplement 1971 to
the second edition of the
International Pharmacopoeia.
HM Stationery Office, 49 High
Holborn, London WC1. £1-20.)

Indian Patent
Act delay?
The Patents Act, enacted by
the Indian Parliament a year
ago is unlikely to come into

effect this year because of the
long process involved in trans-

lating the draft rules into
Hindi, according to informed
sources.

The Health Ministry is

reported to have taken up with
the Ministry of Industrial

Development, the question of
early framing of rules to im-
plement the Act. The Ministry
feels that drug prices could be
brought down to reasonable
levels only if the rules become
effective. According to a New
Delhi report a recent order to

the Government press that it

should not print any rules in

English unless they are accom-
panied by their Hindi version

is understood to be delaying
the implementation of the
Patents Act.

The Act provides that the
period of patent to any article

of food, drug or medicine will

be for five years and for other

articles 14 years instead of 16

years. The five-year patent for

food, drugs and medicine is for

the process and not for the

product.

Plans for bulk drugs

The current indigenous cap-

acity of bulk drugs was also

proposed to be expanded, the

Minister said.

Meanwhile the Government
has totally exempted 29 drugs

from Customs duty. The drugs

include injections of amylo-
barbitone sodium, phenytoin
sodium, diazepam, fluoro-uracil

and L-dopa (together with its

capsules).

COMPANY

NEWS
ICI sales up
but not profits
Group sales of Imperial Chemi-
cal Industries Ltd in the first

half of the year at £767m were
£47m higher than in the first

half of 1970, but group profit,

before tax, fell by £3m to

£74m. However after providing

for minorities and tax the net

applicable balance is £lm up
at £49m for the first half.

As previously, neither the

profits of the Carrington Viyella

Group nor ICI's share of the

undistributed profits of asso-

ciated companies have been
consolidated. Atlas Chemicals
Inc did not become a subsidiary

until after June 30 hence its

results have not been included

in the figures.

Group sales for the first half

of 1971 consisted of £360m in

home markets (£347m) and
£407m overseas (£373m). Ex-
ports from the United Kingdom
amounted to £138m, fob
(£129m).

The trading results for the

first nine months of 1971 will

be announced on November 25.

An interim dividend of £0 06i
per £1 unit is declared.

A & W's profit
improves
Albright & Wilson Ltd record

a profit, before tax, of

£1,684,000 (against £1,396,000)

in the first half of the year des-

pite lower sales at £63,924,000

compared with £66,667,000 in

the first half of 1971.

The 1971 figures exclude

Midland Silicones Ltd and
certain companies within the

ACC division operating in the

compounding of animal feeds,

which have been sold during

the year. The 1970 figures in-

clude sales by those businesses

amounting to £4m for the first

six months. The effect on the

comparison between the 1971

and 1970 figures of profit attri-

butable to Ordinary holders is

negligible because of the in-

terest received on the sales pro-

ceeds, the directors say.

Production at the Newfound-
land plant during the first half-

year has, as expected, been low,

and costs have been correspond-

ingly high, while major modi-
fications have been carried out.

Essential work to secure in-

creased output has now been
completed, after some delay
caused by a strike of electrical

contractors.

An interim dividend of 2 per
cent is declared.

CIBA-Geigy and
Revlon pact
The Department of Justice in

Washington will interpose no
objection to the agreements
reached between CIBA-Geigy
Corporation Ardsley and USV
Pharmaceutical Corporation
(subsidiary of Revlon Inc) New
York, in respect of the impar-
tial fulfilment of the terms of a

consent decree. These provide
that USV may retail the pro-

ducts of Geigy pharmaceuticals
division, as well as CIBA's pre-

paration Doriden in the US, in

part exclusively under trade-

name, in part not exclusively

under trade-name.

In compensation, Geigy
pharmaceuticals division is to

include USV's anti-diabetic DBI
in its American range. In addi-

tion, CIBA-Geigy will receive

$5m in cash. In 1970 the sales

of the products exchanged lay

in the region of $20m each. One
of the current problems in

pharmaceuticals posed by the

consent decree is thereby

solved, states CIBA-Geigy.

Ashe Chemical's
first half
Profits, before tax, up from
£165,000 to £190,000 in the first

half of the year are reported

by Ashe Chemical Ltd and the

interim dividend is raised to 10

per cent (equivalent in 1970

was 74 per cent).

Subject to unforeseen circum-

stances, the future is viewed
"with the same confidence

expressed in past years."

Due to seasonal factors,

second half profits normally
exceed those of the first—the

figure for all of 1970 was
£498.636.

After tax of £76,000 (£65,000)

the first half net profit was up
from £100,000 to £114,000.

Cricket varient
at Lord's
National Cash Register Co Ltd

are to exhibit and demonstrate

their latest business machines
and systems in the Banqueting

Rooms at Lord's Cricket

Ground, September 20-23. The
exhibition will include compu-
ters. Microform systems,

accounting machines, sophisti-

cated electronic sales registers

and a number of pieces of

equipment shown for the first

time in the UK. There will also

be a programme of lectures.

As an additional point of
interest visitors to the exhibi-

tion will be able to watch a
game of cricket, but a game
with a big difference. The NCR
"Test of the Century" will be
played between the greatest

English players for the past fifty

years and the greatest Austra-
lian players for the same period
(chosen by Sir Donald Brad-
man and Mr G. O. "Gubby"
Allen) on an NCR Century
computer.

Johnsons-HPL:
higher sales
Turnover of Johnsons-HPL
Ltd in the year ended March
3 1 rose to £9.78 m (from
£8.95 m in the preceding year).

Group pre-tax profit also rose
to £314,329 (from £283,574).

Dividend is unchanged at 6 per
cent.

Sales this year to July 31

however show a decrease of
4.5 per cent due to "recession

in the printing and graphic arts

industries and the consequent
cutback in capital investments,"

state the directors.

In brief
Metal Box Co Ltd: The aerosol
export sales department of the
company has been transferred
from 37 Baker Street, London
Wl to the company's factory

at Acton.

All overseas inquiries relating

to aerosols should now be
addressed to aerosols division,

the Metal Box Co Ltd, Kendal
Avenue, Westfields Road,
London W3 0RR (telephone:

01-992 3411).

Weddel Pharmaceuticals Ltd
are appointing their first-ever

medical director as from Octo-

ber 1. He is Dr Michael Rad-
cliffe Lee, 36, at present lecturer

in medicine at St Thomas's
Hospital, London. Apart from
his MA degree, Dr Lee quali-

fied BM, BCh at Oxford in

1959, MRCP in London in

1961, DPhil(Oxon) in 1965 and
doctor of medicine at Oxford
in 1970.

R M H Foods Ltd have amal-
gamated the sales forces of
Cerebos Foods Ltd, Scott-

Energen Foods Ltd and Mc-
Dougalls Foods Ltd. The three

subsidiaries ceased trading as

from September 6 when the
merger with R M H Foods
became effective.

Glaxo Laboratories Ltd, Mon-
trose, have had plans approved
to erect a £20.000-production

and storage building at their

factory in Cobden Street. Plans

for two more bonded areas have
also been approved.

L
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Away with
rubber
bands

!

On with
replaces
rubber
bands

PONY

TAIL

HOLDERS

now packed in eye-catching

blister packs specially produced

for self service display

Pony Tail Holders are the new and
beautiful way to keep hair in place
v^^a covered stretch band finished

with a gilt bobble^^^no more ugly rubber bands pulling away
a handful of hair, now a band
to hold hair easily, without fuss
and one that looks like a piece
of jewellery. Pony Tail Holders
come in a range of 6 fashionable
and natural colours and they
retail at only 12zp for four bands

HAIR DECORATIONS

obtainable from your wholesaler

RAVINA MARKETING COMPANY ROWAN HOUSE 64 OXFORD ROAD DENHAM UXBRIDGE MIDDLESEX UXB RIDGE 30102/3



you haven't heard about Prot
Because next week is the start of the largest ever National

shampoo launch.
Protein 21 is the shampoo.
And we will be going into 98% of all T.V. homes with the

message that 6 women out of 10 want to hear:
'Protein 21 helps mend split ends'
No one has ever made a promise like this because no one has

ever made a shampoo quite like this.

We know that for a fact, because we've researched every part
of our launch plan.

We know that 6 out of 10 women have split ends; double the
number that suffer from dandruff.

Which is just one of the reasons we have the confidence to
go National from the start.

On the Television, in important women's magazines and on
Radio Luxembourg. Women everywhere will be getting our
message. They'll want to try Protein 21 shampoo. And when
they see how well it works, they'll be back for more.

So write to us, call us or call your local Mennen
representative. Get the full facts about the largest ever
national shampoo launch, see how you could profit by stocking up
now. 6 out of 10 women will love you for it.

The biggestever Nationalshampoo launch

Mennen (U.K.) Ltd., Mennen House, Marlow, Bucks. Marlow 6565.



i 21shampoo yet,you soon will!

Dry, Oily and Regular formula, sachets, standard bottles 50cc, large bottles lOOcc.
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URGENT NOTICE TO
MANUFACTURERS& PROMOTERS
OF PROPRIETARY REMEDIES

If youwish your products to be considered

for the General Sale Lists, read on.

The Medicines Commission is

about to advise the Health and
Agriculture Ministers which over-the-

counter remedies should be

permitted under the Medicines

Act 1968 to be sold through retail

outlets other than pharmacies.

This applies to all medi-

cinal preparations for human
or veterinary use.

When the statutory

General Sale Lists of prepar-

ations are in operation,

no others may lawfully

be retailed

except through
pharmacies.

If you wish your products to

be considered for inclusion, notify The
Medicines Commission, Finsbury

Square House,-33/37A Finsbury

Square, London EC2A 1PP by
30th September 1971. Particulars
required for each product:
Name; pharmaceutical form;

formula; presentation (including

pack size); all indications for

which the product is promoted

;

recommended dosage or

method of use; present

retail outlets;

k current status

under poisons

legislation.

SSUED BYDHSS
F0.R THE MEDICINES COMM ISSION
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Topical reflections

v J

Mr Donald J. Mcintosh, MPS,
is the new lord provost of

Elgin in Scotland. He has been

a member of the town council

for 25 years and a magistrate

for eighteen. Mr Mcintosh has

served on Moray and Nairn

joint county council for many
years and, among other appoint-

ments is chairman of the board

of management for the Moray
Hospitals; and of the North-

east police board.

Deaths
Doherty: Recently, Mr Anthony
Joseph Doherty, Sycamore

Road, Mount Merrion, Dublin,

a qualified assistant, who was

registered in 1941. Mr Doherty

served for many years in

Clerys' pharmacy, O'Connell

Street, Maguires', of Talbot

Street, Dublin, and more
recently was attached to Dr
McNelis' pharmacy in Black-

rock, County Dublin.

Falvey: Recently, Mr Tadgh A.

Falvey, Clarmont Avenue,

Douglas Road, Cork. Mr
Falvey qualified as a pharmacist

in 1948 and had his own phar-

macy at 17 Bridge Street, Cork.

Two of his sons are medical

representatives.

McKiernan: On August 26, Mr
John McKiernan, MPSI, 584

North Circular Road, Dublin,

aged 40. Mr. McKiernan quali-

fied as a pharmacist in 1955

and was manager of St

Andrews Medical Hall Ltd, Kil-

finane, County Limerick.

Smith: Recently Mr Leonard
Smith, MPS, 33 Hinckley Road,
Leicester, aged 71. Mr Smith

qualified in 1921 and for many
years prior to his retirement

two years ago was in business

at 195 Melton Road, Leicester.

[I 1 UU

Q Prescriptions dispensed in

Northern Ireland during June
numbered 831,556 (542.285

forms). Total cost was £724,791,

an average of £0-8716 per item.

D A spokesman for the De-
partment of Health and Social

Security told C&D this week
that the issuing of an HM
recommending the implementa-
tion of the Noel Hall report

was imminent.

The September amendments
to the Drug Tariff (Scotland)

include price changes over the

whole range of drugs, galenic-

als and preparations.

Portsmouth Past Pharmacy
Students' Association have

arranged a buffet on Saturday,

October 9, at 7.30 pm at the

Portsmouth Centre Hotel, Pem-
broke Road, Portsmouth.

Ticket is £2 from R. J. Berry,

145 Sultan Road, Portsmouth.

The Photographic Informa-

tion Council has suspended all

its activities, including the

Junior Photographer of the

Year Competition, because of

lack of financial support. The
Council was formed 13 years

ago and was backed by sub-

scriptions from photographic

dealers, importers and manufac-

turers.

On 110 occasions prescrip-

tion forms have been stolen

from doctor's surgeries, cars or

from hospitals during the last

year states an Inner London
Executive Council's report. It

comments that the figures may
not seem large for a popula-

tion of 3,000,000, but tighter

control being exercised by doc-

tors appears to be having some
effect.

Kodak's photographer of the

month for October is Richard

Bell-Syer. A display of his

black-and-white photographs of

wild-life, scenes and portraits

can be seen at Kodak Ltd, 65

Kingsway, London WC2, from
September 22 until October 29,

9 am to 5 pm daily, except

Saturdays and Sundays; admis-

sion free.

An exhibition showing the

scientific design and evaluation

of topical corticosteriod for-

mulations, prepared by Syntex

Pharmaceuticals Ltd, is avail-

able for loan to medical or

postgraduate medical centres.

The unit is free standing and
approximately 6 ft high by 10

ft wide. Applications to Mr
Ronald Levin FPS, Syntex

Pharmaceuticals Ltd, St Ives

House, St Ives Road, Maiden-
head, Berks.

The Chemical and Allied

Products Industry Training

Board predict that their levy

tor 1972-73 will be 1-25 per

cent, a reduction on the present

1-5 per cent applicable to the

latter part of 1971. The Board
continue to point out that they

do not want to see emphasis

laid on the levy-grant system;

they see it merely as a means
to an end. Representatives of

many of the trade associations

involved met members of the

Board this week to discuss pro-

gress and future developments.

General sale list
The "urgent notice" appearing in your last two issues reminds

manufacturers of the steps they have to take to ensure the

sale of some proprietary medicines on a basis of general

distribution. The advertisement, issued by Department of

Health for the Medicines Commission, is not without surprise.

It seems highly unlikely that the large interests involved are

not fully aware of the dateline for such applications, though

one must take it that public notification is a necessary part

of the legislation. The neatly arranged advertising display of

bottles, tins, tubes and packages, resting on a copy of the

Medicines Act of 1968, is quite impressive, and from the

fact that the same advertisement appears elsewhere one
gathers that it has been prepared and submitted for insertion

as it stands.

But would it not have been still more impressive if

aspirin had been spelt in the usual manner? One feels that

Mr Weller, sen. would have advised the DHHS and the

Medicines Commission to spell it
" wiv an i."

Nevertheless, the closing date will see a shoal of applica-

tions, and the question of public safety and private profit

will no doubt be directly related to the pressures applied. I

shall be extremely surprised if the situation differs materially

from that we have known.

Even the assessment of the Committee on Safety of Drugs

(p 238) does not suggest that that body is convinced of the

need for change. It has expressed the view that effervescent

products containing aspirin should not be promoted for

relief of stomach disorders, but states that the evidence

available does not call for a restriction on the sale of the

products. So that if promotion stopped, there would be no
objection to a large public display in the supermarket. The
precise meaning of "promotion" is not made clear, but

nowhere does the Committee suggest demotion.

'Pill* sampling

The response of a manufacturer to the reaction of interested

parties to a scheme for the sampling of a contraceptive pill

is a wise one. Discussion of such a revolutionary step should

have taken place at an earlier stage with the Pharmaceutical

Society, for the matter is surely a professional one and, as

such, a matter for the Society rather than the National

Pharmaceutical Union. One feels, also, that it was a subject

for discussion by all manufacturers of the contraceptive pill

so as to secure agreed policy, otherwise the suspicion might

arise that the firm in question hoped to secure some personal

advantage.

But it is time that the Pharmaceutical Society asserted

itself in matters of a professional nature such as this, for it

is the plain duty of the Society to leave no doubt as to the

nature and scope of its activities. On one famous occasion,

the NPU was described in the House of Commons as the

pharmacist's professional body. That must not happen again.

Dr G. H. Macmorran
The tributes paid to Dr G. H. Macmorran in your columns
last week were evidence of the high regard in which he was
held on both sides of the Border. All who met him could

not fail to be impressed by his ability and his sincerity. He
was a popular figure at conferences over the years, and he

will be greatly missed in his native Glasgow next week.
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Vestric to distribute Pharmaton

Pharmaton SA of Lugano have concluded
an agreement with Vestric Ltd covering

the distribution rights of four Pharmaton
products in the United Kingdom.
The products concerned are Pharmaton

capsules, hair tonic Pharmaton, skin acti-

vator Pharmaton and Royal Bath Phar-
maton.

As from September 1 orders for these

products can be handled by wholesalers.

Pharmaton SA markets pharmaceutical
products in 70 countries and the dental

products continue to be distributed in the

UK by Amalgamated Dental Co Ltd.

Nucta products return

After an absence from the market of two
years, the Nucta hairdressing products are

to be reintroduced. These products were
formerly manufactured by Stewart Goodall
and Dunlop Ltd, Edinburgh, owners of the

trade mark. The products will now be
manufactured and distributed under licence

by A. B. Curtis & Co Ltd, Walrow Indus-
trial Estate, Highbridge, Somerset, who
are already manufacturing the budget

price range of hairdressing preparations
under the "Casa Roma" label.

The Nucta products will initially be for

salon use, but the retail sale packs are to

be reintroduced shortly. A number of
new lines are in process of development,
which include aerosol products to be
packed on a new aerosol plant now being
installed.

Included in the range is the original

Nucta oil treatment shampoo, made to

the original formula. However certain

products will show some slight changes
in colour. These have been made
necessary by using only US certified col-

ours, in order that export may be facili-

tated, but the basic formulae remain
unaltered.

Reban sachet goes national

Following an extremely successful test

market in Lancashire and Scotland,

L'Oreal's Reban treatment shampoo for

greasy hair is available nationally, in

sachet form (£009). The new sachet

replaces the single application bottle. In

future the large bottle of Reban shampoo
will appear without a carton. L'Oreal,

18 Bruton Street, London W1A 1BX, state

that full colour Reban advertising

continues to run in women's magazines
until the end of the year, and television

commercials will appear in the Lancashire

area during September.

Gala colours and flavours

To liven Autumn months Gala say they

have created a new shade range for hps,

nails and eyes "by taking tones of choco-

late and caramel and mint and cream and
putting them into shadow sticks and nail

polish and eye catchers to create a rich

warm look . . . and for fun we've choco-
late flavoured our locked in lipsticks".

The new range comprises: Locked-in hp-
sticks (£0-43) in milk chocolate and plain
chocolate shades. Pearl nail polish (£0 25)
in chocolate whip; eye catchers (£072)
in a choice of caramel, mint or chocolate;

shadow stick (£0-43) in either caramel or
beige and matte shadow (£0-43) in marsh-
mallow. The items are available from
Myram Picker Ltd, Kingston By-pass,
Surbiton, Surrey.

Smoky shades by Coty

Smoky autumn hues are the new Coty
colours to match the new fashion fabrics

of greens, browns and blue. Smudge Pots
(£0-45) in three shades "to surround the

eyes with a haze of colour" are in tiny

blue "marbellised" pots. The shades are

smokey green, smokey mauve and smokey
blue. To complement the eye shadows
Coty offer three new lipstick shades: red

apple, pinkberry and sweet pumpkin
(£0-52). Coty Ltd, 3 Stratford Place, Lon-
don WIN 9AE, sav the lipsticks are in

the highly frosted transparent cremestick

formulation "to glide on to the lips".

Milton vouchers

Richardson-Merrell Ltd, 20 Savile Row,
London W1X 2AN, have for a year

provided money off vouchers to mothers

wishing to purchase a Milton Sterilising

Unit, and through the help of retail phar-

macists this promotion has been success-

PERFUMERY CONCENTRATES
for soaps, perfumes cosmetics and AEROSOLS

Z1MNERM
CHAS. ZIMMERMANN & CO. LTD.,
Dega Works, Walmgate Road, Perivale, Middx
telephone: 01-997 9121 (4 lines)

telegrams: Acidolan, Greenford, Middx.
telex No: 27563
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ful. The company point out however,

that the vouchers clearly state "offer closes

30 June, 1971" and no more vouchers

should be accepted. Pharmacists will be

reimbursed for any vouchers presently

held, provided they are sent in before

September 30, 1971.

NPUM distribution

NPU Marketing Ltd, 321 Chase Road,

London N14, have announced that the

franchise with Smith & Hill Ltd will termi-

nate on December 31, 1971. Distribution

of NPUM products in the area will be

taken over by Hayward Pharmaceuticals

Ltd with effect from January 1, 1972.

Tubifoam new look

Tubifoam tubes are now available for

counter display in a new and attractive

single tube blister pack. Presented in five

sizes, the desired shape can easily be cut

from the 12 ins tube making an ideal toe

protector.

Tubifoam remains soft and resilient, is

simple to apply and holds itself in place.

Trade price lists and illustrated cata-

logues are available on request from
Bateman Jackson (Seton Group), Tubiton

House, Medlock Street, Oldham.

Ostermilk's new pack
New from Glaxo this month is a rede-

signed pack for Golden Ostermilk. The
new pack is taller and slimmer and is

designed to give the product greater shelf

attraction and make more profitable use

of valuable shelf space in the pharmacy.

The flash on the front of the pack has

been changed to highlight the new mix
at the feeding temperature technique.

The company's Golden Ostermilk pre-

sentation box, which is distributed to new
mothers through hospitals, has also been

redesigned.

The box contains a 1 lb pack of Golden
Ostermilk, six birth announcement cards

with envelopes, and a consumer leaflet

explaining how to feed baby with Golden
Ostermilk.

Four bright colours have been added

to a newly-designed 200 ml pack for

Minadex, making the pack more eye-

catching and appealing to mothers. The
existing 400 ml economy pack continues

to be available.

Price corrected

The price of new Halo hairspray from
Colgate Palmolive Ltd is £0-30 and not as

stated in C&D August 7, p 156.

Gastalar samples and literature

To coincide with the introduction of

Gastalar, their new antacid tablet, Armour
Pharmaceutical Co, Eastbourne, Sussex,

announce that they are mailing a 30-tablet

sales pack, free of charge, to all retail

pharmacists throughout the country. This

is to help meet initial prescription demand
which will be created by the Armour sales

force. The mailing will also include full

medical literature.

Farillon Ltd, Chesham House, Chesham
Close, Romford, Essex. Therex decon-

gestant tablets, 24 invoiced as 22. Primes
indigestion remedy, 24 invoiced as 22.

Trentham Laboratories (Nottingham)

. , IU fc,4^V—.W - - . 'J

Ltd. Secron children's decongestant, 100

ml. 13 invoiced as 12 (until October 30).

Available from distributors, E. C. De Witt

& Co Ltd, Seymour Road, Leyton,

London.
Winthrop Laboratories, Winthrop House,
Surbiton-upon-Thames, Surrey. Lenium.
24 tubes invoiced as 22. 60 tubes invoiced

as 50. Sachets. 72 invoiced as 66. 180

invoiced as 150.

Geigy Pharmaceuticals, Macclesfield,

Cheshire. Desogen. 28 invoiced as 24, 58

as 48 and 100 as 72. Through representa-

tive.

Pharmaceutical

and Fine Chemicals

ADRENALINE

AESCULIN

ALLANTOIN

BARBITONE

CAFFEINE

CAMPHOR

CARMINE

DIASTASE

EPHEDRINE

FERROUS FUMARATE

FOLIC ACID

LACTOSE

MANNITOL

NICOTINATES

PANCREATIN

PAPAIN

PAPAVERINE

PEPSIN

PHENYTOIN SODIUM

PHENOLPHTHALEIN

QUINIDINE

QUININES

RESORCIN

SILVER PROTEIN

SULPHADIMIDINE

SULPHAGUANIDINE

SULPHANILAMIDE

SULPHATHIAZOLE

THEOBROMINE

THYMOL

ZIMMERMANN
i" ?

Chas. Zimmermann & Co. Ltd.

Dega Works, Walmgate Rd., Perivale, Middlesex

phone: 01 997.9121 telex No: 27563
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luce the only
for children.
This winter mothers can treat their

^

childrens' colds with complete confidence.

For the first time a cold relief drink specially

formulated for children of 2 years and over

is available.

This new medicine contains Paracetamol,

Phenylephrine hydrochloride, Menthol, Sodium
Citrate and Vitamin C and is formulated to

relieve the discomforts of sneezing, stuffy and
runny noses, headaches and feverishness.

It also has a pleasant orange taste because

children prefer an orange flavour.

Angiers Cold Relief Drink will be

introduced to mothers by advertisements

appearing in Woman's weekly and monthly

magazines starting during the first week in

November.

Angiers Cold Relief Drink is now
available on a special introductory bonus.

SWIif ilPfii

Angiers-the name mothers trust.
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Over-the-counter medicinals

A gap in the market?

New Veno's cold remedy is claimed to be

no ordinary newcomer and far from being
" just another hot lemon product".

It is said to be the answer to a need
revealed by market research which showed
that mothers, whilst declaring that their

youngsters readily accepted hot lemon cold

remedies, wanted one expressly for child-

ren.

Each sachet contains aspirin 300 mg,
caffeine 19 mg, ascorbic acid 15 mg, men-
thol 135 mg in a base containing real

lemon juice.

Illustrated are the attractive display

outer and counter card. Launch advertising,

in the national press, breaks on November
1 and will run to Christmas when TV takes

over, continuing throughout the peak cold
season (Beecham Proprietary Medicines, St

Helens, Lanes).

Vicks launch new nasal spray

Vicks Sinex nasal spray (£0-42) has been
launched into Granada Television area.

Its manufacturers, Richardson-Merrell
Ltd, claim the product represents a major
advance in alleviating nasal discomfort

by the combination in each 15 ml of

oxymetazoline hydrochloride 75 mg with
menthol, camphor and eucalyptol.

A TV campaign accompanies the launch
with thirty-second commercials running
throughout the winter. Advertising breaks
in early October (Richardson-Merrell

Ltd, 20 Savile Row, London, W1X
2AN).

Dietary

Now we are six

A new chocolate bar from Limmits is

the Limmits fruit and nut chocolate (£016)
which brings the brand's chocolate range
to six varieties. The new bar is a one
meal pack of 290 calories.

Special outers for point-of-sale display

are available (Unicliffe Ltd, Unimart
House, Stonar, nr Sandwich, Kent).

Wander introduces Ova/tine diet-bar

After consumer tests A. Wander Ltd
announce the introduction of Ovaltine

Diet-Bar, a slimmer's meal in a chocolate

bar.

Available in three varieties: Milk choco-
late, hazel nut milk chocolate and plain

chocolate, each in a 2\ oz bar.

There is a special introductory bonus
to chemist outlets which will continue

until the end of September. Details avail-

able from wholesalers or Wander repre-

sentatives (A. Wander Ltd, 42 Upper
Grosvenor Street, Grosvenor Square,

London W1X 0AL).

Cosmetics and toiletries

New Poly pre-colour

To eliminate the many problems blonde

women can face in returning their bleached

hair to its natural shade Poly have intro-

duced new Pre-Colour (£0-42) a special

pre-colouring treatment. Pre-Colour is used
prior to applying Polycolor or a similar

semi-permanent hair colourant, to replace

the essential pigments which are lost after

bleaching. By replacing the basic red pig-

ment in bleached hair, Poly Pre-Colour
prevents the greenish tinge appearing when
the final colour is applied and acts as a

filler to make the results more permanent.

An attractive, deep lilac, display dis-

penser has been designed to hold half a

dozen Poly Pre-Colour packs. This has a

circular backboard featuring copy that

says : "Tired of bleached hair? Poly Pre-

Colour replaces vital pigments lost when
bleaching. To be used prior to applying

Polycolor or a similar colourant". In addi-

tion, there's a circular pack crowner which
reiterates the copy on the dispenser and
comes in the same muted shade of lilac.

For the benefit of sales assistants Poly
have also inserted postcard size informa-

tion cards inside the over-wrap of each
delivery of Pre-Colour. These contain three

questions and answers on the product and
its function and can be pinned to the

counter for quick and easy reference (Poly

Hair Cosmetics, Eastleigh, Hants).

Lid 'n' Lip Glossies
A gloss cream formula, created to give a

subtle gloss to lips and at the same time a

smudge of glossy eye shadow around the

eye, is now offered by Outdoor Girl. It

is applied with the fingers and can be
worn by itself, teamed up with everyday

eye shadows or worn over a lipstick for

an extra gloss look. The Lid 'n' Lip Glos-
sies (£01 7) are offered in the deeper

colours that are currently popular. The

shades are: Dawn Pink, Earth Pink and
Dusk Pink.

Outdoor Girl are also offering a minia-
ture of the standard Love skin perfume
bottle containing 7 cc (£0-15). The
product is identical in fragrance and
strength to the original (Myram Picker

Ltd, Hook Rise, Kingston By-pass, Surbi-

ton, Surrey).

For men and women
Gerhardt have launched Spray Mate, 120g
(£0 43) a new "unisex" intimate deodorant.

The chosen perfume is claimed to appeal

to both sexes and to "meet the in-thing

trend towards 'unisex' Colognes, deodo-
rants, etc" (Gerhardt Pharmaceuticals

Ltd, Thornton Laboratories, Purley Way,
Croydon CR9 3BE).

Elida's Sea Witch range

Four new colours have been added to

the Elida Sea Witch hair colourant range.

There are two fair shades—Sunblonde
and Sunfair, and two "graceful greys",

silver mink and smokey mink (£0 34). The
last two preparations have been introduced

to the range as new research has shown
that 24 per cent of women in Britain

have mainly grey hair, and many of them
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want to keep it "grey but graceful". There

are only two brands of colourants on the

market at the moment offering shades for

grey hair, so there is great potential for

growth in this section (Elida Gibbs Ltd,

Hesketh House Portman Square, London

W1A 1DY).

Sundries

Cuts down drying time

Hair drying time is said to be significantly

reduced and setting made much simpler

by an improved type of roller airated and

covered with mini-pincettes that instantly

grip the hair.

The roller, the Sobico 1200, has a

resilient plastic core perforated with tiny

air holes that allow the air to circulate in,

around and through the set.

In addition to rapid drying, the Sobico

1200 offers all the convenience that comes
from the elimination of clips, pins, or

rubber bands.

Hair is wound onto the roller, which is

then pressed with a sideways movement
against the scalp. The mini-pincettes hold

the hair firmly but gently.

The Sobico 1200 is especially good for

short nape strands.

Sobico 1200 rollers come in a range of

colour-coded sizes (Laughton & Sons

Ltd, Warstock Road, Birmingham 14).

Philips new Infraphil

The new Philips Infraphil, infra ray lamp
(£5-95) is housed in an attractive metallic

grey casing incorporating a hinged stand

which makes it easy to aim the beam
exactly where it's needed. The lamp
operates on 240 v and complies with BS
specification (Philips Electrical Ltd,

Shaftesbury Avenue, London WC2).

Convenient pack

"Easy to hand" and "easy to open and
close" packs are being used by Tsabra for

their cotton wool. The pack also embodies
a plastic handle and the transparent plas-

tic bag is offered in a variety of colours

ensuring bright and attractive displays.

Packs of 75 g (£018) and 110 g (£0-23)

(Laurice of London Ltd, 34 Leinster Ter-

race, London W2).

Wilkinson's new shaving system
A new shaving system which is claimed by
Wilkinson Sword to be the "most signifi-

cant breakthrough in the field of shaving

since the company first introduced the

coated stainless steel blade in 1961" was
announced by the company's chairman,

Mr D. Randolph on Tuesday.

Called the Bonded shaving system, Mr
Randolph said that the system was the

most "advanced, sophisticated and efficient

method of shaving that had yet been

developed, and its launch on the market
represented a major company develop-

ment".

Mr R. H. Bartlett managing director

UK, Wilkinson products division, explained

that the single-edged blade was bonded
rigidly between a guard-bar and a protec-

tive shield at a precise shaving angle and
protrusion.

"For the first time in any razor, the

blade and razor head are integrated into a

single solid unit at the manufacturing

stage", he said.

Research in the Southern television area

where the product was test-marketed

showed that "four months after acquisition

of the system 83 per cent of men were

using Bonded regularly, with a further 11

per cent using it from time to time—

a

total of 94 per cent of men still using the

system".

While the product will receive television

and press advertising support, particularly

in the pre-Christmas period (for pack illus-

tration see p 356) Wilkinson Sword double-

edged business will continue to be exten-

sively promoted said Mr Bartlett.

The recommended retail price of Bonded
shaving system is £1-19; refill dispensers

of 5 Bonded blades, £0-36 (Wilkinson

Sword Ltd, Sword Works, Southfield Road,

London W4).

PRESCRIPTION

SPECIALITIES
MYNAH tablets

Manufacturer Lederle Laboratories, division

of Cyanamid of Great Britain Ltd, Bush
House, Aldwych, London WC2
Description Tablets : Mynah 200—colour

coded white ; Mynah 25fJ—yellow ; Mynah
300—orange and Mynah 365—pink. The
figures indicate the quantity of ethambutol

in mg, each tablet also contains isoniazid

100 mg
Indications For the retreatment of cases of

tuberculosis where the infecting organisms

are resistant to one or more of the drugs

used for initial treatment ; where hypersensi-

tivity or toxic reactions prevent the use of

the other standard drugs

Contraindications Known hypersensitivity to

ethambutol or isoniazid. In patients with

known optic neuritis unless clinical judgment
determines that it may be used
Dosage The four different strengths are

designed to cover most weights and dosages

in both initial and subsequent treatment (see

literature)

Precautions Care should be exercised in

patients with impaired renal function and in

epileptics

Side effects Ethambutol may produce a

reversible decrease in visual acuity

Packs Bottles of 84. Mynah 200 (£4-45 trade),

250 (£5-53), 300 (£6-60), 365 (£8)

Supply restrictions TSA
Issued September 1971

KIDNAMIN tablets
Manufacturer Paines & Byrne Ltd, Pabyrn
Laboratories, Bilton Road, Greenford,
Middlesex
Description Film-coated tablets each contain-

ing L-tryptophan 25 mg, L-phenylalanine 110
mg, L-lysine 80 mg, L-methionine HOmg, L-
leucine 110 mg, L-threonine 50 mg, L-valine

80 mg and L-isoleucine 70 mg
Indications Dietary treatment of acute and
chronic uraemia. Addition to a low-value
diet

Dosage 12-20 tablets per day as addition to
a protein-poor or protein-free diet rich in

calories

Pack 200 (£10-20 trade)

Issued September 1971

DEFLAMENE A
Manufacturer Pharmitalia (UK) Ltd, King-
maker House, Station Road, Barnet, Herts
Description Ointment and cream both con-
taining formocortal 025 per cent and paro-
momycin sulphate 0-5 per cent

Indications Inflammatory skin conditions
where bacterial infection is present or is

suspected

Method of use To be applied thinly from
once to three times daily

Packs Ointment 10 g (£0-26 trade), 50 g
(£0-74), cream 10 g (£0-26), 50 g (£0-74)

Supply restrictions TSA
Issued September 1971

DOPRAM infusion
Manufacturer A. H. Robins Co Ltd, Redkiln
Way, Horsham, Sussex
Description Each pack contains a 500 ml
bottle containing 2 mg per ml of doxapram
hydrochloride in 5 per cent dextrose injection

together with an administration set

Indications Respiratory failure : to treat

hypoventilation associated with hypoxaemia
and hypercapnia, and to allow the safer

administration of oxygen to severely

hypoxaemic patients

Dosage See manufacturer's literature
;
gener-

ally 2-3 mg/minute
Contraindications Severe hypertension, severely

reduced lung compliance, irreversible airways
obstruction, thyrotoxicosis, coronary heart

disease and status asthmaticus

Precautions Use with care in epileptic

patients and patients treated concurrently with

MAOI's. Use bronchodilators when broncho-
spasm present. Do not mix with alkaline

solutions

Notes Doxapram hydrochloride is a specific

respiratory stimulant with properties which
make it unlike the analeptic agents

Side effects The usual side effect which is

reported in some patients is a feeling of

warmth, usually in the perineal area. Excessive

rates of administration may result in nervous-

ness, restlessness and nausea
Pack 500 ml (£9 hospitals)

Supply restrictions PI S4B
Issued August 1971

Hiprex goes national
Following succesful test promotion in Scot-

land and Northern Ireland, Riker Labora-
tories, Morley Street, Loughborough, Leics.

LE11 1EP, announce that Hiprex will be
extensively promoted to all general prac-

titioners and hospitals throughout the UK
from September 15.

Hiprex is a new product for the treat-

ment of urinary tract infections and is

available in bottle of 100 tablets (see

C&D May 1, p 357).
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Four new pack designs

introduced for Scotties

To introduce a completely new set of box
designs for their regular Scotties, Bowater-

Scott Corporation Ltd, Knightsbridge,

London, SWL are launching a "heavy

weight" promotional campaign.

In mid-October there will be a "Buy
two get one free" offer advertised in the

national press.

A television campaign will start on
October 25 on national networks and
continue through until December. The
30-second commercial will carry the theme
"Beautiful boxes you won't want to hide"

In November there will be a two-page

full colour spread in Woman.
Whilst there will only be two basic

regular scotties packs now—rainbow (with

pink, yellow, turquoise and white tissues)

and straight forward white tissues, the con-

sumer for the first time ever, is given the

opportunity to choose between two box
designs.

Consumers who buy the rainbow pack
have a choice of either a "really dramatic-

ally designed" pattern or a "gaily pretty"

one, with an equally contrasting pair for

white Scotties.

To arrive at the designs chosen an
extensive research project among over

2,000 women was carried out by Bowater-
Scott reaching women between the ages

of 18-55, from all walks of life.

Views were split fairly evenly into two
distinct groups—those who wanted a

strong, bright dramatic design that would
stand out and those who wanted a quiet,

subtle design that would be relatively un-
obstrusive.

Hence the idea of a choice of two
designs for the same product which the

company say was not regarded as a gim-
mick but as a worthwhile idea, done for

a good reason and one which was spon-
taneously appreciated.

Free label with packet seeds
Suttons Seeds have announced that for the

coming season one of their plastic "T"
plant labels will be given away free with

every packet of Suttons seeds.

The retail price of Suttons "T" label is

lOp for 20 labels, and the gift is therefore

equivalent to a price reduction of |p for

every packet. The majority of packets of

Suttons seeds sell at 5p—many cost only

4p.

The cost to the company of the promo-
tion for the 1972 season is estimated at

£30,000. On top of this direct advertising

to the public will include a television

campaign. Last year Suttons spent £200,000

on publicity for their brand. (Suttons

Seeds Ltd, The Royal Seed Establishment,

Reading.)

Protein 21 shampoo campaign
Mennen's £300.000 advertising campaign

for Protein 21 shampoo broke on tele-

vision at the beginning of this month and

a press and radio campaign is also going

ahead, with spaces being taken in maga-
zines coming on to the bookstalls in the

course of September.

According to Mr Gerry Mulford, man-
aging director of Mennen UK, the tele-

vision advertisements tell a straightforward

product benefit story and are thus a

departure from the mood advertising used

by shampoo manufacturers in recent years.

They are in the form of 30-second com-
mercials featuring up-and-coming actress

Lynn Frederick. Protein 21 has the

research-backed claim that it actually

"helps mend split ends" which is said to

be the biggest single hair problem among
British women; more important even than

dundruff.

The company is aiming for a 10 per

cent share of the £16! million shampoo
market. (Mennen UK Ltd.)

Eylure display units

Furthering their policy of continuously

up-dating their display units Eylure are

introducing modern counter display packs
containing Nailfix remover, Lashclens

N'Curl, eye make-up remover and oily

nail polish remover. Each pack bears a

modem design that is continued on the

counter units. (Distributors: Eylure Ltd,

Grange Industrial Estate, Llanfrechfa Way,
Cwmbran, Mon).

Ronson's Christmas plans

A massive national television and press

advertising programme running from
October until a few days before Christ-

mas is announced by Ronson.
All-station television will be used to

promote sales of Ronson shavers and
Escort hairdryers.

A new Press advertisement for the

Ronson Rio on the theme "You could

buy a larger hairdryer but you don't have
to," will be featured in Woman's Own,
Honey, 19 magazine and Petticoat during

November and December.
The Christmas campaign for the Ronson

automatic toothbrush will be directed at

readers of the Sunday Times, Observer
and She magazine. (Ronson Products Ltd,

Leatherhead, Surrey.)

The new Babysafe sterilising method tor

babies' feeding bottles (last week p 287-

290) is currently on display at the Design
Centre, 28 Haymarket, London SW1. In

the picture below, a nurse at the Centre
is seen demonstrating the method to a

mother. The steriliser is the first such
unit to be selected for the Council of

Industrial Design's Design Index. (Can-
non Rubber Manufacturers Ltd, Ashley
Road, Tottenham, London N17 and H. &
T. Kirby & Co Ltd, Mildenhall, Bury St
Edmunds, Suffolk.)

Ln = London; M = Midland; Lc = Lancashire;
Y = Yorkshire; Sc = Scotland; WW = Wales
and West; So = South; NE = North-east; A =
Anglia; U = Ulster; We '= Westward; B =
Border; G = Grampian; E = Eirean; CI =
Channel Islands.

Astra!: A
Body Mist: All except E
Erasmic: Ln, Lc
Hedex: All except Ln, WW, U, E, CI

Ironplan: Ln, M, Lc, Y, NE, So, WW,
We, B.

Lucozade: All except E, CI

Macleans Freshmint: Ln

Milk of Magnesia tablets: All except Ln,

WW, U, E
S.R. toothpaste: All except E
Signal: All except E
Trufood Spoonfoods: Lc
Wella hair products: Ln, M, Y, NE
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We're reachingout

to 900,000 new customers.
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Teenagers with skin problems have

been responding to our advertisements for

pHisoHex for some time. And their skin

problems have been responding to

pHisoHex treatment.

Now we are advertising pHisoHex in

another treatment area where it has had
outstanding success-the protection of

babies' skins. Maternity wards throughout
the world wash new born babies regularly

with pHisoHex for the prevention of skin

infections. This is the story we'll be telling

to midwives, health visitors, mothers and
mothers-to-be.

Recommend pHisoHex to your
customers on the basis of its proven
medical history-all that remains for it to

be a big success is for you to stock up
and display. We'll provide pack 'crowners'

and copies of our new booklet 'A new life

in your hands' to give your displays

the finishing touch.
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pHisoHex
registered trade mark.
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Chemists are in it

for profit

just like anyone else.
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rice service
EMDMENT TO JUNE
\RTERLY PRICE LIST

le prices are given per unit unless

rwise stated. Bold upright figures

%\ in the retail column indicate the

; is subject to resale price

itenance. Italic figures (0-14) is

ufacturer's recommended price,

t upright figures (0-14) is a

ssted guide.

'rice advanced, r = Price reduced,

slew entry, d = Delete.

Correction. /' = Insert.

(1530 Fisons)

25 g

(1599Winthrop)

s 250

1000

IN (1305 WB)
. 25

100

500

LIN (518 Glaxo)

new formula

10 ml

50 ml

Trade

£.p

0.83

2.64

0.14

0.44

1.76

0.68

0.225

(671 Jeyes) existing entry

K (671 Jeyes)

)ls, alpine, lilac

e, springtime
" 283 g

f wick

.11

N (1352 Wyeth)
40 g

ANTS (843 ML)

(1364 HMS)
olostomy bags 24

ustable elastic belt

Pt-

NDRA(1364 HMS)
omy bags

12x4in
12 x 5 in

12 x 6 in

12x8 in

24 x 4 in

24x5 in

Tax
£.p

0.46dz

Retail

£-P

0.23

.24W

0.21

0.66

2.64

0.09

0.30

Trade Tax Retail

£.p £.p £-P
ALLBEE(1071 Robins)

capsules with vit. C 1

5

0.28 0.42

ALUDROX (1352 Wyeth)
gel zUU ml 0.12 .. 0.16

500 ml 0.27 0.36W
260 0.88 1.17

tablets 0.23 0.30W
500 1.32 1 76

/vLurriv/o y i jju risonsj
m>l 1 70 mlgei i ikj mi 1 4 1 dz 0.17

2 25 ml 1 5 OOdz

laDiets ou I.SOdz 0.19
All I7V1UP fGT2 PVP 1

!

powder 1 25 g 2 50dz

ZJU g 4 50dz
tnkiptc ^nn 2 60dz

1000 4 65dz
5000 1 85

30000 1 60
AMFSFr Id.] 1 1 illv)

Fncpaic inn 42 0.63 tsls4A

500 1.88 2.82 tsls4A

ruivuies 1UU 0.42 0.63 tsls4A
^nn 1.88 2.82 tsls4A

5000 18.29 27.44 tsls4A

/vivi i lAHtlJ Lilly

)

iaDiets i j mg juu 0.26 0.39 tsls4A
in mo fnnju mg juu 0.33 0.50 tsls4A

5000 2.86 4.29 tsls4A
en m ^nn 0.43 0.65 tsls4A

5000 3.77 5.66 tsls4A
i nn mo i nn1 UU nil; i uu 0.17 0.26 tsls4A

500 0.68 1.02 tsls4A

5000 6.33 9.50 tsls4A

200 mg scored

100 0.30 0.45 tsls4A

500 1.33 2.00 tsls4A

and acetylsalicylic acid

Pulvules 1 00 0.33 0.50 tsls4A

and ephedrine Pulvules

100 0.38 tsls4A

ANGIER (172 BMCL)
children's cold relief drink 0.115 0.035 0.20

ANGISED(208 BW)

tablets 0.5 mg 100 0.16 0.24 t

500 0.54 0.81 t

ANTISTTN (262 C1BA)
tablets 500 d

ANTUSSIN (976 PL)

adult small 2.40dz .. 0.25 t

large 3.74dz .. 0.39 t

children small 2.25dz .. 0.23 t

BENV1L013 Bencard)

BETADUME (878 Napp)
hydrocortisone cream

25 g

scalp lotion 100ml
120 ml

BOVAMAST (1352 Wyeth)

cream (vet.)

B-RU023 Radiol)

Rone Radiol

(horses and dogs) 2 1

Trade

£.p

0.95

0.34

Tax

£-P

4.20

BRIETAL SODIUM (413 Lilly)

ampoules 100 mg
0.5g/50ml

2.5g/17.5ml

2.5g/250ml

5g/35ml

BUDALE (346 Dales)

tablets 100

500

0.80

0.41

1.42

1.62

2.78

6.00dz

2.00

Retail

£-P

1.27 TS
0.46 TS

d

1.69 TS

6.72

1.20 tsls4A
0.62 tsls4A

2.13 tsls4A
2.43 tsls4A
4.17 fsls4A

tsls4A
tsls4A

RETAIN
all supplements July 24 to

August 28 inclusive. They
contain information that wil

not be repeated.

AQUAVIRON B12 (894 Nicholas)

CALABAND (1 127 Seton)

(distributors 93BJ)
zinc paste, calamine and

urethane bandage 2. 1 6dz

CALABAND D ( 1 1 27 Seton)

(distributors 93BJ)

zinc paste and calamine

bandage 2. 1 6dz

CALMURID-HC (1497 PGBL)
(distributors 1556 Farillon)

cream 30 g 0.60

0.26

0.2

0.90 TS

ampoules 1 ml 2 0.45 0.67K CAMBERWICK GREEN (1351 WLU)
1 ,90dz 0.21 ARTHRO-PAD ( 1 1 27 Seton) toothpaste 1.47dz 0.44dz 0.20
2.28dz 0.25 (distributors 93BJ)

1.90dz 0.21 support bandage small 0.50 0.75 CITANEST (68 Astra)
2.36dz 0.26 medium 0.57 0.85 plain ampoules

large 0.63 0.95 1.5% 25ml 0.28 ts4B
ASCOXAL (68 Astra) vials 0.5% 20ml 0.62 ts4B

granules 60 g 1.52 50ml 0.25 0.29 ts4B
0.135 0.04 0.22 tablets 24 3.30dz 0.99dz 1% 20ml 5 0.66 ts4B

144 1.38 50ml 0.31 ts4B
ASPRO (893 Nicholas) with adrenaline 1-250,000

junior tablets 24 0.775dz 0.215dz 0.10 vials 0.5% 50ml 0.29 ts4B
0.67dz 0. 1 9dz 0.09 ASTRAFER LV. (68 Astra) with adrenaline 1-200,000
1.41dz 0.40dz 0.19 ampoules 5 ml 5 0.47 vials 1% 50ml 0.31 fs4B

A. T. 10(1599 Winthrop) with adrenaline 1-300,000

solution 1 5 ml 1.20 Citanest '30' 1.8ml

AURACET(1305 WB) 100 2.15 ts4B
2.15 eardrops 1 5 ml 0.16 0.05 0.29 topical 4% 25ml 0.25 ts4B

200 ml 0.92 1.38
0.275 AURALGICIN (1530 Fisons) CO-DELTRA (837 MSD) d

12 ml '2.06dz t

COJENEU530 Fisons)

BARQUINOL HC (1530 Fisons) tablets 35 2.14dz 0.64dz 0.29 tDDI
IS g 2.69dz 0.34 TS

0.36 BEAR BRAND (1449 R&CFD) COLLARVCUFF (1127 Seton)
0.40 tub honey 8 oz 2.00dz 0.20 (distributors 93BJ)
0.65 BENORAL (1599 Winthrop) roll 4 m 0.50 0.75
0.75 caplets0.5g 100 1.43 0.43
0.43 suspension 20% 300 ml 1.77 0.53 CONTAC 4 (835 M&J)
0.43 40% 300 ml 3.43 1.03 lozenges 1

5

0.11 0.035 0.20

the most versatile digitalis glycoside

LANOXIN DIGOXIN
J& * TABLETS • SOLUTION • INJECTION • PAEDIATBJC ELIXIR
Wellcome *W BURROUGHS WELLCOME & CO. (.The Wellcome Foundation Ltd.) DARTFORD, KENT. "Trade Mark
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Trade Tax Retail Trade Tax Retail

£.p £-P £p £-P f-P £.p

CONTAC400(835 M&J) FRESH'n DAINTY (506 Gerhardt)

capsules 6 0.21 0.28 fleur de lis spray 1 20 g 2.52dz l.I35dz 0.38 ;

12 0.36 0.48 FUCID1N (747 Leo)

COOPEX (295 CM&R) d gel 10 g 0.35 0.53 TS
COR1BAN (208 BW) 25 g 0.75 1.12OTS

1 gal 18.60 24.84 ointment 10 g 0.33 0.49WTS
CORT1PHENICOL (346 Dales) 25 g 0.72 1.08 TS

eardrops 10 ml 1.06 TS Intertulle gauze

CORTlPIX(1530 Fisons) 10 x 10 cm 0.40 0.60 TS
cream lA% 1 5 g 2.65dz 0.80dz 0.40 TS FUCIDIN H (747 Leo)

1% 15 g 3.88dz 1.16dz 0.62 TS ointment 10 g 0.36 0.54 TS
CORT1TRANE (1305 WB) 25 g 0.77 1.1 SWTS'

cream 5 g 0.18 0.27 TS
IS g 0.40 0.60 TS GALE'S ( 1 449 R & CFD)

lotion 15 ml 0.36 0.54 TS honey set and clear loz 0.37dz 0.03'A1

CORT1TRANE-G(1305 WB) 'Alb 1.30dz 0.13

ointment 5 g 0.18 0.27 TS 1 lb 2.18dz 0.22

15 g 0.40 0.60 TS 71b 1.195

CUTISAN (346 Dales) GASTRILSU154SNP)
liquid 45 ml 9.00dz 2.70dz pastilles 24 0.25 0.765 0.44

ointment 30 g 9.00dz 2.70dz 240 2.10 0.642

powder 80 g 9.72dz 2.92dz GENACORT ( 1 530 Fisons)

CYTAMEN (518 Glaxo) cream/ointment 0,5% 5g d
ampoules '250' 5 x 1ml 0.12 0.16 i%5g d

'1000' 5 x 1ml 0.24 0.32 GERMAINE MONTEIL (I486 GM)
packs of 6 d Super Moist body fluff 2.85

DALZOFOAM (1127 Seton) GEROV1TAL H3 ( 1 25 1 TTC)
(distributors 93BJ) face cream 1.66 150 i

adhesive backed hair lotion 1.66 2.50

9 x 18in thin (4) 1.04 1.50 GIVENCHY m C 1 589 Givenchy)

medium (4) 1.36 2.00 perfume '/
8 oz 2.40

'

thick (4) 1.68 2.50 V4oz 4.30
plain roll 36 x 18in thin 0.72 1.05 Vioz 6.55

medium 1.04 1.50 loz 10.S5

thick 1.36 1. 95 2oz 15.85

DlMYRIL(1530 Fisons) toilet water 60 cc 2.40

capsules 20 2.38dz 0.30 ts4B HOcc 3.35

linctus 1 50 ml 3.50dz 0.44 ts4B 220 cc 5.75

DISTALGESIC (378 Dista) GLUCAGON (413 Lilly)

tablets 100 0.59 tsl ampoules dry powder
500 2.65 tsl lmg 1 1.10 1.65

DISTIVrT(378 Dista) lOmg 1 5.89 8.84

elixir 115ml 0.18 GROSSMTTH (545 Grossmith)

1000 ml 1.26 talcum white rose and

DIXARIT(145B) cucumber 2.04dz 0.89dz 0.35

tablets 1 00 1.40 2.10 G. T. 5OA(503 G) d
DOLOXENE (413 Lilly) G. T. 50B (503 G) d

Pulvules65mg 100 0.92 1.38 tsl HAELAN (378 Dista)

500 4.14 6.21 tsl cream/ointment 60 g 0.61 TS
compound-65 20 0.26 0.39 tsl HAELAN-C (378 Dista)

100 1.04 1.56 tsl cream/ointment 30 g 0.41

500 4.69 7.04 tsl HALMAGON (801 MP) d
Domestos (382 Domestos)

DOMESTOS (756 Lever) i

regular

large

1.135dz

1.341dz

0.11

0.13
POISONS RULES

giant 1.64dz 0.16

old formula packs d All preparations containing amphe-
DRENISON (413 Lilly)

cream 1 5 g 0.51 0.77 TS tamines are now also mciuaea in
|

with neomycin 1 5 g

ointment 1 5 g

0.55

0.51

0.83

0.77

TS
TS Schedule 1 in addition to the Fourth

with neomycin 1 5 g 0.55 0.83 TS Schedu e
DRIANAPS(119Besso)

napkin liners 2 0.19 0.28

EFCORTELAN-N (518 Glaxo)

eye/ear drops 10 ml 0.75

EKAMMON (1305 WB)
tablets 50 0.20

100 0.38

500 1.32

1000 2.48

soluble 50 0.22

100 0.40

300 1.00

750 2.34

ENDRINE0352 Wyeth)

25 ml 0.1

1

refill 100 ml 0.285

ENERGEN (1114 SEF)
digestive biscuits l.04dz

rolls 2 1.337dz

36 3.27dz

0.06

0.115

0.065

0.12

0.035

0.085

ENTERFRAM (1530 Fisons)

150 ml 10.31dz

ENTERSORB (1352 Wyeth)

tablets (vet.) 50 0.80

250 3.75

EUCERIN0154SNP)
anhydrous 500 g 0.45

4 k 2.60

hydrous 500 g 0.35
4 k 1.70

EUMYDRDS ( 1 599 Winthrop)

drops 15 ml 0.20

FRAMYCORT (1530 Fisons)

lotion 20 ml 6.19dz

ointment 15 g 6.25dz

ophthalmic 3.5 g 2.06dz

sterile eye/ear drops

5 ml 3.63dz

FRAMYGEN (1530 Fisons)

cream 1 5 g 3.00dz

ophthalmic 3.5 g 1.25dz

sterile eye/ear drops

5 ml 2.8 ldz

sterile powder 500 mg 12.75d-

tablets 500 mg 20 56.25dz

100 217.50dz

FRAMYSPRAY (1530 Fisons)

aerosol HOg 22.13dz

1.00 TS

0.36

0.68

1.98

3.72

0.40

0.72

1.50

3.51

0.18

0.4654

O.lOVz

0. 1 3Vi

0.33

1.29 TS

1.06'ATS

5.00 TS

0.30 t

0.78 TS
0.79 TS
0.26 TS

0.45 TS

0.37 TS
0.16 TS

0.35 TS
1.59 TS
7.04 TS

27.19 TS

2.76 TS

HEMINEVRIN (68 Astra)

capsules 100

injection/infusion

solution vial 100 ml

bottle 500 ml
tablets 100

HEWLETT (68 Astra)

antiseptic cream tube

400 g

3k
teething jelly

HISTADYLE. C. (413 Lilly)

syrup 450 ml
2.251

HOT PANTS (11 31 Shulton)

come clean body foam

185 cc

cool off Cologne 185 cc

foam in bath bubbles

185 cc

jet spray Cologne 48 g

ICTHABAND(1127 Seton)

(distributors 93 BJ)

zinc paste and ichthammol

bandage

INSULIN (147 Boots)

2.67

0.53

1.97

2.67

ts4B

ts4B
ts4B

ts4B

1.1 9dz 0.36dz

0.59

3.34

l.lOdz 0.33dz

0.51 0.15 0.92

2.2S 0.68 4.06

6.04dz 1.76dz 0.95

5.44dz 2.38dz 0.95

4.76dz 1.40dz 0.75

4.88dz 2.l4dz 0.85

20 units

40 units

80 units

globin zinc

40 units

80 units

isophane (N. P. H.)

40 units

80 units

protamine zinc

40 units

10ml

5 ml
10 ml

5 ml
10 ml

5 ml

5 ml

10ml
10 ml

5 ml
10 ml

80 units 5 ml

zinc suspension (lente)

40 units 10 ml

80 units 10 ml

amorphous (semilente)

40 units 10 ml

80 units 10 ml

crystalline (ultralente)

40 units 10 ml

2.16dz

0.15

0.15

0.27

0.27

0.48

0.15

0.30

0.30

0.60

0.15

0.30

0.30

0.30

0.60

0.30

0.60

0.30

Trade

£.p

0.60

0.30

0.54

0.26

0.49

0.30

0.60

0.30

0.06

0.30

0.60

80 units 10 ml
Nuso

40 units 10 ml
80 units 10 ml

INSULIN (1566 Farillon)

novo Actrapid

40 units 10 ml
80 units 80 ml

novo lente

40 units 10 ml
80 units 10 ml

novo semilente

40 units 10 ml
80 units 10 ml

novo ultralente

40 units 10 ml

80 units 10 ml
novo protamine zinc

40 units 10 ml 0.30

80 units 10 ml 0.53

novo Rapitard

40 units 10 ml 0.35

80 units 10 ml 0.69

novo B. P.

20 units 10 ml 0.15

40 units 10 ml 0.27

80 units 10 ml 0.48

INTAL (1530 Fisons)

Spin caps 30 21.26dz

50 33.29dz

compound 50 33.29dz

JECTOFER (68 Astra)

ampoules lOOmgx 2ml
10 1.55

100 14.03

syringe pack 2ml 10 2.34

JECTORAL(68 Astra)

tablets 100 0.58

JECTORAL F (68 Astra)

tablets 30 0.33

JOHNSONS (673 JofH)

Agfacolour processing outfit

Tax

£-P

KLINTEXU331 RW)
night gloves 0.17

LANCOME (726 Lancome)
nail products

base coat

enamels plain

pearlised

remover

topcoat

LANOXIN (208 BW)
elixir 0.05mg/lml

60 ml 0.34

injection 0.5mg/2ml 5 0.28

25 1.30

LESTREFLEX (1 127 Seton)

(distributors 93BJ)

elastic diachylon bandage

BPC ventilated or fully

spread

LEVOPA (824 MCP)
capsules 250mg

500mg

3in

4in

100

250
100

250

3.36dz

4.36dz

2.16

5.13

4.10

10.05

LEXTRON FERROUS (413 Lilly)

Pulvules 84 0.47

LINGRAINE (1599 Winthrop)

tablets 1 2 0.34

LIQUIDENT (229 C&T)
oral antiseptic 2.40

LOCORTEN N (262 C1BA)
LOXON (295 CM&R)

pellets 7 lb

2.66

4.16

4.16 t

1.50 2.25

developer outfit 0.745 1.12

KENADEX (978 PYP)
extract 7V20Z 1.76dz 0.22

15oz 3.04dz 0.38

61b 1.44dz 1.92

K. H. 3 (1490 IAPS)

30 1.06 0.32 1.91

150 4.74 1.32 8.43

KINIDIN DURULES (68 Astra)

tablets 100 4.50

250 10.50

0.25

0.75

0.95

1.10

0.90

0.80

0.42

0.54

0.71

0.26 MAGNOGENE (1 15 Bengue)

tablets 60 0.50 0.15 0.82
0.20 ts7 MALLORY (790 Mallory)

0.20 ts7 photographic batteries

0.36 ts7 PX1 0.43

0.36 ts7 PX19 0.55

0.64 ts7 PX21 0.55

PX23 0.31

0.20 ts7 PX24 0.44'A

0.40 ts7 PX400 0.2V/i

PX401 '
, 0.32%

0.40 ts7 PX450 ' 0.32

0,80 ts7 PX625 0.27Yz

PX825 0.19

0.20 ts7 M154 0.20

0.40 ts7 M122 0.22A
0.40 ts7 MARIVAX T. H. V. (208 BW)

vaccine living (vet.)

0.40 ts7 250 dose 2.75 15.00

0.80 ts7 MAX FACTOR (813 MF)
brush-on blusher 0.514 0.22 ." 0.99

j

0.40 ts7

0.80 ts7 MERTHIOLATE (413 Lilly)

tincture 450 ml 0.36 0.54 t

0.40 ts7 2.251 1.26 1.89 t
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UANIDE (227 Erba)

es500mg 100

500

)PHYLINE (346 Dales)

oules

rppositories

;

it

6

48

10

50

10

50

100etsO. lg

[UM(1520 IPM)

perspirant cream

liquid

spray

erica cream

original

facial

fortified

JTHEAMIN (413 Lilly)

rales 200 mg 100

500
Amytal

Ulvules 'A'

Trade Tax Retail Trade Tax Retai

£-p £.p £.p £.p £.p f nL.p

rllOIN (yi / Urganon)

110 1.65 Ts4B powder 1 000 units vial 1.00 1.50

5.25 7.87 ts4B PIXYL(1530 Fisons) 25 g 1.46dz 44dz 23

PLACADOL (1305 WB)
5 04dz tablets 20 0.28 0.42

3.00 100 1.20 1.80

PLAQUEN1L ( 1 599 Winthrop)

3.60dz tablets 100 2.50 3 75

1.35 POLAROID (989 Polaroid)

4.56dz sunglasses

1.71 clip-ons 173; 183;

8.40dz 1131; 1132 1.15 0.02 1. 75

metals 223; 223T;

1 .33 0.40 2.18 41 1 1 ; 41 14 1.82 0.02 2 75

1.33 0.40 2.18 424;424T;664;664T;

1.33 0.60 2.35 4128 2.15 u.uz 3 25

6104 2.49 02 3. 75

0.93 0.42 1. 68 t 4109 1.65 02 2.50

0.93 0.42 1. 68 t plastics 630 0.99 02 1.50

1 .30 585 2.34 t 640; 8109 1.32 0.02 2.00

8123 1.65 0.02 2.50

0.56 0.84 552; 8120; 831 1.99 0.02 3.00

2.55 3.83 366; 367 2.15 0.02 3.25

POLYALK (489 Galen)

tablets 100 1.08

tslDD

standard long tube

(250)

short tube (250)

non-return valve (250)
drainage outlet (250)

SETON1QUET ( 1 1 27 Seton)

(distributors 93BJ)

tourniquets small

medium
large

SETONPLAST (1 127 Seton)

(distributors 93BJ)

waterproof strapping

lin x 5yd

2in x 5yd

3in x 5yd

S1L0CALM(289 Concept)

capsules 50

SILOXYL (289 Concept)

suspension 300 ml

SISTOMETRIL (262 C1BA)
SODIUM AMYTAL (413 Lilly)

Trade

£-P

Tax

£.p

Retail

£P

12.50

12.50

15.00

30.00

0.26

0.28

0.30

1.32dz

2.16dz

2.88dz

0.60

0.68

0.18

0.205

100

500
0.61

2.80

0.92 tsls4A

4.20 tsls4A
PRICE'S (1005 Price)

night lights

lAN'S (861 MPC) child's 8-hour (10) 4.80

colour restorer (3dz)

170 cc 1.70dz 0.765dz 0.29 Calorettes (12) 5.80

darkening cream (4dz)

lOOg 2.17dz 0.975dz 0.38 Palmitine Star (10) 6.88

lade jar 50 g 1.60dz 0.72dz 0.24 (4dz)

lOOg 2.40dz 1.08dz 0.38 Pyramid (8) 2.00

200 g 3.22dz 1.45dz 0.51 (ldz)

erfurred 25 g 1.53dz 0.69dz 0.24 Sentinel (10) 4.80

tube 50 g 2.17dz 0.975dz 0.34 (3dz)

jar 50 g 2.17dz 0.975dz 0.34 PROCOL(835 M&J)
20 oz 4.80dz 2.16dz 0.75 Spansule capsules 8 0.24

npoo cream 55 cc 0.90dz 0.27dz 0.13 PROMINAL ( 1 599 Winthrop)

liquid 0.90dz 0.27dz 0.13 tablets 30 mg 100 0.18

anti-dandruff 0.90dz 0.27dz 0.13 60 mg 100 0.24

salon size 4.20dz 1.26dz 0.59 200 mg 100 0.50

HA (1305 WB) PSOROX(1530 Fisons)

>oules ointment 25 g 1.59dz

Jo.l 1.5 ml 5 0.50 0.75 tslDD 50 g 2.3 ldz

100 6.30 9.45 tslDD PULMO BAILLY (1 15 Bengue)

Jo.2 1.5 ml 5 0.60 0.90 tslDD 90 ml 0.18

ets 100 2.40 3.60 tslDD 500 ml 1.03

500 10.14 15.21 tslDD 21 3.50

IRD0L(1599 Winthrop) PYOPEN(1393 BRL)
lets 100 0.22 0.33 infusion set 19.79

1000 1.58 QUINABAND ( 1 1 27 Seton)

Pulvules 100 0.24 ' .. 0.36 tsls4A

500 0.14 1.71 tsls4A

5000 10.96 16.44 tsls4A

200mg 100 0.49 0.74 tsls4A

500 2.39 3.59 tsls4A

5000 23.13 34.70 tsls4A

tablets 60mg 100 0.21 0.32 tsls4A

1000 1.66 2.49 fsls4A

5000 8.14 12.21 tsls4A

200mg 100 0.36 0.54 tsls4A
1000 3.12 4.68 tsls4A

5000 15.44 23.16 tsls4A

Sofra-Tulle (1087 Roussel) existing entry

SOFRA-TULLE (1087 Roussel)

(10)

0.48dz

0.69dz

0.055

0.32 f

tsls4A
tsls4A
tsls4A

0.24

0.34

0.29%ts7DDI
ts7DDI
ts7DDI

TS

0.50

0.33

I-WITE (879 NW)
12oz 1.1 2dz

IUTAL (2 Abbptt)

srinary solution

100 ml
DLAN (878 Napp)

lets 2.6 mg 50

250
6.4 mg 50

250

WAN (1074 Roche)

lets 25 mg 500
lALS (413 Lilly)

irin325 mg 100

650 mg 100

[ionium chloride

1IZYME (1556 Farillon)

lets 100

l\TN(413 LUly)

joules 1 mg 1

5 mg 1

£ER (49 A & V)

ets 25

LOT (542 FBA)
>ension 500 ml 0.88

,CODOL(1530 Fisons)

lets 10 1.21dz

100 10.88dz

laediatric 10 1.03dz

100 4.94dz

THOR-MONE (413 Lilly)

0.12'/z

(distributors 93BJ)

zinc paste and iodochloro-

pieces 10 x 10 cm
tins 10x10 cm

SOLrWAX (289 Concept)

capsules 1

SOLUVONE (378 Dista)

injection 5 vial

SPARINE (1351 Wyeth)
injection (vet) vial

10 ml
30 ml

ST1LBAGEN (68 Astra)

tablets 100

STIMPLETE (1352 Wyeth)

STREPSILS(147 Boots)

lozenges 24

STREPTAQUAINE (378 Dista)

1.0g/2ml 5 0.36

STREPTOMYCIN (378 Dista)

0.24

0.50

0.30

0.80

0.22

1.08dz

hydroxyquinoline 2.16dz .. 0.26 sulphate 0.1 g 10 0.45

REACTIVAN (1556 Farillon) l.Og 5 0.36

0.45 tsls4A tablets 100 1.20 0.36 ts4B SULPHAMAGNA (1352 Wyeth)

REVONAL (1556 Farillon) suspension (vet.)

0.85 1.14 tablets 250 2.50 ts4B 500 ml 0.94

3.90 5.20 ROCCAL(1599 Winthrop) SULPHONET(1127 Seton)

1.15 1.54 antiseptic 170 ml 0.10 0.15 (distributors 93BJ)

5.35 7.14 450 ml 0.24 0.36 tulle 3 3/4x3 3/4inl0 1.68dz

2.25 1 0.71 1.06% 36 2.88dz

3.33 5.00 ts4B ROBINSONS (1449 R&CFD)
baby rice 6 oz l.lOdz .. O.IVA

strip 3%in x 5yd
SURBEX T (2 Abbott)

3.60dz

0.28 0.42 high protein cereal 4 oz 1.195dz .. 0.1 2'A Filmtabs 100 1.50

0.47 0.71

d
mixed cereal 6 oz

ready cooked groats

l.lOdz .. ' .. O.llVz SWEETEX (751 ILL)

tablets 500 2.07dz

6 oz l.lOdz .. 0.1

M

2000 6.84dz

3.53 1.06 RYNACROM ( 1 530 Fisons)

capsules 100 3.15

i

4.72%
SYNALAR (649 ICI)

ointment 1 5 g
5.04 7.56 insufflator 0.47 - .. 0.70 suppositories 1

2

21.98

0.15

0.36dz

0.3 ldz

)oules 1

iALE (346 Dales)

lets 500

JURAL (1352 Wyeth)

te (vet.) ml
50 ml

OLAGER (1352 Wyeth)

200 ml

500 ml
dp 6 x 500 ml

TRANEU305 WB)

f
25 _

ONET(1127 Seton)
distributors 93BJ)

ssing strip 3%in x 8yd
ssing 3% x 3%in 1

36

OLAINE (974 PC)

drops 10 ml
100 ml

4.45

2.25

0.61

2.21

0.135

0.265

1.59

32.97

0.20

1.32"

0.19 tDDI
tDDI

0.15 tDDI
tDDI

6.68

tslDDI

SANATOGEN (1530 Fisons)

multivitamins plus iron

1 20 9.60dz

SEOMINAL ( 1 599 Winthrop)

tablets 100

1.20

0.98

500 4.73

SECONAL (413 Lilly)

sodium Pulvules

50mg

0.04

0.08

g 0.16

LIPS (978 PYP)
i tonic tablets 50

100

'EPTONE (208 BW)
iction 1 Omg x 1 ml 5

100

lets5mg 100

500

4.00dz

1.68dz

2.88dz

0.18

0.40

0.50

l.lOdz

1.86dz

0.20

3.52

0.24

0.90

0.81 'A1S

2.94 TS

0.22

0.43%

0.24 t

0.50

0.20

0.35

100 0.26

500 1.14

lOOmg 100 0.39
'500 1.84

5000 17.59

Seleen (2 Abbott) existing entry

SELEEN (2 Abbott)

veterinary suspension

100 ml 0.26

500 ml 0.82

SETON (1127 Seton)

(distributors 93BJ)

Coloset colostomy bags

tsls4A
tsls4A

0.39 tsls4A

1.71 tsls4A
0.59 tsls4A

2.76 tsls4A

26.39 tsls4A

d

0.39

1.23

SYNANDONE-N (649 ICI)

TARBAND (1 127 Seton)

(distributors 93BI)

zinc paste and coal tar

bandage 2.16dz

TELEPAQUE ( 1 599 Winthrop)

tablets

T.H.A. (1305 WB)
ampoules 2ml

36

5

100

0.44

5.32

THEAN (68 Astra)

ampoules 400mg/4ml

suppositories 500mg 10

tablets 300mg 100

250

THEOMINAL ( 1 599 Winthrop)

tablets 250 1.35

0.47

0.45

0.95

2.12

TONSILIN ( 1 599 Winthrop)

tablets 40 0.47

0.27

0.60

0.65 <"f

0.12%
0.21

0.30 tslDD
5.28 tslDD
0.36 tslDD
1.35 tslDD

30 x 10cm 100

30 x 12.5cm 100

20 x 14cm 100

12.5 x 12.5cm 100

Imperial sizes

dermatological gloves

small (24)

medium/large (24)

paediatric urine collectors

(100)

para-pads (pair)

urine drainage bags

individually sealed boxes

standard long tube

(100)

short tube (100)

non-return valve ( 1 00)

drainage outlet (100)

bulk packed boxes

4.00

4.40

4.00

4.00

1.90

1.90

3.00

0.93

7.00

7.00

8.00

15.00

2.70

2.70

TOSMILEN (68 Astra)

eye drops 0.25% 5 ml
0.5% 5 ml

TRICADERM (1 176 Squibb)

solution 25 ml
TSABRA(1387 L of L)

cotton wool 75 g
HOg

TUBIFOAM (1127 Seton)

(distributors 93BJ)

0.55

0.69

0.12

0.15

dressing (12)

single tubes

550

55!

552

554

555

556

574,575

576,577

578

0.74

0.74

0.74

0.94

0.94

1.20

l.OOdz

1.20dz

1 .44dz

0.39

0.42

0.45

0.16

0.26

0.36

1.08

1.23

0.75 TS
0.49%TS

0.36

0.75 TS

0.40 ts4B
1.06'AtsAB

tsls4A
d

0.14

0.54 TS

0.68 TS
0.54 TS

1.25 ts4B

0.20 t

0.35 t
0.44 t

2.25

0.23

0.76

d
d
d

0.26

0.66

7.98

tsls4A

TS

tsls4A

tsls4A

3.00 TS

0.18

0.23

1.10

1.10

1.10

1.40

1.40

1.80

0.12

0.15

0.17
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Trade Tax Retail

TUBIGRIP(1127 Seton)

(distributors 93BJ)

Trade Tax

radial pressure bandages

10m rolls G3 1.54 2.20

G4 2.28 3.25

G4RT 2.63 3. 75

G4X 2.63 3.75

G5 2.96 4.25

G6 3.36 4.80

G7 3.78 5.40

G9 4.48 6.40

G10 6.30 9.00

flesh colour G4 2.38 3.40

G4RT 2.77 3.95

G4X 2.77 3.95

G5 3.08 4.40

tubular supporting

bandage

6.25cm x Vim (G4)

7.50cm x Vim (G4X)
10.00cm x 'Am (G5)

3.75cm x lm G3
6.25cm x lm G4
7.00cm x lm G4RT
7.50cm x lm G4X
10.00cm x lm
1 1.25cm x lm
16.50cm x lm
22.00cm x lm
33.00cm x lm

support bandages

G5
G6
G7
G9
G10

7

9

10

11

ll'A

12

13

14

TUBINETTE(1127 Seton)

(distributors 93BJ)

tubular bandage H01
H12
H34
H56
H78
HT1
HT2

TUBIPADS(1127 Seton)

(distributors 93BJ).

for heels and elbows

small P4

medium P4X
large P5

sacral belts

small, medium or

large P9

TUBITON (1127 Seton)

(distributors 93BJ)

tubular bandages 1

2

NCB
2X
3

3X
4

5

6

8

domestic pack

applicators F/A
2X
3

3X
4
5

6

bandage clips (50) 1053

TUINAL (413 Lilly)

Pulvules lOOmg 100

500
5000

200mg 100

500
5000

UMBRADIL (68 Astra)

viscous U 40 ml
URABAND (1127 Seton)

(distributors 93BJ)

zinc paste, ichthammol

and urea bandage

URELIM (1305 WB)
tablets 0.5g 100

500
VACCO (1265 Vacco)

flasks

de luxe VLP
master minor VMS/H

standard VMS
major VMS/D
family VMS/Q

best buy minor
VBBH

standard VBB
major VBBD
family VBBQ

carnival VCH
VC

VCD
VCQ

tea flask standard

TF2
family TF/Q

0.16

0.18

0.20

0.25

0.29

0.33

0.33

0.37

0.40

0.47

0.57

0.77

0.83

1.90

1.10

1.20

1.43

1.56

1.83

1.26

1.50

1.63

0.17

0.24

0.30

0.40

0.44

0.80

0.84

0.28

0.31

0.34

1.45

0.22

0.25

0.26

0.28

0.50

0.60

0.70

0.80

0.94

1.12

0.14

0.22

0.44

0.50

0.54

0.60

0.74

0.80

0.65

0.35

1.68

16.39

0.58

2.67

25.56

8.80dz

1.60

7.20

0.24

0.27

0.30

0.37

0.43

0.49

0.49

0.55

0.60

0.70

0.85

1.15

1.25

1.35

1.65

1.80

2.15

2.34

2.74

1.89

2.25

2.44

0.25

0.35

0.45

0.60

0.65

1.20

1.26

0.42

0.46

0.50

2.20

0.33

0.37

0.39

0.42

0.75

0.90

1.05

1.20

1.40

1.68

0.20

0.32

0.65

0.75

0.80

0.90

1.10

1.20

1.00

0.53 fsls4A

2.52 fsls4A
24.59 tsls4A
0.87 tsls4A
4.01 tsls4A

38.34 tsls4A

0.26

2.40

10.80

0.59

0.49

0.53

0.80

0.88

0.49

0.53

0.80

0.88

0.49

0.53

0.80

0.88

0.69

1.07

refills

master and tea flask

standard RS
family RF

cups & lids

VCH, VBBH & VMSH

VLP
stoppers 8 oz & 1 6 oz
jars JS

refill JR
jug tea/coffee QJ

PQJ
VARICO(1127 Seton)

(distributors 93BJ)
leg bandage

3in x 3yds

VASYLOXQ08 BW)
nasal spray puffer

solution 1 5 ml
VELBE (413 Lilly)

ampoules dry powder
lOmg 10 ml

VLACUTANU305 WB)
cream 1% 25 g

200 g

emulsion 1% 100 ml
400 ml

V1CK (1055 RM)
formula 44 cough
lincrus 2 oz

4 oz

0.16

0.16

4.41

0.18

0.66

0.36

0.90

2.135

3.385

VORTEL (413 Lilley)

Pulvules 100
syrup 1 20 ml

450 ml

WELLCOME (208 BW)
foot rot vaccine (vet.)

40 ml
240 ml

WELLDORM(1154SNP)
elixir 150 ml

500 ml
50

250

25

500
WHITE'S DR. (761 LUia-White)

sanitary towels

Carefree size 1

2

Sanspenders

XYLOCAINE (68 Astra)

plain ampoules

tablets 650mg

150 mg

0.67

0.28

0.85

0.72

4.00

0.32

0.81

0.38

1.44

0.16

0.95

1.45dz

1.65dz

0.055

0.20

0.1

1

0.27

0.64

1.015

0.20

0.08

0.23

Retail

0.33

0.55

0.08

0.08

0.08

2.75

1.80

1.39

1.23

0.68

0.24

0.24

6.62

0.32

1.19

0.65

1.62

0.29 tDDl
0.46 tDDl

1.21 ts7

0.50 ts7

1.51 ts7

1.08

6.00

0.49 ts4B

1.21%fs4B
0.57 ts4B
2.16 ts4B
0.24 ts4B
1.42Kts4B

0.15

0.17V:

0.10

Trade

blue

2% 2.2ml 100 2.20

vials

0.5% 50ml 0.23

1% 20ml 5 0.55

50ml 0.24

2% 20ml 5 0.59

50ml 0.25

Tax Retail

with adrenaline 1-200,000

ampoules

1% 10ml 20 1.24

a
0.5% 20ml 5 0.53

50ml 0.23

1% 20ml 5 0.55

50ml 0.24

2% 20ml 5 0.59

50ml 0.25

ts4B

with adrenaline 1-80,000

cartridge red

2% 2.2ml 100 2.20

1.8ml 100 2.15

with nor-adrenaline 1 -80,000

cartridge yellow

2% 2.2ml 100

1.8ml

antiseptic gel

100

15 ml
4 ml
15 ml
15 g

82 g
25 ml

150 ml

eye drops 4%
gel 4%
ointment 5%
spray 10%
topical 4%
viscous

XYLOCARD (68 Astra)

solution 2%
disposable syringe

5 mix 5

solution 10%
disposable syringe

5 mix 10

XYLODASE (68 Astra)

tube 1 5 g
XYLOPROCT (68 Astra)

ointment 15 g
suppositories 1

ZINCABAND (1127 Seton)

(distributors 93BJ)
zinc paste bandage

2.20

2.15

1.82dz

0.36

1.65dz

2.20dz

1.46

0.21

0.46

1.79

2.64dz

7.50dz

0.52

2.16dz

ts4B

ts4B

ts4B

ts4B

ts4B

ts4B

ts4B

ts4B

ts4B

ts4B

ts4B

TS
TS

0.26

0.5% 10ml

20ml

1% 5ml
10ml

20ml
2ml

1% 25ml
2% 2ml

5ml

20

5

50

20

5

100

100

50

1.10

0.94

2.09

1.24

1.02

2.07

0.23

2.75

2.34

AMENDMENTS TO KEY TO SUPPLIERS
49 A & V = Antibiotics & Vitamins Ltd, 43 Worship Street,

London E.C.2.

299 C & T = Cosmetics and Toiletries, 5 Grosvenor Road,

Ettingshall Park, Wolverhampton.
710 Knox = Knox Laboratories Ltd, 5 Western Road, Aston

Clinton, Aylesbury, Bucks.

938 P D = Parke Davis & Co, Usk Road, Pontypool, Mon.

NP4 8YH. Pontypool 2468.

1336 WJ & C = Wilcox, Jozeau & Co Ltd, 215 Coldharbour

Lane, London SW9 8RX. 01-274 3237.

1399 TLC = The Luckstone Co, P. O. Box 5 1 ,
Shipley,

Yorkshire BD18 4HZ.
1514 Brocapharm = Brocapharm Ltd, Trend House, Pyrford

Road, West Byfleet, Surrey. Byfleet 45536.

THIS WEEK'SCHANGES
Trade Tax

£.p £.p

ALBUCID(187 BS)

eye drops fs4BTS
nasal spray ts4BTS

BACTRIM (1074 Roche)

insert ts4BTS
BERKFURIN (1 17 BPL)

insert TS
BIFURAN (1153 SKF)

insert TS
BLA1NEZE(992 P&C)

~ 75 g 3.04dz ..

Brands ( 1 1 1 4 SEF) existing entry

BRANDS (1499 RHM)
beef essence 2% oz 2.21dz
chicken essence 2Vz oz 2.21dz ..

BRONCHILATOR ( 1 599 Winthrop)

measured dose nebuliser

12.5 ml 0.78

refill 0.71

CALCIUM RESONUIM ( 1 599 Winthrop)

Retail

£.p

Trade

f-P

4.17

powder 300 g

CAMAY (1010 P&G)
soap toilet

bath

CEDURAN(1237 Tillott)

tablets 100

Cere bos (242 Cere bos)

CEREBOS (1499 RHM)
CHAP-ANS(1071 Robins)

hand cream
COD1S(1037 Reckitt)

tablets 500
Coopers (200 B&P)
COOPERS (315 CPC)

1.92

3.39

(6dz)

3.25

(4dz)

4.45

1 60

0.99

(6 dz)

0.95

(4 dz)

1.335

1.03dz

0.36 t

d

0.24

0.24

1.17 ts4B

1.06%ts4B
a

2.88

a

b.07

0.10

2.00 tDDl
d

LUUPtKS ( 115 CM&R)
warble fly liquid 1 gal

CKtMALUEX (901 Norton)

(distributors 1545 Vestric)

tube 30 g 0.113

CREMOSUXIDINE (837 MSD)
insert ts4BTS

CREMOTRESAMIDE (837 MSD)
insert ts4BTS

CVK (2 Abbott)

capsules 250 mg
Dextrosol (200 B&P)
DhXTROSOL (3 1 5 CPC)

DOSULFIN (501 Geigy)

insert ts4BTS
DURENATE (452 FBA)

insert ts4BTS
fcMLAB (848 Minnesota)

brewers yeast tablets 50

100

250
iron & brewers yeast tablets

50 1.23dz

100 I.87dz

250 3.10dz

bnergen(U14SEF)
ENERGEN (1499 RHM)
ENTEROMIDE (291 Consolidated)

insert TS4B1

S

EYLURE(443 Eylure)

eye make-up remover

Lashclens N'Curl

Nailtlx

nail polish remover

t ARINGETS ( 1 599 Winthrop)

lozenges 20

Tax

£-P

0.034

Retail

5.56 a

0.19

1.23dz

I.87dz

3.10dz

o.i 4%
0.22%

0.37%

0.14)4

0.22%

0.37%

1.94dz 0.85dz 0.32

1.94dz 0.85dz 0.32

1.94dz 0.85dz 0.32

1.94dz 0.85dz 0.32

0.12 0.18
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Trade

£-P

0.40

0.60

0.90

Ai (228 Carlton)

220 ml

7 BPL)
500

(5 1 ACP)

glove .

(1153 SKF)

mN(1153 SKF)

51 CD)
i

,(1153 SKF)

<E(1153 SKF)

)L(1074 Roche)

4BTS
IN (1074 Roche)

4BTS
5(1154 SNP)

24

240

B&P)

3 1 5 CPC)

lods

6 oz

CIN (34 A&H)
4BTS
1061 Riker)

100

(649 ICI)

100 ml

100 mg 12

100

500

IN (649 ICI)

16

1U0

1000

60 ml

100 ml

16

100

1000

(901 Norton)

;4BTS
IE (973 Pharmitalia)

i4BTS

IE W (973 Pharmitalia)

0.25

2.10

0.74dz

2.00

0.30

0.26

1.66

7.97

0.20

1.17

10.34

0.20

031
0.20

1.17

10.34

4BTS
N (930 P&B)

200 10.20

IN (/18 LAB)

24 0.30

Cti (746 Lederle)

4BTS
1037 Reckitt)

el" 1.59dz

2.85dz

Cow) existing entry

8 Cow)
ion 18 x 13 in 0.415

one side 0.475

w 18 x 13 in 0.29-

one side 0.375

nts (elastic leg)

med, large (2) 0.085

rge (2) 0.10

:ts27x 18 in 1.35dz

36 x 27 in 2.48dz

er bottles

w junior 0.325

double heat 0.375

standard 0.395

major 0.44

rline 0.395

us 0.39

020700 0.31

020600 0.31

021100 0.325

020300 0.35

020200 0.35

021500 0.34

021680 0.365

020500 0.365

sheeting 36 in x 12 yd
0.265

(1552 UL)
ite fruit and nut 1.268d

1599 Winthrop)

50 0.52

500 4.83

1530 Fisons)

mashed potato

2V4 oz 1.1 2dz

1(1599 Winthrop)

15mg 100 0.08

Tax

£-P

0.27

0.27

0.075

0.63

0.60

0.442dz

0.79dz

0.1 5dz

0.27dz

0.228dz

0.155

1.45

Retail

£-P

1.25

1.65

0.45

3.78

o.om*

3.60

0.45

0.39

2.49

11.95

0.30

1.75

15.51

0.30

0.46

0.30

1.75

15.51

TS
TS
TS
TS

0.21%
0.38%

d
i

0.62'A

0.71

0.44

0.56

0.1 2Yz

0.15

0.19

0.33

0.49

0.56

0.59'A

0.66

0.59'A

o.5m

0.93W
8.6954

30 mg

60 mg

M&B(971 PSMB)
693 tablets ts4BTS
dental cones TS

MADR1BON (1074 Roche)

insert fs4BTS
MARY QUANT (876 MP)

greasepots 3.36dz

mascara mini colour 2.80dz

MAWS (810 Maw)
baby lotion 347.07 2.37dz

junior shampoo 348.03 2.44dz

support tights 1 .60

MEDIJECT(615 H&M)
insert ts4BTS

MtT AN1UM (115 Bengue)

powder 25 g

MtTHlSUL(1089 RPD)
inset Ts4BTS

MlUICtL (938 PD)
insert Ts4BlS

MY1NAH (746 Lederle)

tablets 200 84 4.45

250 ' 84 5.53

300 84 6.60

365 84 8.00

NEFT1N (1153 SKF)
insert TS

NEGRAM ( 1 599 Winthrop)

suspension 150 ml 1.06

500 ml 3.39

NITOIN (1429 TL)
insert TS

N1TROLAN (878 Napp)
insert t

NOVARA (128 Biometica)

hand care 83 g 2.49dz

talcum 90 g 2.49dz

NOVOTR1AD (971 PSMB)
insert ts4BTS

OCUSOL047 Boots)

insert ts4BTS
OR1SULK262 C1BA)

insert fs4BTS
OUTDOOR GIRL (876 MP)

lid 'n' lip glossies 1.06dz

Love skin perfume mini 0.89dz

OVALT1NE (1303 Wander)

10 case rates minimum order direct

diet-bar milk chocolate,

plain chocolate 1.26dz

hazel nut 1.37dz

Trade Tax Retail

£.p £.p £-P

100 0.12 Tsls4A

500 0.36 TS1S4A

250 0.36 tsls4A

Trade

£P
Tax

£.p

PALF1UM(824 MCP)
ampoules 5 mg 10

100

1010 mg

suppositories

tablets 5 mg

100

10

100

25

PANCREX(930P&B)
granules 1 00 g

500 g

PANCREX V (930 P&B)
100

500
capsules

powder

tablets 60 mg

forte

100 g

250 g

100

500
100

500

0.76

6.84

0.98

8.68

0.96

1.98

0.94

3.44

0.88

3.65

1.48

3.46

0.36

1.16

0.64

2.48

PARADEINE (1115 Scotia)

tablets 20 2.30dz

100 10.20dz

500 4.00

PHARMATON ( 1 564 Pharmaton)

(distributors 1545 Vestric)

1.51dz

1.26dz

0.71

0.73

1.09dz

1.09dz

0.475dz
0.40dz

0.225dz

0.245dz

0.57 •

0.50

0.34'/z»

0.35'A*

2.40

6.68 TS
8.31 TS
9.90 TS
12.00 TS

TS
TS

0.39

0.39

0.17 •

0.15

1.14 tslDD
10.26 tslDD
1.47 tslDD

13.02 tslDD
1.44 tslDD
2.97 tslDD

d

1.58

0.75

4.44dz

1.28

2.36dz

2.36dz

2.36dz

1.79

6.16

0.7 ldz

0.71 dz

0.71 dz

SENOKOTO037 Reckitt)

granules 900 g

syrup 500 ml

tablets 200
1000

SEPTRIN (208 BW)
insert ts4BTS

SOBICO (735 Laughton)

hair rollers 1 275 (3)

1276 (3)

1277 (2)

SPRAY MATE (506 Gerhardt)

deodorant 120g 2.80dz 1.26dz

STERAMIDE-AG (1305 WB)
insert ts4BTS

STROMBA ( 1 599 Winthrop)

tablets 5 mg 50

200
SUCCINYLSULPHATH1AZ0LE(971 PSMB)

insert ts4BTS
SULFAPRED (1301 WM)

insert fs4BTS
SULFASUX1DINE (837 MSD)

insert ts4BTS
SULFATHALIDINE (837 MSD)

insert ts4BTS
SULFEX (1153 SKF)

insert ts4BTS
SULPHADIAZINE (837 MSD)

insert ts4BTS
SULPHADIAZINE (971 PSMB)

insert fs4BTS
SULPHONET(1127 Seton)

insert tTS
SULTRIN (922 Ortho)

insert ts4BTS
Sunbeam ( 1 1 99 Sunbeam) existing entry

SUNBEAM ( 1 1 99 Sunbeam)
hair dryer

TABLAX (208 BW)
tablets 25

lHALAZOLE(971 PSMB)

insert ts4BTS
TH1AZAMIDE(971 PSMB)

insert ts4BTS
TOPILAR(1584 Syntex)

insert TS
TRIBRISSEN (208 BW)

injection 48% 50 ml 2.59

oral suspension 200 ml 8.40

TYLAN (1477 Elanco)

insert TS
TYLAN 50 (1477 Elanco)

insert TS
TYLAN 200 (1477 Elanco)

insert TS
UROLUCOSIL(1310WW)

insert ts4BTS
UROMIDE (291 Consolidated)

insert ts4BTS
UROPOL071 BLL)

insert ts4BTS
VAN MEERS (898 Northern)

Dutch drops 0.08

capsules 0.08

VASOSULPH (61 APC)
insert ts4BTS

VENO'S(104 BP)

hot lemon for colds

0.025

0.025

Retail

£-P

2.25 a

1.12

0.54

1.80

0.40

0.40

0.40

0.43

ts4B
ts4B

Lady Sunbeam SHI 6.46 1.94 10 55

floor stanc SHFS1 1.44 0.16 2 08

overblankets

single GSB-1 7.62 2.29 12 45

double GSDB-1 8.80 2.64 14 37
GDDB-1 9.97 2.99 16 28

underblankets

single GSU-3 4.68 1.40 7 64

double GDU-3 5.85 1.76 9 56

shavers

Internationa! GL0 7.62 2 29 12 45

Shavemaster

XSM1000 9.97 2.99 16 28

3.45

11.20

0.14

0.14

capsules 30 1.20 0.36 2.16 t sachets (5) 1.39Sdz 0.42dz 0.20

100 3.60 1.08 6.48 t VICK (1055 RM) Lanes area only

hair tonic 1.50 0.675 2.93 Sinex spray 3.09dz 0.925dz 0.42 •

royal bath 1.35 0.61 2.63 WILKINSON (1339 Wilkinson)

skin activator 2.UU 0.90. 3.9U bonded shaving system

dispenser blades (5)

8.22dz

4.08

2.47dz

1.23

1.19 •

0.36

POLY (721 LC) (20 pkts) (20 pkts)

pre-colour 2.66dz 1.195dz 0.42 • ZOTOS ( 1 28 Biometica)

REBAN (525 Golden) hair repair-conditioner

shampoo 1.23

(2 dz)

0.37

(2dz)
0.09 • 21 cc 0.90dz 0.39dz 0.14 •

0.1 2Vz

tsls4A

RETENEMA (5 1 8 Glaxo)
Betnovate retention enema

7 x 1 00 ml

RHINAMID(115 Bengue)

insert ts4BTS
RONSON (1079 Ronson)

electric shaver RS45 1.88 10.53 •

AMENDMENTS TO KEY TO SUPPLIERS
315 CPC = CPC (United Kingdom) Ltd, Claygate House, Esher,

Surrey. Esher 62181.

1115 Scotia = Scotia Pharmaceutical Products, 558 Cathcart Road,

Glasgow S. 2 041-423 1856.

1499 RHM = RHM Foods Ltd, 1 Victoria Road. London N.W. 1 0.

01-965 6565.
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Products
. . . now presented to you under our own brand names. These

tablets are guaranteed to be manufactured in our own Works

and Laboratories under the strict supervision of qualified staff

with full analytical control . .

.

Per 250 Per 500 Per 1000

IA-BUT 100mg £0.30 £0.58 £1.11

(Phenylbutazone B.P.) 200 mg £0.40 £0.78 £1 .51

IA-LOXIN 250 mg £1.49 £2.87 £5.63
(Oxytetracycline B.P.)

IA-PEN...„ 125mg £0.95 £1.80 £3.50

(Penicillin V. B.P.) 250 mg £1 .83 £3.55 £7.00

IA-PRAM 25 mg £0.77 £1 .44 £2.77

(Imipramine B.P.)

IN-SONE 1 mg £0.20 £0.35 £0.67

(Prednisone B.P.) 5 mg £0.58 £1.13 £2.22

DEMOCRACIN 250 mg £1.95 £380 £7.50
(Tetracycline B.P.)

__ INTER-ALIA

PHARMACEUTICAL SERVICES ltd.
(Incorporating Roberts & Co. of Bond St., W.I.)

RAPHAEL HOUSE, 226 HIGH STREET NORTH, LONDON, E.6.

Phone: 01-552 4344 Cables: Intalpharm London E6 Telex: 267553

W&lfflffM Works and Laboratories:

'J.AAAAjUtm Grangestone Industrial Estate, Girvan, Ayrshire.

Phone: Girvan 3471 12 Telex: 778683

i
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You're never going to get rich on the National Health.

To provide a lot of the bread and butter as well as the

marmalade, you stock a list of goods which grows as fast as

the 'whiz kids' invent them.

Manufacturers offer you enormous mark-ups

to persuade you to stock. And Macdonald are in no way

exceptional. Except that our profit margins are highest of all.

But our price structure isn't based on what we think

the market will stand.

Macdonald give you big margins because we sell

direct. Granted, other manufacturers work like that. To get

margins anything like reasonable though you've usually

got to buy enormous quantities. Which is where you

really score with Macdonalds.

To benefitfrom our Top Terms, you need only buy as few

asfive cases. Not all ofthe same thing either -your order could

comprise a five case assortment of

Silcot Santowels and Briefs

Macdonald Household Cotton Wool

Certor Surgical Dressings

With Macdonald, you stock less, make more.

Talk to our representative next time he calls, you'll find

it's a better way to do business.

131
MACDONALD OF MANCHESTER

Portland Mill, Ashton-under-Lyne, Lanes. Telephone 061-330 4422, Telex 669843

Member of the Wellcome Group of Companies

'olograph by kind permission of Bahama Islands Tourist Office
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Peggie COigs

t^EGGIE COlGS

GET WITH IT ! Join the many Chemists
throughout the country who find great

profit in offering our range of up-to-

the-minute fashion wigs. Superbly
created in washable synthetic fibres.

Drop us a line or give us a call for full details of the complete range.
Eager representatives are available to assist you with displays and
ensure that there's no delay delivering orders !

1NTER-ALIA PHARMACEUTICAL SERVICES LTD
IS A DIVISION OF: Raphael house, 226 high street north, London e.6.

Phone: 01-552 4344 Cables: Intalpharm London, E.6.
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COMMENT
A c

live' museum pharmacy
What to do with a pharmacy that is widely admired but

does not pay?
Fixtures and fittings may be shot on the scrap heap, or

offered for auction, or presented to a museum, but a

rather better solution seems to have been found in Canada,

through collaboration between the Ontario Heritage Foun-

dation and the Ontario College of Pharmacy.

The scheme is described in a symposium in a recent

issue of the College's Bulletin. The Foundation, whose

purposes include acquiring, preserving and restoring pro-

perties of historical or architectural interest, entered into

an agreement with the College under which Field's Drug

Store, Niagara-on-the-Lake, which closed down in 1964,

should be restored to its original state (of 1866) and made

open to the public for at least 120 days a year for the next

35 years. The necessary restoration was completed earlier

this year, and the venture was given a ceremonial send-off

in May. A pharmacist (Mr G. W. "Pete" Fairley) is in

charge.

There is no intention that the reopened pharmacy should

be run as a business. The aim is to make the " Niagara

Apothecary," as the pharmacy is now called, a "live"

rather than a dead museum. It may even be that a second

pharmacist will be engaged, both of them for the pur-

pose of meeting visitors and explaining to them pharmacy's

place in the life of the community.

All the counters, drawers and cabinets of the original

shop have been made good and put back. They are in

walnut of two North American varieties, one with the

engaging name of butternut. Much of the original plaster-

work remained and has been restored, but modern heating

and lighting have been installed, the better to preserve

fabric and contents. And while three crystal gasoliers,

which gave the original shop much of its individual

character, have been recreated, they are now lit by

electricity.

All financed by the College

Surviving containers and products are on display, sup-

plemented by drug jars and old medicinal products donated

by other pharmacists, especially members of the College,

who have been equally generous with financial contribu-

tions The money is very necessary, as no charge is made
for admission to the museum. That the College should

have been prepared to sponsor such a project may perhaps

seem over-ambitious for a school of pharmacy, but it has

to be borne in mind that the Ontario College is much
more than that. It is the licensing body for the Province,

and all pharmacists licensed in Ontario are ipso facto

members of the College.

We know there are several examples of pharmacy in-

teriors or shop fronts which are preserved for posterity

in museums and other historical collections.

Nevertheless an opportunity for a similar enterprise may
arise at some time in Britain, and when it does we hope
the "Niagara Apothecary" will come to mind.

JL J

<

h

Sauce for the . .

.

I notice that the Department of Health &
Social Security are issuing advertisements

for the Medicines Commission. They are,

quite rightly in my opinion, inviting those

who manufacture or market proprietary

remedies and who wish them to be in-

cluded in the general sale list to notify

the Commission accordingly.

I applaud the Department or the Com-
mission, which is responsible for the

enlightened approach.

May I, however, express the hope that

the same enlightened attitude will be

extended so that those who feel that a

preparation should not be included will

be invited to submit their views.

Askance

No supplier ?
We have been meeting no success in

attempts to purchase chloramphenicol eye

ointment BPC, BNF. Most wholesalers

just delete it from the order, but more
hopefully one has recently marked a

delivery note "Please re-order".

Another wholesaler did substitute

Chloromycetin eye ointment on one occa-

sion, but here the declared formulation is

too vague for a pharmacist to say that

it would comply, certainly off his own
bat.

Since the Drug Tariff contains no
specific price alongside this item, where
lies the difficulty in producing an official

product? Even "lowest price brand" does

not apply in this instance! Any industrial

or wholesaler's comments would be wel-

comed.
Pharmacist

A spokesman for Parke, Davis & Co, said

that Chloromycetin eye ointment does com-
ply with the official standard for chloram-
phenicol eye ointment. Consideration will

be given to the inclusion of the letters

BPC on product packs—Editor.

Private label
A reply to a certain limerick on the front

page of C&D, September 4:

A happy old chemist named Relph
Has plenty of "own name" on his shelf

Coughs and colds are about
I've already sold out

But my turnover's doubled itself.

Yours jokingly,

S. J. Relph
Lenham, Kent.

Not mentioned
It has been pointed out to the Glasgow
Local Committee that no mention was
made in last week's article on "Commer-
cial Pharmacy" in Glasgow of Messrs H.
N. Norton & Co. who have been operating
in the city for 21 years.

This company, whose interests include
supplies to hospitals, local authorities and
overseas markets as well as a range of
"ethical" products, will shortly be increas-

ing their capacity when the new factory at

Pollokshaws comes into operation to sup-
plement their existing facilities in Glasgow
and Bradford.

Ian M. Caldwell

Publicity convener
Glasgow Conference

Prescription poser
The Middlesex pharmacist who received

this "poser" was thankful the prescriber

was not too distant!
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MPANY PROFILE
Barclay & Sons Ltd

A national distribution

service 'the ultimate aim'
Earlier this year, Barclay Securities an-

nounced the acquisition of Reynolds &
Branson Ltd, an old-established pharma-
ceutical wholesaler and manufacturer in

Leeds. This was just another step in the

growth of the Barclay & Sons group of

pharmaceutical wholesalers.

There are now six wholesalers in the

group which makes up the pharmaceuti-

cal division of Barclay Securities Ltd.

They include Hyde & Entwistle Ltd of

Belfast, Jaynox Ltd of Stoke-on-Trent,

J. H. Haywood Ltd of Nottingham, Wyleys
Ltd of Coventry, Reynolds & Branson Ltd

of Leeds and Barclay & Sons Ltd of

Brighton.

The group now has a turnover of £16 m
and is well on its way to providing its own
national distribution service which is the

ultimate aim of the chairman, Mr John

Bentley.

In order to achieve that aim more
quickly he tried last year to persuade the

board of Sangers Ltd to merge their

business with Barclay's. Although un-

successful at that time he let it be

known that he regarded those discussions

as being "postponed rather than con-

cluded" ... a sentiment which was to

be reiterated later, albeit in less emphatic
form, in a letter read at Sangers' annual

meeting. The letter concluded . . . "as our

companies have many interests in common,
there may be a point some time in the

future when it may make sense to have
discussions upon the possibility of a

merger".
Meanwhile Barclay's distribution poten-

tial is augmented by being a member of

the Onward group of wholesalers.

The company has been operating under
the Barclay name now for 200 years,

having been set up in 1770 by Mr James
Barclay. At that time, he acquired the

"medical warehouse" of Jackson & Co,

95 Fleet Market. In 1810, the company's
name was changed to Barclay & Sons Ltd.

John Bentley, chairman, Barclay Securi-

ties Ltd

In 1870 the company moved to new
premises erected on the site of the old

Fleet Prison with the address of 95 Far-

ringdon Street. The next notable changes
came in 1888 when a limited company
was formed and in 1896 when the com-
pany was reformed and re-registered

under the same title.

Much of the company's history was
recorded in the centenary issue of Chem-
ist & Druggist (November 10, 1959).

John Bentley became involved in Bar-

clays in 1969 and was elected chairman in

1970. In that short space of time, the

group had grown to consist of Hyde &

Dispatch area of Jaynox Ltd, a division of Barclay & Sons Ltd at Newstead, Stoke-

on-Trent, which became operational earlier this year. It is one of Barclay's sixteen

depots now serving retail and hospital pharmacy

Entwistle, Haywood Ltd, Jaynox and
Wyleys. It was in 1970 that the name of
the company was changed to Barclay
Securities Ltd, as by then a number of
other activities included advertising, toy
manufacturing and property sales. The
name of Barclay & Sons, however, was
retained as the holding company for the

pharmaceutical interests.

Under John Bentley's leadership, Bar-
clay & Sons have progressed from a turn-

over of £2 m in 1968 to one of over £11 m
in 1970 and is now running at around
£16 m. But this of course, has been a
major management task, depots have been
merged and rationalised and the introduc-

tion of computerisation of sales invoices

under a central control system has now
taken place and this is also greatly assist-

ing stock control.

Recently appointed to the board of

Barclay & Sons as joint managing director

with Jack Saunderson is W. W. (Bill)

Gerrard, formerly managing director of
Eli Lilly & Co, Basingstoke.

Of the original 18 depots, two have been
closed down and Jaynox became fully

operational in its new 20,000 sq ft ware-
house at Newstead, near Stoke-on-Trent,

earlier in the year (C&D, May 15, p 599).

A central buying operation has also been
set up at Stoke-on-Trent using the old

premises of Jaynox and the company say
that this will prove a useful help to their

branches and consequently to retail

pharmacists.

The group has had its set-backs: in

August 1969 the entire premises of Hyde &
Entwistle in Belfast and its contents were
destroyed by fire during the riots. The
fire took place on a Friday afternoon

but by the following Monday the company
re-opened for business with stocks speci-

ally flown in by suppliers. The experience

taught the management some important

points in running a business on minimum
overheads.

. In. 1970, the. Hyde & Entwistle's busi-

ness was transferred to alternative pre-

mises just outside central Belfast on a

junction of the M2 Motorway. Stewart

Ritchie, the commercial director of Bar-

clay & Sons, feels that the siting of depots

is of prime importance to take advantage

of developments in transportation —
especially new main roads.

"Following the changes and subsequent

consolidation of its constituent parts,"

says John Bentley in the recent annual

report of Barclay Securities, "this (phar-

maceutical) division is further poised to

increase its internal profits. The really

profitable areas in this industry are still

to be developed and these are receiving

our full attention." One such area is the

sole distribution of products and the first

product to be handled in this way was
Twentisec, the recently-launched home
pregnancy testing kit. At present, this

seems to be going extremely well and it

will certainly encourage the group to

handle more products.
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If Vaseline
Vaseline® Cream |fl

plus Conditioner,

the first popular-

priced shampoo
on the U.K. market
with its own built-in

conditioner. Makes
hair easier to comb
when wet, easier to

style when dry.

Shampoo

:

HBHmm

Heavy NATIONAL
advertising. Full

f colour pages in

| all the popular

| women's magazines.

Generous introductory
bonus—gives you the

chance to introduce this

exciting new shampoo at

a specially attractive price.

NewVaseline Cream plus Conditioner Shampoo.

Vaseline® is a registered trade mark of Chesebrough-Pond's Ltd.

NCK



TwinTurboTHD3212. Twin Turbo HD3215.
It has two heating elements, i kilowatt for As well as giving a choice of three different

continuous background heating, and a second heat settings, 700w, 1300w, and 2 kilowatts, it

thermostatically controlled heating element to offers a cooling summer airflow. £8-46.

keep the temperature up and bills down. £10-38.



Winter's nearly upon us again and can choose from a list of the most popular

s figures for Philips Fan Heaters and Philips products. The points value of your

ctric Blankets will be soaring as the order determines the value of the gift you
iperature drops. can select counted on the basis of one point

And to make sure you benefit doubly for each £50. And you know yourself how
m this profitable time of year Philips quickly £50 worth of goods can add up.

offering you a choice of Philips For example, for 8 points you can earn a

ducts, free. Philips Multi-speed Food Mixer with Bowl
For all orders placed on Electric and Stand! For more information on this

nkets and /or Fan Heaters in excess wonderful offer, contact either your local

£50 recommended retail price you wholesaler or Philips representative -now.

4 The 3-Heat Standard Blanket.

The 3-Heat Standard Blanket is made of luxurious 'Movil'

and has a detachable lead for easy washing. Both single and
double sizes, have 'Natural Heat Balance' to prevent over-

heating and three heat settings so you can choose the exact heat

you want. Single Size :
60" x 30" £8-27 ; Double Size :

60" x 45"

£10-10. The 3-Heat Standard Dual Control Blanket has all

the advantages of the previous model but has the added luxury
that each half of the blanket can be controlled individually

keeps everyone happy. £1 149.

The Family Blanket.
The Family Blanket is superb value. It is made from
cotton/rayon and has a detachable lead which makes it

completely hand-washable. The double pole on/off

illuminated switch isolates the blanket from the mains to

ensure complete safety. Single Size: 50" x 26" £5-72;
Double Size: 50" x 42" £7-21.

All Philips Blankets which you buy conform to BS3456.

Free Point of Sale Display Stands are available

for Philips Heaters and Blankets.

Wewantyou to sell the best. PHILIPS
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NEW-
DISPOSABLE...

A WINNER

only lip packet
(OF 1 2 TAB- END TOWELS)

^**************

: INTRODUCTORY

OFFER
One case of 24 packets of
1 2 Tab-end disposable
towels each containing one
new Sylvia Y-clip belt,

normally retailing at 1 1 p
and 1 4p, to offer at 1 7p

—

8pOFF ! Plus 24 packets of

1 2 Loop-end disposable,

(retail 1 4^p packet). Plus

special "8p OFF" offer

Showcard. Complete case
lot at £5.45— £1.80 OFF
NORMALTRADE PRICE!

The New Sylvia disposable towel pack. Two showcards are available, also leaflets.

Current advertising in Woman and 10 other Womens Journals.

CUXSON, GERRARD &C0.LTD..0LDBURY, WARLEY, WORCS.

TELEPHONE 021-552 1355 (Telephone answering service during closing hours)
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B
1 1 .00 am Golf competition.

2.15 pm Science sessions; excursions.

7.30 pm Conference banquet. Central

Hotel.

Thursday, September 16

9.30 am Conference lecture, Lord Ritchie-

Calder.

10.55 am Steamer excursion.

7.30 pm Hospital pharmacists reception.

The president and council of the Royal
Society have bestowed the Royal Society

Mullard Award for 1971 on Dr F. R.
Batchelor, Mr F. P. Doyle, Dr J. H. C.

Nayler and Dr G. N. Rolinson, of

Beecham Research Laboratories, Brock-
ham Park, Betchworth, Surrey, in recogni-

tion of their contribution to the develop-

ment of the semi-synthetic penicillins,

one of the most significant advances in

the chemotherapy of bacterial disease in

the last decade. The Society says the main
achievements were

:

The synthesis of the penicillinase-

resistant penicillins, 2, 6-dimethoxyphenyl-

penicillin and the substituted isoxazolyl-

penicillins, which have brought the

benzylpenicillin-resistant, penicillinase-

producing Staphylococcus aureus under
control; before the existence of the

penicillinase-resistant penicillins this micro-

organism was the cause of many deaths.

The synthesis of the broad-spectrum

penicillins, cc-aminobenzylpenicillin (am-

picillin), and oc-carboxybenzylpenicillin

(carbenicillin). The former is active against

the most important Gram-negative patho-

gens, including E. coli, Salmonella typhi,

Haemophilus influenzae, and many strains

of Proteus mirabilis and vulgaris, as well

as being active against the usual Gram-
positive bacteria. Carbenicillin, in addition

to the above, is also active against many
strains of Pseudomonas pyocyanea, against

which no other non-toxic antibiotic is

available and it is usually reserved for

infections caused by this organism. These
penicillins have rendered invaluable service

in the clinical treatment of urinary, respir-

atory and gastrointestinal infections, and
Pseudomonas septicaemias.

8.00 pm Conference club, City Hall.

8.15 pm Institute of Pharmacy Manage-
ment reception.

Friday, September 17
9.30 am Symposium session, "The prac-

tical significance of drug inter-

actions"; excursions.

2.30 pm Closing session.

7.30 pm Conference ball, Central Hotel.

The development was not only of major
scientific and clinical significance, but

also of major economic importance. The
total annual turnover of the new penicillins

is well over £120m and the United King-

dom is at the spearhead of production

and is earning many millions of pounds a

year in exports and royalties.

The award which was instituted in 1967

will be presented by the president at the

anniversary meeting of the Society on
November 30. The award consists of a

gold medal and a prize of £1,000 provided

by a gift being made by the board of

directors of Mullard Ltd.

The award is to be made annually for

an outstanding contribution to the advance
of science, engineering or technology that

in the preceding ten years has led directly

to national prosperity in the UK.
Of the four recipients Dr Nayler was

the first to join Beecham Research Labora-

tories, Brockham Park, the year being

1948. In 1962 he was appointed head of

chemistry department; 1968, deputy head
chemotherapeutic research; and senior

principal scientist in 1970.

Mr Doyle joined in 1952, became a

director of research at Brockham Park in

1962 and group board director in 1966.

Dr Rolinson joined in 1955 and like

Dr Nayler became a senior principal

scientist in 1970 having previously headed
the microbiology chemotherapeutic depart-

ments.

Dr Batchelor joined the laboratories as

a microbiologist in 1956, in 1969 he was
seconded as assistant to the chairman of

the pharmaceutical division and last year

became scientific liaison officer for the

group in South Africa.

Glasgow
programme
Sunday, September 12

9.30 am Conference office open at Baird

Hall.

2.30 pm City tour.

5.00 pm Roman Catholic Mass, Turnbull
Hall.

6.30 pm Church Service, Glasgow Cathe-

dral.

7.00 pm Scottish Pharmaceutical Federa-

tion reception and Conference
club.

Monday, September 13

9.00 am Conference Office open at Uni-

versity of Glasgow.
9.30 am Opening session at Bute Hall,

University of Glasgow.
10.45 am Address by the chairman of the

science group.

2.00 pm Conference office open at Uni-

versity of Strathclyde.

2.15 pm Science sessions (University of

Strathclyde); excursions.

7.30 pm Civic reception, City Chambers.

Tuesday, September 14
9.15 am Professional session, "Hospital

pharmacists and the industry";

science sessions; excursions.

2.15 pm Discussion forum; history of

pharmacy meeting; excursions.

4.45 pm Science group meeting.

8.00 pm University conversazione, Stu-

dents' Union.

Wednesday, September 15

9.15 am Professional session, "Health

centres and group medical prac-

tices—their effect on pharmacy";
science sessions; excursions.

Glasgow local committee workers fill

Conference wallets

Beecham scientists receive
Royal Society honour

The Beecham Research Laboratories' team which has been awarded the Royal Society
Mullard Award for 1971. They are, from left, Drs F. R. Batchelor, J. H. Nayler and
G. N. Rolinson and Mr F. P. Doyle
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SCRIPT INDICATOR

S PATIENTS

TIME TO LOOK AND BUY
A buzzer sounds, a number comes up on

a board, and a patient steps forward to

collect her medicines. Such a scene could
become commonplace in retail pharmacies
and at hospital outpatient dispensaries

if a Swedish prescription identification

system is widely adopted—and initial

reaction at pharmacies where it is installed

has been entirely favourable.

Although an "electronic" system may
seem to be relevant only to the larger

types of outlet, C&D last week saw its

successful application in a small suburban
pharmacy—though one with a thriving

dispensing business. Dr P. Goldfield MPS
installed the Turn-o-matic system five

months ago at his Goldfinger Pharmacy
in Muswell Hill Broadway, London N10,

and is very pleased with its operation.

When a patient presents a prescription,

two consecutive tickets bearing the same
number are taken from a patented dis-

penser by the assistant. One ticket is

handed to the patient, the other is pinned

to the prescription. Above the dispensary

hatch is a digital indicator panel—a button

pressed by the pharmacist moves the num-
ber forward when a prescription is com-
pleted, at the same time sounding a buzzer

and the patient holding that number ticket

comes forward. A check is then made of

the patient's name and that the tickets

match.

Although many pharmacies have a

numbered docket system in operation as

a double check on the identity of the

Patients know medicine is ready when
the display panel shows their number

patient, the makers of the Turn-o-matic

claim that their system gives the patient

a clear idea of how many other prescrip-

tions are ahead in the queue. They are

much more ready to "wait their turn"

rather than insist " It's only tablets", Mr
Goldfield has found. Another advantage is

that if a precription takes longer than

average to dispense, and a later patient's

medicine is ready first, the patient is

automatically called up by the appearance
of her number—when an explanation for

the delay can be given. She is not left to

think she has been forgotten.

Improvement in customer relations in

this way is important, but systems of this

kind cost money, and the pharmacist will

look for a financial return on his invest-

ment. This can come, say the makers,

by turning "waiting time" into "buying

time". Once the patient is freed from
the need to listen for her name, she can

browse the shelves—in larger premises a

duplicate "slave" indicator panel can even

allow the patient to move right away
from the dispensing area without fear of

missing her turn.

In the Goldfinger Pharmacy, the Turn-

o-matic system is being used to create

customer flow round the display units,

since the point of handing in the prescrip-

tion is not the same as the point of

collection. At a future refit Mr Goldfield

hopes to capitalise still further on this

aspect. Certainly there is scope here,

because during busy periods he finds that

as many as 15 to 20 patients may be

waiting in the shop. Disadvantages?
"None", says Mr Goldfield.

:

Multiples too. are interested. Westons
already have the system at their High
Street, Chiswick, branch, and have been
sufficiently impressed to have it installed

from the opening of their new East
Grinstead shop.

The Turn-o-matic system—not of course

designed only for pharmacy—is also being

used in other types of outlet, particularly

those where "turn" can be established

more fairly by taking a ticket than by
queueing. More than 250,000 installations

are now operating, mainly in Scandinavia,

with rapid expansion in Europe and
America.

Cost of the system is £70—£21 for the

ticket dispenser, £49 for the indicator

panel, etc. A roll of 1,000 tickets (500

pairs) costs £0 50, and overprinting facili-

ties are available. UK and Eire concession-

aires are Lonsto (International) Ltd, 71

Grasmere Road, London N10.

Retail Trade Developments in Great

Britain 1971-72. Gower Press Ltd, 140

Great Portland Street, London W1N 5TA,

12 X 8i in. Pp 375. £16-50.

The book falls into three main parts. Part

one reviews the changes and present status

of the retail sector and after enumerating

the majors changes of the 1960s comments

on the likely developments expected in

the present decade by a research team

which the publishers sent out into the field

to provide information on regional and

local patterns in retail growth.

Part two presents the results of the

team's survey of retail shops within Great

Britain while the third part reviews the

biggest companies in retail. A profile of

each of a dozen multiples includes Boots

Pure Drug Co Ltd.

In the top 100 quoted companies in-

volved in retail trade Boots are placed

at No 10, Gateway Securities (who have

a number of pharmacies but are mainly

supermarket operators) at No 64 and the

Stanley Weston Group at No. 82.

The book will be of most interest to

wholesalers, and the large retailers, market

researchers, etc. It could conceivably be

of use too to the retail pharmacist look-

ing for the best site to set up in business.

For instance from a study of the main pro-

vincial centres, Oxford, Reading, Cam-
bridge, Bristol and Leicester are identified

as those undergoing the fastest growth in

retail trade whilst East Anglia appears to

be experiencing the most rapid advance in

retail sales of all the ten UK planning

regions.

Irish Chemists' Golfing Society. There was a

good turn out at the Hermitage on August 26

for prizes presented by Gillespie & Co Ltd.

Winners were: Class A: D. Arnold (11) 33:

J. Sleator (7) 33: M. Hughes (9) 32. Class

B: J. Dawson (16) 36: J. Lennon (19) 34:

J. O'Keeffe (14) 33 : first nine : J. T. Foley

:

second nine : B. Waters. Next outing, Elm
Park, September 15. for Rybar Ltd prizes.
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Cash in on the

Biovital 'chemists-only'

success story!
Heavy advertising planned for this Autumn

. . . 13 leading top circulation newspapers and

magazines will carry big-space advertising for

Biovital, the Vitamin Tonic, now a brand leader.

The success of Biovital, right from its National

launch early this year, is largely due to enthusiastic

support from retail chemists all over the country.

A top quality product . . . selling only through

chemists and giving them up to 40% profit . .

.

strongly backed both with advertising and at the

point of sale ... is certain to be a winner.

Make sure you're part of the Biovital

success story! ,

'

PLACE YOUR ORDER TODAY!

biovital
RETAIL PRICE £1 YOUR PRICE 67p
Note: An extra discount of 10% is given on direct orders
of 15 or more bottles of Biovital. Or 6 bottles with an
order for Radian Products value £12 upwards.

U.K. Distributor: Radiol Chemicals Ltd., Stepfield, Witham, Essex, CM8 3AG. Tel: Witham 2538.





Larodopa*: just one bottle -occupying one space on

your shelves and one line on your inventory-

covers the whole L-Dopa dosage range with 500 mg
tablets double-scored to break into halves (250 mg)
and quarters (I25mg).

*Trade mark for Roche preparations containing (
— ) - 3- (3, 4-dihydroxyphenyl) — L — alanine (Levodopa)

Full information is available on request from Roche Medical Information Service/ Larodopa, 15 Manchester Square, London W1M6AP
J 328
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Success story !
CHEMISTS EVERYWHERE ARE BEING ASKED FOR
MIGRALEVE — the first successful O.T.C. product

specifically for THE PREVENTION AND TREATMENT
OF MIGRAINE !

Sales and repeat sales, orders and repeat

orders are proof positive that MIGRALEVE is

proving its value to thousands of migraine

sufferers — with benefits to both customer
and chemist !

WHAT'S THE SECRET OF OUR SUCCESS?

• MIGRALEVE fills a very real need among your

customers !

• Migraine is still a considerable problem, with

authoratitive estimates putting the number of

sufferers as high as 1 in 10 in the population !

• AND THAT MEANS 1 in 10 OF YOUR CUSTOM-
ERS I (As well as the many otherswho do not

even realise that there is still a large number of

people who are unaware that their recurrent 'sick

headaches' and 'bilious attacks' are, in fact,

migraine !).

• MIGRALEVE can be confidently recommended to

your customers for both the prevention and
treatment of migraine and associated headaches !

JUST REMEMBER
MIGRALEVE"s ADVANTAGES !

• SPECIFICALLY indicated for the prevention and
treatment of MIGRAINE and associated headaches!

• Not merely another analgesic ! (Because, as you
well know, no analgesic combination alone will

halt or really alleviate a true migraine !).

Safer than ergot, and free from the dangers or

side effects inherent in the therapeutic use of

ergot compounds !

AVAILABLE WITHOUT AN E.C.10 !

We are promoting MIGRALEVE heavily to the medical

and allied professions, and so naturally cannot adver-

tise MIGRALEVE directly to the public. But, as sales

all over the country show, thousands of migraine

sufferers are asking for — and benefiting from —
MIGRALEVE.

SO HERE'S WHERE YOU CAN HELP, BOTH YOUR
CUSTOMERS AND YOURSELF I DISPLAY MIGRALEVE
PROMINENTLY IN YOUR SHOP and recommend
confidently when you're asked for help and advice by

migraine sufferers. THEY'LL BENEFIT — AND SO
WILL YOU !

DON'T BE LEFT OUT OF THIS SUCCESS STORY —
ORDER, STOCK, DISPLAY and RECOMMEND
MIGRALEVE — the first successful proprietary medi-

cine to be able to be sold directly

to the public - without a prescrip-

tion if necessary I

Join the Migraleve
success story and
profit from your
experience !

INTERNATIONAL
LABORATORIES
LIMITED Ethical Division

LINCOLN WAY WINDMILL ROAD "

SUNBURY-ON -THAMES • MIDDX
Telephone: SUN BURY"ON "THAMES 87411
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MORE GOODS
FOR
CHRISTMAS

1. Stocking fillers. Polyherb

shampoo (£0-25£). Poly Lady
hairspray (£0-76) and Poly Lady
setting lotion (£0-18). Poly Hair

Cosmetics, Eastleigh, Hants.

2. Affair talc, after-bath lotion and

fragrance (£2-79). Gala of London
Ltd, Surbiton, Surrey.

3. Eye make-up kit (£1-25) . Max

Factor Ltd, 16 Old Bond Street,

London W1X 4BP.

4. Vogue travel set: hangers, nail-

brush, soap box, massage pad

and face towel, No. 2646. Laugh-

ton & Sons Ltd, Wastock Road,

Birmingham B14 4RT.

5. Brut executive kit (£3-25). 4
Faberge Inc, Ridgeway, Iver

Bucks.
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—

'

1. Vetiver aerosol deodorant and after-

shave. No. V3901 (£2-00). Parfums Car-

ven, Franchise Division, Shulton (GB)
Ltd, 100 Brompton Road, London SW3.

2. Wilkinson bonded shaving system set

(£1-19), dispensers of 5 bonded blades

(£0-36). Wilkinson Sword Ltd, Southfield

Road, London W4.

3. Royal Sweden radial brush No. 1988
(£1-21). Jackel & Co Ltd, 56 Wigmore
Street, London W1.

4. Mirador binoculars available as 8x30,
(£25-88), 8X40 (£30-20), 10x40 (£31-25)

and the 7x50 marine (£26-24). J. J.

Silber Ltd, 11 Northburgh Street, London
A EC1V0AU.
^ 5. Kiku Duet, eau de parfum spray and
6 bath powder (£2-60). Farberge Inc, Ridge-

way, Iver, Bucks SL0 9JG.

6. Lektro blade 23 model with replace-

able blades (£10-50). Remington Electric

. Shaver Division, Apex Tower, New
m Maiden, Surrey.

7. A battery operated toothbrush
7 (£399). Philips Electrical Ltd, Shaftes-

bury Avenue, London WC2.

8. Philips Comfort Special hood hair

dryer with collapsible head to facilitate

storage (£9-35). Philips Electrical Ltd.
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Itsa breakthrough
A new tooth is always an important event, even though the

sleeplessness before it comes can disrupt domestic bliss.

But MOORES TEETHING JELLY, with its new formulation, quickly

provides effective pain relief. Baby soon becomes
happy again and family peace is restored.

NEW FORMULATION -

contains choline salicylate

NEW MODERN PACK WITH
MUM-APPEAL

SWIFT RELIEF WITH ANTISEPSIS

News travels fast at the
baby clinics so don't forget to order

from your wholesaler
MOORES TEETHING JELLY contains the local

analgesic Choline Salicylate and the antibacterial

Cetyl Dimethyl Benzyl Ammonium Chloride in a

pleasant liquorice-flavoured gel. This gel has been
formulated for easy application with a clean finger to the gums.
The surface active and penetrant antibacterial, Cetyl Dimethyl

Benzyl Ammonium Chloride ensures penetration of the pain-

relieving Choline Salicylate.

NEW SIZE 10 G. Recommended retail price 19p.

moores®
teething jelly
With the formulation prescribed by doctors ^^^^ ^ *

NAPP LABORATORIES LTD, WATFORD WD2 7RA, ENGLAND
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you can

iTeach to the

top of our

sales stand

but can you

achtothe

ales?

Our sales stand means just that. Sales.

If you haven't already got one - now is the time to ask

'Why not'. And the time to ask yourself if you're stocking

enough Aronde cosmetics and toiletries to meet the

demand ! There's a wide wonderful range that will push

your sales (and profits!) sky high. A range that's used

by the top salons and top models. They can't be wrong.

But they still watch 'value for money' . . . they know that

although Aronde is not expensive, it's as good as many
of its expensive counterparts. That means more customers !

That means more sales. Which is what we said at the

beginningucy 1 1 I 1 ll r ly : ~«|

arondeIf you want to know
more about Aronde and your success story — just

post this coupon for one Aronde representative

and one free Aronde sales stand !

Please send my local Aronde
representative without obligation.

|
To Aronde Laboratories Ltd., Sherbourne _

Avenue, Ryde, Isle of Wight. Tel: Ryde 3761 |j

Name

Address

CD/! i 9 G

1

i

MORE & MORE
CHEMIST WHOLESALERS

are stocking

UNICAN
for

BEER&WINE
because more and more

CHEMISTS
are stocking

UNICAN
for

BEER&WINE
because more and more
people are asking for

1

UNICAN
by

NAME
MONKS' HOME BREWS LTD., NORDRACH HOUSE,

STAPLE HILL, BRISTOL BSI6 4QF.
Telephone Bristol (0272) 650933.
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MARKET NEWS
iscorbic acid

igain dearer
.ondon, September 8: About the middle

>f last month it was announced that the

irice of domestically produced ascorbic

icid had been increased by £O20-£O24
g. The increase was subsequently can-

died but now an increase of £0-46 kg is

mnounced with 5-kg lots being the maxi-
num quoted quantity against 50 kg pre-

'iously.

In crude drugs the readjustment of

:xchange rates has had little effect on
)rices although a £010-per-kg reduction

n Brazilian menthol rates could be attri-

buted to that factor. Also easier during the

veek were Peru balsam, Costa Rican
pecacuanha, pepper and cochineal. Dearer
vere nux vomica, senega (Canadian) and
:herry bark. Australian honey is up by
:2-50 cwt across the board since last

)ublishing the price.

A number of essential oils are scarce

)n the spot including amber and bay.

Nhh less acreage used for peppermint in

he US this year, coupled with a reported

•eduction in oil yield, it is expected that

he 1971 oil prices will appreciate sub-

stantially. Meanwhile holders of 1970

:rop oil have advanced their prices. Brazil-

an oil prices, like menthol were shaded.

Other oils to show weakness were petit-

>rain for shipment, and spot ginger and
Chinese spearmint.

Pharmaceutical chemicals
Acetic acid: In 12-tons lot, delivered, per metric

ton, BPC glacial £87-50; 90-5 per cent technical

£81; 80 per cent grades pure £76-50; technical

£69-50.

Ascorbic acid: £2-36 kg; 5-kg £2-33 kg; sodium
jascorbate plus £0-23; coated plus £0-10.

Benzoic acid: One-metric ton lots £30-42 kg.

IBoric acid: BP grade per metric ton: granular

|£99; crystals £140; powder £110; extra-fine powder
£114 in paper bags, carriage paid. Technical is

£20 per 1,000 kg less than BP grades.

Calcium carbonate: BP precipitated £47-50 per

metric ton.

Calcium sodium lactate: metric ton. £709 for

50-kg lots.

Citric acid: BP granular hydrous per metric ton

50-kg lots, £321; 250-kg £310; 1,000-kg £299.

Anydrous £345, £333, £321 respectively. Premium
for powder £10.

Gallic acid: 1,000-kg lots £1-54 kg.

Hydrocortisone: Acetate or alcohol 5s (£0-25) g.

Hydrogen peroxide: 35 per cent, £130 per 1,000-kg
in 50-kg containers.

Hyoscine hydrobromide: £314-25 kg.

Iodine: Chilean crude E2 08J per kg; resublimed
£2-87 in 50-kilo lots.

Lactic acid: £570 metric ton for 50-kg lots.

Oleic acid: BP is £206-70 per metric ton delivered.

Oxalic acid: 20-ton lots about £170 metric ton.

Pyrogallic acid: Photo crystals 200-kg lots £4-73

kg-

Salicylic acid: Per metric ton 5-ton lots £405;

1-ton £425; 250-kg £470.

Tannic acid: 500-kg fluffy £1-29 kg; powder £1-27.

Tartaric acid: (Per metric ton) 50-kg lots £422;

250-kg £417; £408 ton.

Crude drugs
Aconite: Napellus: £1,200 metric ton, cif.

Agar: (lb) Kobe No 1 £0-85 cif; European £0-73

Aloes: (metric ton) Cape primes £245; £230, cif;

Curacao £800; £780, cif.

Balsams: (lb) Canada: £1-85 spot; Shipment
£1-80 cif. Copaiba BPC £0-60; para £0-40. Peru:

£105; £1, cif. Tolu: BP £0-70.

Belladonna: Leaves £0 17 lb spot £0-16, cif.

herb £0-1 1 spot, £0-10, cif; root £0-12 nominal
spot; £0-11, cif.

Benzoin: BPC, £40 cwt; £37-£45, cif.

Camphor: BP powder £1-45 kg spot; £1-20, cif.

Cardamoms: (Per lb cif) Alleppy greens No 1,

£0-95 prime seeds £1-20.

Cascara: spot £19 cwt; £18-25, cif:

Cassia: Lignea, whole £600 metric ton (resellers).

Chamomile: Hungarian £0-45, lb.

Cherry bark: spot £0-18 lb; £0-17, cif.

Chillies: Zanzibar £475 ton; £375, cif.

Cinnamon: Seychelles bark £248 long ton cif,

Ceylon quills four O's £716; quillings £358.

Cloves: Madagascar £1,350 long ton, cif.

Cochineal: Tenerife black-brilliant £6-10 kg spot

Peruvian silver grey £5-20 spot; £5-10 cif.

Cocillana: Spot £0-35 lb.

Colocynth pulp: Spot £0-30 lb.

Dandelion: Root £500 metric ton spot; £480, cif.

Ergot: Nominal.
Gentian: Root £490 per metric ton spot; £470, cif.

Ginger: (long ton) Cochin £315, cif. Jamaican
No. 3 spot £1,100; Nigerian split £280; peeled

£380 spot Sierra Leone £365, cif.

Gums: (Per cwt) Acacia: Kordofan cleaned sorts

£14-50 spot; £13-30, cif. Karaya: No. 2 faq £23

spot. Tragacanth: No. 1 spot £270, No. 2 £230.

Honey: (Per cwt ex store). Australian light amber
£12-60. medium amber £12, Canadian £12-15

Mexican not quoted; Chinese £9-50 nominal.

Hydrastis: £1-50 lb spot and cif.

Hyoscyamus: Niger £300 metric ton, cif, nominal.

Ipecacuahna: Matto Grosso £3-10 lb spot; £2-95

cif. Costa Rican £2-90 spot, £2-80, cif.

Jalap: Mexican 15%. resin £950 metric ton, cif.

Kola nuts: African halves £80 metric ton spot.

Lanolin: Anhydrous BP minimum 1000 kg £340-

£375 per metric ton; cosmetic grade £390. Wool
alcohols BP, minimum 50 kg £880 metric ton.

Lemon peel: Spot £0-12 lb; £0-11, cif.

Liquorice root: (metric ton, cif) Chinese £85;

Russian £90.

Lobelia: American rew crop herb £0-35 lb. cif.

Lycopodium: Indian £2-35 lb spot; £2 05, cif.

Menthol: (kq) Chinese spot £6.80; shipment
£6-72, cif. Brazilian £5-35; £5-20, cif.

Mercury: Spot £212 per flask of 78 lb.

Nutmeg: (Per lb, cif). Grenada: 80's £600; sound
unassorted £450, defectives £395. East Indian 80's

£560; sound unassorted £440; 110's £527.

Nux Vomica: (cif) £150 metric ton spot; £115, cif,

Pepper: Sarawak black £400 long ton spot; £360.

cif. White £490; £465, cif.

Podophyllum: Nominal.
Quillaia: £290 metric ton spot; £260-£265, cif.

Rhubarb: From £0-30 to £1-50 lb.

Saffron: Mancha superior £80-kg.

Sarsaparilla: Nominal spot and cif.

Seeds: (long ton) Anise: China star £175, spot;

Spanish green £247-50. Caraway: Dutch ex wharf

£300. Celery: Indian £300 spot; £235 forward

cif. Coriander: Moroccan £80-50, cif, metric ton,

for shipment. Cumin: Indian £230, cif. Dill: Indian

£125, cif. Fennel: Indian £135, cif. Chinese
£110 afloat. Fenugreek: Moroccan for shipment
£59-50, cif. Mustard: £63-20 spot.

Senega: Canadian £1-65 lb spot; £1-62, cif.;

Japanese £1-15 duty paid.

Senna: (lb) Tinnevelly No. 3 faq leaves £0 06i;

pods, hand-picked E0-1H; manufacturing £0-8i;

Alexandria h/p E0-60-E0-65 ex wharf; manufac-
turing £0-23.

Squill: White £13 cwt. cif.

Styrax: E1-12J lb spot; El -10, cif.

Tonquin beans: Para £0-37 lb spot; £0-32, cif.

Turmeric: Madras finger £170 ton; £155, cif.

Valerian: (metric ton) Continental £290; £270, cif;

Indian £215 spot; £200, cif.

Waxes: (long tons) Bees' £700, cif. Candelilla:

£570 spot; cif nominal. Carnauba: fatty-grey £410;

prime yellow £675 spot.

Witch hazel leaves: Spot £0-30 lb; £0-27 cif.

Essential and expressed oils

Almond: £430 metric ton, fob Spain.

Amber: Rectified spot £0-33 kg.

Anise: Chinese £1-49 kg spot; £1-38 cif.

Bay: Unquoted. Nominal value £6-60 kg.

Bergamot: E9-35-E11-55 kg as to grade.

Birch tar: Rectified £2-35 kg.

Bois de rose: Brazilian £1-85 kg spot; £1.68, cif.

Buchu: English distilled, £255 kg.

Cade: Spanish £0-42 kg.

Camphor white: Spot £0-40; £0-30 kg. cif.

Cananga: Java £5-50 kg, cif.

Caraway: Dutch £6-50 kg; English £15 kg.

Cardamon: English distilled £55 kg; Indian £46-50.

Cassia: Chinese £2 09 kg, spot.

Cedar: Leaf £2-40 kg; wood; American £1-54.

Celery: English £27 kg; Indian £19.

Cinnamon: Ceylon leaf £1-59, cif; Seychelles leaf

rectified £2-75; bark, English distilled £88.

Citronella: Ceylon £0-85 kg spot; £0-82, cif.

Chinese £1-17 kg spot; £109 cif.

Clove: Madagascar leaf £1-20 kg in bond; £1-17

cif. English distilled bud £18.

Cod-liver: BP in 45-gal lots £28-79 naked; BSI
No. 829 £26-81i naked, carriage paid.

Coriander: £9-35 kg spot.

Cubeb: English, £13-50 kg.

Dill: £5-70 kg spot.

Eucalyptus: Chinese 80-85 per cent £0-62i kg in

bond £0-59, cif.

Fennel: Spanish sweet £2-12 kg.

Geranium: Bourbon unquoted; Congo £16-50 kg,

cif; Egyptian £17-25 cif.

Ginger: English distilled £39 kg; Indian £22-50.

Juniper: Berry £3 08 kg; wood £0-55.

Lavandin: £2-64 kg spot.

Lavender: French from £4-40 kg.

Lavender spike: Spanish £3 05 kg in metric ton
lots.

Lemon: Sicilian £3-10-£7-15 kg spot as to quality.

Lemongrass: £1-75 kg spot; £1-45, cif.

Lime: West Indian distilled £7-70 kg spot.

Nutmeg: East Indian £4-95 kg. English distilled

from West Indian £13; from E Indian £14.

Olive: £305-310 metric ton fob Spain; spot £360-
£365 long ton, duty paid. Tunisia E315-E320
metric ton c and f London.
Orange: Sweet £0-54 kg spot; bitter E6-30-E6-60.

Palmarosa: £8-50 kg spot, £8, cif.

Patchouli: Spot E4-25-E4.50 kg duty paid.

Pennyroyal: Spot £1-80 kg.

Pepper: English distilled ex black £35 kg.

Peppermint: (Per kg) Arvensis Chinese £2-45
spot; £2-37, cif; Brazilian £2-18 spot; £2-14, cif.

American piperata from £4-50 as to source.
Petitgrain: £3 05 kg spot; £2-95, cif.

Pine: (kg) Abietis £3-75, pumilionis £6; sylvestris
£1-62.

Rosemary: Spanish £1-50 kg.

Sage: Spanish £1-90 kg spot.

Sandalwood: Mysore spot £13-25 kg. East Indian
for shipment £12-50, cif.

Spearmint: American £5 kg, cif; Chinese spot
£3-40 kg; shipment £3-35 cif.

COMING KBITS
Sunday, September 12

British Pharmaceutical Conference, Glasgow.
Until September 17.

Tees-side Branch. Pharmaceutical Society.

Car teasure hunt starting from Strickland &
Holt's Pharmacy, High Street, Yarm, at

2 pm. Entries limited. Information from Mt
J. M. Thompson, Brooklands, The Grove,
Hutton Rudby, Yarm.

Wednesday, September 15
South London and Surrey Pharmacists Golf-
ing Society, Shirley Park Golf Club, at 1.15

pm. Stableford competition.

Thursday, September 16
Chesterfield Branch, Pharmaceutical Society.

Blue Bell Inn, North Wingfield, at 7.45 pm.
Mr P. L. Gilbert, vice-chairman, on "The
home making of wines and beers." Buffet

supper (tickets £0-50).

Courses and conferences
Sunderland Polytechnic. Extension course

:

"A study of the economics of general prac-

tice pharmacy." Tuesday evenings, for eight

weeks from October 5 ; fee £8. Applications

to Head of the School of Pharmacy, Sunder-
land Polytechnic, Sunderland SRI 3SD.
Border Region, Pharmaceutical Society. One-
day conference on the theme " The next ten

years", Sunday, September 26. Speakers: Mr
W. M. Darling, Mr J. P. Kerr, Mr J. G.
Roberts, Dr J. R. Stoker. Applications by
September 15 to Mr L. R. Renwick, c/o

Mawson & Proctor Pharmaceuticals Ltd, Box
1RN, Newcastle upon Tyne NE99 1RN. Cost
including lunch, £1 -50.

Merseyside and North Wales regional con-

ference on "the development and marketing

of modern medicines". Sunday, October 10

at the Marina, Rhyll, North Wales. Lunch
12.30 pm, start 2 pm.
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MUM YOU CAN'T MISS

PENTIC PRICING

Pentic are Britain's biggest

producer of plastic price tickets,

shelf edge tickets, spi.<e tickets

and price attracters of various

kinds for all types of retailers

from butchers to jewellers,

supermarkets to village shop.

Send for fully illustrated catalogue

to

Norman Pendred

& Co. Ltd.

I 3 Gladiator Street, London S.E.23.

Telephone 01-690 484

1

Simpla Bedside Urine Drainage Bags
NEW PATENTED TAP ALLOWS EASY DRAINAGE
2000 c.c. WITH ACCURATE GRADUATIONS
STERILE & INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED
LOW COST HANGERS AVAI LABLE

send your order to MACARTHYS Ltd or write for Free Sample & Leaflet to

PLASTICS LTD

Phoenix Estate, Caerphilly Road, CARDIFF. UK Tel -0222- 62100

STABILISED PURE WHEAT GERM
The Family health-giving food in POPULAR DEMAND.
Packed in 3 sizes: Well advertised: Your customers will

ask for FROMENT — make sure of your stock !

SOLE MANUFACTURERS'JOHN H.HERON LTD., HOOK ROAD MILLS, GOOLE. TEL 2153/4

FROMENT

MYLETO
HAIR CREAM AND LOTION

TONQUIN
HAIRDRESSING

NOW DISTRIBUTED SOLELY BY

VINE'S BIOCRIN LTD
III CLARENCE ROAD, LONDON, E.5.

TEL: 985 8808 8809

APPLY FOR OUR SPECIAL BONUS TERMS!!

The only

BEYELLEDTONGUE DEPRESSOR
in the world.

Applicdtors also available

AYRES BIOPSY CERVICAL SCRAPERS

This high quality scraper immediately available

in large quantities. Special prices for bulk orders.

ASHWOOD TIMBER & PLASTICS LTD.,

Plyfa House, Leven Road, London EI4 0LW Tel: 01-987 6343/646!
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Display

Semi-display

Lineage

Box numbers

Series Discounts

£4 per single column inch, minimum 1 inch (1 x 1f ins,

I page (4| x Z\ ins) £36. \ page (4| x 7 ins)

or (9 x Z\ ins) £58. Whole page 9^x7 ins) £98

£3 per single column inch, minimum 1 inch single

column

£0-30 per line, min. 5 lines at £1-50

£0-15 extra

5% discount on 3 insertions or over

15% discount on 13 insertions and over

Screen 100

Headings all advertisements appear
under appropriate headings

Copy date 4 pm Tuesday prior to

publication date
Advertisements should be prepaid

Publication date Every Saturday

Post to John Thelwell, Classified

Advertisements, Chemist and
Druggist, Bouverie House,
154 Fleet Street London EC4A 2DL
Telephone 01-353 3212

Circulation ABC
July/December 1970 15,879

Situations vacant

STOCK CONTROLLER
UNICHEM LTD.

Wholesalers to Retail Chemists require a Male or

Female Supervisor to take charge of STOCK CONTROL
section of their new warehouse in NW10. Applicants

must have a good product knowledge of counter

sundries and proprietaries together with experience

of stock control systems and the ability to control a

small team of stock checkers and clerks. Good salary

and pension scheme.

Apply in writing or by telephone to:

—

F. W. Hebblethwaite,
Unichem Ltd., 145 Acton Lane,

London, NW10. Tel: 01-965 0141.

Expanding export Company
(Pharmaceuticals) require experi-

enced correspondent. Must be
familiar with all aspects and
documentation etc. and have had
experience in the pharmaceutical
industry. Good salary and pros-

pects.

HALEWOOD CHEMICALS LTD.,
Stanwellmoor

Staines,
Middlesex.

Tel: Colnbrook 2402/3.

Shipping department of the above
company require versatile pros-

pective manager with all round
experience of export/import. All

documentation including banking,

invoicing etc., and typing essen-
tial, good rewarding position with

rapid promotion for right man.

Situations
wanted
COSMETIC REPRESENTATIVE —
Beauty Adviser. Fully trained in high
class cosmetics and perfumery,
experienced salesman, seeks position
in Retail Business, to take over
cosmetic section. Every effort made
to increase clientele and sales.
Essex or London Areas (36.)

Box No. 1813.

Tenders

CHEMIST REP. wishes to represent

First Class Firm in Essex only, well

known to Chemists and Wholesalers.
Salary, Expenses, Car, etc. Box No.
1810.

SUSSEX. Experienced Dispensing

Assistant in pleasant country town.

Salary negotiable. Man or woman.
Part timers considered. Oddie 8t

Whitby Ltd., High St., Uckfield.

MANUFACTURING COMPANY speci-

alising in hairdressing and cosmetic

preparations desires to appoint a

business Manager to be responsible

for sales development. A good oppor-

tunity for keen business man looking

for an assured future. Apply:

Box No. 1812.

LANCASHIRE

COUNTY COUNCIL

Tenders are invited for supply

to County Council establishments

for the period 1st December, 1971

to 30th November, 1972 of:

(a) Detergent for cleaning

walls, floors, etc.

(b) Floor Seals

(c) Plastic Emulsion Polish

Forms of Tenders are available

from the Chief Education Officer,

P.O. Box 61, County Hall,

Preston, PR1 8RJ. Tenders to be
returned to the Clerk of the

County Council by 10.30 a.m. on

Monday, 27th September, 1971.

Hospital appointments

HERTFORD COUNTY
HOSPITAL

Hertford, Herts.

SENIOR PHARMACIST

(Category III)

Applications invited for above
full-time post department respon-

sible for purchase and issue of

drugs, dressings, surgical instru-

ments etc., for above and two
smaller hospitals. Whitley Council

Salary and conditions.

Applications to Hospital Secre-

tary, giving details of age,

qualifications and experience,

with names of two referees.

WARLINGHAM PARK
HOSPITAL

Warlingham, Surrey

SENIOR PHARMACIST
for duties at above progressive
Psychiatric Hospital, with asso-
ciated Day Hospitals and Clinics.
5 day week. Hours adjusted to
suit local transport facilities.

Residence available for single
woman if required.

Salary on scale £1 ,446/£1 ,801 p. a.

Applications for PART-TIME duty
also considered.

Further details on direct enquiry
to Chief Pharmacist, 820 2101.

Applications to Group Secretary,
General Hospital, London Road,
Croydon, CR9 2RH.

Trade services

YOU CAN'T BUY QUALITY LABELS
CHEAPER . . .

Prices per 1,000

Self Adhesive 1J" x 1J" 62p
Dispensing (gummed) 2" x 2\" 53p
Tablets (gummed) 1}" x 1J" 35p
Slips (gummed) 1J" x 2J" ... 42p

Quick Delivery.

Tudor Press, Medical Printers,
Hope Street, Filey, Yorks.
Full price list on request.

SHOWCARDS!
Olive Oil B.P. 2i oz. 70p per doz.
Olive Oil B.P. 5 oz. £1.15 per doz.
White Petroleum Jelly B.P. 250G

£1.15 per doz.
Pine Disinfectant 500 ml R.W. 3-4

85p per doz.
Plus Free Personalised Showcard

£10 carriage paid
Primapak Ltd., 74, Briar Street,

Nottingham, NG2 1FS.

NEW WASH-OFF GLASS
SELF ADHESIVE LABELS
FOR USE ON PLASTIC AND GLASS CONTAINERS

WRITE
FOR

SAMPLES
and be very
surprised at

the Low cost
and fast service

DIRECT LABEL SERVICE
L. ROLFE
FAR END
DAYS LANE
PILGRIMS HATCH
BRENTWOOD
ESSEX
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WANTED: Surplus cameras, enlarg-
ers, cine-cameras and projectors,
photographic equipment of every
description. Surplus and outdated
film and paper, large or small
quantities. Phone, write or call.

Spears (Dept. CD), back Watling
Street, Shudehill, Manchester, 4.

Telephone: BLAckfriars 9432 (5
lines). Bankers, Midland Bank, Ltd.

C 613

WE WILL PURCHASE for cash a
complete stock of a redundant line,

including finished or partly finished
goods packaging, raw materials,
etc. No quantity too large. Our
representative will call anywhere.
Write or telephone Lawrence
Edwards & Co., Ltd., 6/7 Welling-
ton Close. Ledbury Road, London,
W.11. Tel. Park 3137-8. C 140

WE PURCHASE surplus and redun-
dant stocks of every description,
especially packing material. Spot
cash settlement. Reliance Trading
Company, 23-25 Charles Lane, St.

John's Wood, London, N.W.8. Tel.:

JUNiper 0701. C 599

Shopfittings

CHRISTMAS IS COMING!
ARE YOU PLANNING

YOUR SHOPFITTING NOW?
Free planning and quotations for

Interplan System 80 and com-
plete installations. Write/tele-
phone:

OLNEY BROS. LTD.
NORTHBRIDGE ROAD,

BERKHAMSTED, HERTS.

Telephone 5417 S24-14

SHOPFITTINGS — Manufacturers
of chemists' fittings offer Special
Terms to chemists opening or re-

fitting in Sept., Oct., and Nov.,
willing to act as show installations

for new range of display shelving,
showcases, counters and check-
out units. Usual H.P. facilities.

Limited amount of three year
rental available. Rocano Ltd., St.

Paul Street, Bristol 2. Tel.: Bristol
40328.

PAPER ROLLS — for all cash
registers and adding machines.
Write/phone — day/night. Cashadd,
61, Liverpool Road, Irlam, Lanes.
Tel. 061-748 7743.

ONE-DAY REFITS. No trade loss
arrangements. Your shop planned
free. Low prices. Cash. Rental.
Credit. S. G. Clark, Kytes House,
Watford WD2 6NT. Tel. Garston
72723.

Miscellaneous

FASHION JEWELLERY
Jodez (Manchester) Ltd.

9 Sugar Lane & 34 Shudehill
Manchester 4. DEAnsgate 6564
Largest and most exclusive
selection of Necklets, Brooches,
Chainbelts, Dress Rings, Ear-
rings (all types) Hair-Orna-
ments, etc. Limited quantity of
clearing lines available, parcels
from £5.00 and upwards.

MANLY MAN'S BELT. Nationally
advertised "obtainable from chem-
ists". £2-68. Full trade terms. Order
by waist measurement from Manly
Co., 23 Freshwater Parade,
Bishopric, Horsham, Sussex. Tele-
phone: Horsham 5426.

Agents

LONDON based company desire
pharmaceutical agencies for their
Nigerian associates. Apply with full

particulars to:

Box No. 1814

AMBITIOUS Agent with es-

tablished connections to

good class chemists and
multiples wanted to carry
swimwear accessories
(ladies). Box No. 1809.

SOLE AGENTS required in

Kent, Surrey, Sussex, and

Hants by pharmaceutical

firm, selling to chemists

only. Applicants should

have connection with

chemists in these districts.

Box No. 1815.

Special announcement

THE DIRECTORS
OF

ORRIDGE & CO. LTD. AND ERNEST J. GEORGE
& CO. (SOUTHERN) LTD.

have pleasure in announcing that after 1st October 1971 they will merge to form a new

company which will trade as

GEORGE ORRIDGE & CO.
The new Company's address (to which the Orridge & Co. executive staff and directors will

move on I Ith September 1971) will be

REGENT HOUSE,
235/241 REGENT STREET,
LONDON, WIR8SV.

TEL. 01-437 3628/3988/4185/4461 and 4656

There will be an Ansafone servit&for affe^business hours and weekend calls.

LIBRARY

Printed m Great Britain by BISHOPSGATE PRESS LIMITED, 21 " '

"^OTPfL1!tlfnlfm EC2M 4UN, and published by BENN BROTHERS LTD.
,

at Bouverie
House, 154 Fleet Street, London, EC4A 2DL. Registered at the GPO a^^Jrgjljjmdf. © all rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced,
stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted, in any form or by any nieSMbT "electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise without the prior

permission of Benn Brothers Ltd. 31/17/6S
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have the subject
well covered . .

.

... by a wide range of Surgical Dressings and
appliances. They are now being regularly prescrib-

ed by General Practitioners, and can be obtained

through any Wholesale Chemist.

Trade Price Lists and further information regarding

these and other products will be supplied upon
request.

© BATEMAN-JACKSON
Distributors of Seton Specialised Surgical Dressings and Appliances.

Tubiton House, Medlock St.. Oldham. Lancashire, England. a membe r of the.

Telephone: 061-652 2222 (5 lines) Telegrams 'Tubiton' Oldham. kijWil Group

modernise with
COUNTERPOINT

for maximum profit!
COUNTERPOINT—THE SPECIALISTS IN

PHARMACY INTERIORS

A Counterpoint modernised pharmacy increases turn-

over . . . and efficiency. Their unique range of wall

shelving units, display gondolas, counters and special-

ised fitments are manufactured to a superb quality with

choice of both finish and colour.

The equipment's contemporary design gives maximum
visibility to all merchandise. Quick and economical to

fit, (a weekend will sometimes suffice), the price is

exceptionally moderate— it pays to install Counterpoint!

Hire purchase and leasing terms available.

Showrooms also in Northern England and Northern

Ireland.

Counterpoint service includes expert advice on shop
layout based on the experience of hundreds of installa-

tions throughout the country. Post this coupon now!

V
(cjounlerpoinl

r
| TO COUNTERPOINT STORE EQUIPMENT LTD.

| Harwood Road, Littlehampton, Sussex.

| Tel: 0906-4 4356

I Please send me your brochure:

j
FOR THE ATTENTION OF

I ADDRESS
I

! (CD.)



for family care

antiseptic

throat
lozenges

BonusOffer

Geigy

ft- S
-

Retail Price 12p
per box of 24

lozenges

Geigy Quality-

Worthy of your
Professional

Recommendation

Available

immediately through
your local representative

Each Dosegen lozenge

contains:

0.5 mg of (Dodecanoyl-N'-
methylaminoethyl)-

(phenylcarbamylmethyl)
1

-

dimethylammonium chloride
•

Geigy
Pharmaceuticals

Macclesfield, Cheshire

Quantity Bonus Total Return

Ordered (Units) Outlay
(Units)

72 18 £5.76 £10.80
48 10 £3.84 £ 6.96
24 4 £1.92 £ 3.36
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[ere's the latest invention
TomCow& Gate

..it's for feeding babies.
This is no ordinary baby's bottle.

It's aCow & Gate Prepared Feed.

Many hospitals are using them now because

Prepared Feeds, which come in disposable, sterilised

bottles, are conveniently ready mixed.

But they are the same as the Cow & Gate MilkFood
that you sell, when this is reconstituted.

And every mother whose baby's been given

Prepared Feeds will know that too. When she

leaves hospital she is given a sample of

Cow & Gate Full or HalfCream.
Now that more and more babies are

starting out on Prepared Feeds in hospital,

you can expect more and more Mums
to come to you forCow & Gate Milk Foods.

\

Cow& Gate
The well-balanced baby diet.
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MoreMother's help.

is* Handy new Woodward's
Baby-Wipes—pre-moistened

disposable wash-cloths, specially made
for baby's sensitive skin, and particularly

suitable for use when travelling.

An addition to the already well known and
trusted Woodward's range—Gripe Water, Diarrhoea Mixture,

Teething Balm and Baby Cream.
Altogether our products now provide you with a really wide range.

It's all part of our way of helping

you give your customer the little WoOffW21 f*fl
help she sometimes needs. TUUUttiUU >3

W. Woodward Ltd.

43-59, Clapham Road, London, S.W.9.
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How the pattern of

feeding is changing
Research over the past two years has

shown a change in the feeding habits of

babies. Mothers appear to be hurrying the

whole weaning process, trying to get their

children on to family food at the earliest

possible opportunity. Those are the con-

clusions drawn from a recent survey

carried out by H. J. Heinz & Co.

The overall consumption pattern of pre-

pared infant foods has not altered. Start-

ing on strained foods, consumption builds

up quickly to a peak when baby is

between six and nine months old. Just

before this peak the changeover to junior

foods starts taking place, and soon after

commands a large share of all sales. The

change has come with mothers starting

to use infant foods earlier and finishing

earlier, so shortening the overall period

that infant foods are used.

For example, two years ago a mother

with a child of seven weeks bought an

average of only one pack of prepared

infant foods per week but today this

average is achieved by the time the child

is one month old.

Older babies
At the other end of the market, two

years ago 40 per cent of mothers made
their last purchases of infant foods when
their child was between 22 and 28 months
old. Now more mothers are stopping giving

prepared foods between 15 and 22 months
and only 26 per cent of mothers make
their last purchases when baby is 22 to 28

months old.

In the middle of the market the change-

over to junior foods is happening about
four weeks earlier than two years ago.

It is believed that this shortening of the

prepared infant foods feeding is not

necessarily in the babies' interest and
could have been brought about by two
possible reasons:

Mothers believe that baby's changing

over to the family meal is a sign of

his progress. If this change-over is

delayed, mothers seem to fear that

their child is not developing as quickly

as other children. This fear probably
plays a very large part in her forcing

the pace as far as feeding habits are

concerned.

Lack of personal attention in modern

self-service stores has robbed mothers

of the advice which was frequently

sought, particularly in chemist stores.

This advice is even more necessary now
than in the old counter service days,

as the surge of new housing estates

means that many new mothers have

moved away from their own home
areas and have therefore also lost the

daily contact and advice their own
mothers could have provided.

With these considerations in mind, Heinz

have this year introduced two particular

campaigns aimed at helping to overcome
these problems

:

A new hard-sell press advertising

campaign
a new shelving layout proposal

The press campaign has broken com-
pletely with the traditional Heinz Infant

Food advertisement. The seven advertise-

ments set out to highlight the advantages

of prepared foods over home prepared

alternatives, which are often unsuitable,

and stress the need to keep baby on pre-

pared foods until he is really ready to

make the change to family meals.

The campaign should help to allay a

mother's fears and give her a concrete,

valid reason for allowing baby to con-

tinue on infant foods where necessary.

Following the success of shelving experi-

INFANT FOODS - Units bought per mother

1971 compared with 1970

+7%

'///////A

+2%
'/////////,

BABIES BABIES
12-18mths 18-24mths

BABIES
0-6mths

BABIES
6-12mthsWW

ill
-16%

-21%

ments in the Birmingham area, Heinz are

introducing shelving-by-age for in-store

layouts. The layouts are supported by a

set of six "shelf-talkers" highlighting the

varieties suitable for each age group
starting with varieties suitable for babies

up to 4 months and going up to varieties

suitable from 18 months onwards. In the

chemist shops which participated in the

Birmingham experiment the increase in

sales from the new layouts averaged over

100 per cent. This would appear to con-
firm the need mothers have for advice on
what baby should be given.

Although the infant food market has
not grown in recent years due to the fall

in birth rate, there is still enormous
potential—as indicated by the higher con-
sumption per capita in countries like

America and Canada.

Third stage of

Maws' re-style

now complete
Maws' recently - announced advertising

campaign (C&D, August 7, p. 158)—the

largest in the company's history—marks
the third stage in a carefully-designed

development which began in February,
1970.

It was in February, 1970, that Norcros,
who own S. Maw, Son & Sons Ltd, de-

cided to transform the company by intro-

ducing new management techniques and
shifting emphasis from the traditional role

of chemist wholesaling to specialising in

the marketing of the Maws range of

nursery products.

In stage one, the company's products

were assessed, hundreds of items were
discontinued and a corporate image was
decided on. This involved a complete

and comprehensive repackaging exercise.

In stage two, the Maws sales force was
further strengthened and reorganised, and
a completely new structure of selling

cycles and discount systems introduced.

Also in this stage, a marketing drive

was launched, directed at chemists, which
included the distribution of the Maws
Baby Bar to chemists and product partici-

pation in the Expectant Mother Advisory

Service Box.

Stage three, the launching of a big con-

sumer campaign, was designed to coincide

with the completed repackaging of the

Maws nursery products range which be-

gan at stage one. Repackaging these

products has involved the adaptation of

the new Maws corporate image and design

to over fifty items.
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Keeping the

pharmacist
advised
The feeding of new-born babies in

hospital has undergone a change since

Cow & Gate introduced their "Prepared

feed" method, just three years ago. Pre-

pared feeds are for use in hospitals only,

but Cow & Gate believe it important that

chemists should know all about them, so

that they in turn can discuss with the

mother the transition from hospital feed-

ing of the new-born baby to home feeding

with Full Cream or Half Cream Dried

Milk. To do this, the new advertising

campaign to the chemist tells the story of

Prepared feeds.

Prepared feeds are pre-sterilised liquid

feeds, standardised to the composition of

re-constituted Cow & Gate Dried Milk

Feed (either full cream or half cream).

They come in 120 ml disposable glass

bottles. Sterilised teat units are supplied

separately, and ideally these are disposed

of after one use, but, if a hospital prefers,

teats can be re-used if cleansed and

sterilised.

On leaving the hospital where Prepared

feeds are in use, the mother is given a

sample cartonette of Cow & Gate milk

food, sufficient for 8 to 10 feeds, thus

enabling her to feed her baby with a

similar food until she has had the oppor-

tunity of purchasing further supplies from

her chemist.

Napkins and the

Common Market
Robinsons of Chesterfield, who produce

the Paddi range of disposable napkins and

garments have recently been studying the

Common Market countries and the

"likely influence the member countries may
have on our own British mother's attitude

to more simple babycare". The British dis-

posable nappy market in chemists is show-

ing a healthy increase in sterling terms,

they state. "With only about 20 per cent

of the 921,000 babies born a year in this

country at present wearing disposables,

the growth potential is enormous.

"We have the highest number of births

of all the existing Common Market

countries, with Italy in second place and

Western Germany, which is going through

a period of rapid economic growth, third.

While the overall European rate is de-

creasing, the UK, France, Holland,

Western Germany, Italy and Belgium,

together have the substantial figure of

31 million births a year."

Robinsons believe the interesting thing

to find out will be to what extent Euro-

pean thinking is going to aid growth in

the use of disposables.

In Germany, it is estimated that usage

is 20 per cent higher than here, with a

lower number of births. In France it is

estimated that some 50 per cent are using

disposable nappies.

"Disposables have been accepted far

more readily in France and Western Ger-

many and if we join the EEC it is reason-

able to assume that we will follow suit",

they add.

The Cow & Gate twist-on disposable teat

Woodward's new
labour-saver
Baby Wipes, the latest introduction to the

range of W. Woodward Ltd, is said to take

all the monotony and performance out of
topping and tailing a baby. In one go,

say Woodward's, Baby Wipes, a pre-

moistened, antiseptic and disposable wash
cloth, will do the topping and tailing

without the need for any other equipment.

The mildly-perfumed and medicated

tissues are said to be non-tearable, non-
inflammable—and also help prevent nappy
rash. They are individually foil packed,

six in a carton (£01 31). Other items in

the Woodward range are: Diarrhoea
mixture specially formulated to alleviate

diarrhoea in young children. It is pleas-

antly flavoured and contains no sugar.

Their Teething Balm is said to be pleasant

and non-staining (£0-20).

Gripe Water, the brand leader in the

carminative field:, has been famous for

over 100 years as a method of relieving

wind pains and minor upsets.

Finally, their baby cream (£026) is

described as the perfect solution when
baby is sore after normal toilet routine.

'Support chemist-
only baby
products'
With supermarkets continuing to make
inroads upon pharmacists' sales of baby
toiletries, Cuxson, Gerrard & Co Ltd,

stress the value of supporting "chemist-
only" lines.

They have for many years manufactured
such a range of baby toiletries. Their
products are not in the supermarkets and
this, they say, provides the chemist with
an opportunity to establish himself as the

local stockist, at the same time offering

better value for money.
Their range includes: Baby powder,

which is in two sizes (£0-131) and 91oz
(£0-24) and contains hexachlorophene, to

combat the onset of napkin rash.

Sanoid baby cream (£0-191) also con-
tains hexachlorophene, combined with a

cream base.

Cuxson, Gerrard offer two types of

baby pants "to cater both for those

mothers who demand the best quality and
those who buy on price." For the former
there are Cuxson, Gerrard baby pants,

made from a super-soft plastic which is

readily washable, and for mothers who
buy on price there are "Dimple" pants

in the two most popular sizes—large at

£0-5, and extra large at £0-6 retail.

Babysafe launch
The Cannon /Kirby Babysafe steriliser

unit, the introduction of which was an-

nounced in C&D last week, received an
official "send-off" at the Design Centre in

London on August 24.

The steriliser is the first to be accepted

by the Council of Industrial Design for its

Design Index.

'Mini booklet'
Further promotion for Metanium, their

ointment against napkin rash, has been
introduced by Bengue & Co Ltd, in the

form of a "mini booklet" that is supplied

to nurses and mothers.

The booklet measures 3 in by 2 in.

The Robinsons Paddi range
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Allthebest forbaby...
from maws

S.MawSon and Sons Limited,AldersgateHouse, Barnet,Herts. MAW5
L A
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ley's aimto giveyou3 millionnewcustomed

iffliis

The Facts: Already 80 per cent oj
all new mothers (720,000 a year)

buy Farley's - they are your present!

customers.

But research shows that enormoj
potential still exists for selling Farlei

to toddlers between the ages of 1 anJ

5. That's the potential Farley's are I

after - 3 million ofthem.

Here's what we're doing: We're!

mounting the biggestTV campaigri

there's ever been in the baby cereal I

market. This will start in Septembej
and over the following nine months!
we'll be spending £200,000 onTV j

air-time.

To make sure that this advertisil

reaches right into your store, we've!

designed a whole range ofdisplay
j

material based on theTV theme.

And to make doubly sure, we've!

redesigned our pack so that our

advertising message will be sitting c
j

every customer's table.

The Farleymen:We didn't invJ

the Farleymen, they were already

there - all those toddlers from 1-5.

1

What we have done is to give thl

a name and an identity; to introduce

them to the public and to each othe
|

and to show what a vital part Farley!

Rusks can still play in their lives.

Look after the Farleymen (and
|

their mums) they're the most
important new customers you've hi

for years. And make sure you're wel

stocked with the Family-size packs!

that's what they'll be looking for.
|

Make a Farleymum's lifeem
show herwhere the Farley's ar<i
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Three ages of

feeding

1. Milk
matters
by P. J. Hawke, marketing manager,

Trufood Baby Foods.

The successful efforts that chemists have

made during recent years to regain their

share of the baby meals market has, in

many cases, led them to concentrate on

this section of the business. There is a

tendency to assume that mothers will

automatically come to them for their milk

foods, so there is no need to put much
effort behind these products.

But milk foods are important. For the

first time since 1965 the birth rate is

rising. Last year somewhere over 900,000

babies were born in the United Kingdom
and all these children started life on milk

in some form. It is a fair assumption that

at least 80 per cent will have had bottle

feeds. Many babies who are breast fed

initially are put on the bottle later, while

those who are brought up mainly on the

breast are often given a bottle periodically

either as a supplementary feed or when
the mother is out at feeding time.

Where a baby is brought up entirely on
the bottle, he consumes, on average, 48

tins of dried milk, and this means valuable

business which the chemist cannot afford

to neglect.

Everyone recognises that display space

is limited, but showing a mother that the

pharmacy can provide the baby's foods

from birth onwards helps educate and
encourage her to come to the chemist

for all his foods. This means devoting

some space to the milks and taking ad-

vantage of manufacturers' efforts to pro-

mote sales of their products.

Brand habit

For instance, chemists who have made
full use of Trufood's promotion of their

humanised formula have found that their

sales of this brand have increased signifi-

cantly. Once a baby is established on a

milk food, mothers do not often switch

to another and in many instances chemists

have found that a Trufood promotion has
established a brand loyalty that has

extended to other foods in the range.

The greatest success has come to those

who have devoted space to a display of
the tins with the specially-designed sales

aid which draws attention to the offer

of a full price refund on the first tin of

milk. At the same time they have drawn
it to the attention of mothers-to-be and
ensured that the unit always contains a

good supply of the leaflet which details

the offer and contains the coupon used
to claim the refund.

Chemists should also take advantage of

the fact that a sample of the baby milk
is included in the Expectant Mother
Advisory Service gift box. This means

that it reaches the mother when she is

considering what to choose for her baby.

But in many cases, if she doesn't see it

in her own chemist's she will not ask for

it but go to where it has been shown on
the shelf.

The same can apply where mothers have

read advertisements for the baby milk, and
Trufood have recently increased their ad-

vertising in consumer magazines. They
also provide attractive showcards to catch

the mother's attention at the point of

sale.

There are still some mothers who choose
evaporated milk because they think it is

easier to mix than a powder. They don't

realise that some dried milk foods can be

mixed by shaking them with water in a

wide-mouth feeding bottle, so it's worth
pointing it out when selling this piece of

equipment.

The two peak birth periods are usually

about May/June and August /September,
so these are the best times for making a

special effort to promote milk food sales,

In September, for instance, when the main
holiday buying period for photographic

supplies and sun tan preparations is de-

clining, it's worth considering a baby
window.
Mothers are particularly attracted by

good baby pictures, so an effective window
display can be created to catch their

attention. Coupled with a good baby
corner inside, it can demonstrate to

mothers how widely the pharmacy caters

for her baby's needs and encourage her

to come to the chemist for her supplies.

2. Cereal

Phase two of the feeding process is repre-

sented by the cereals and rusk market.

The two major producers in the cereals

field, Farley's and Robinsons, differ widely

on their assessment of the size of the

market in value terms.

But both agree on the chemists' domi-
nant role in it—and the potential for in-

creasing his share.

To quote Farley's

:

"When the mother first starts using

cereals and rusks they are given in addi-

tion to milk food, so it is natural for the

mother to buy them at the chemist where
she buys virtually all her milk food.

"Later, as her milk food purchases de-

cline, she buys more cereals and rusks

and so they can provide the chemist with

the perfect vehicle with which to retain

the mother's custom as her family grows
up.

"To have this early franchise gives the

chemist a considerable advantage. But this

is not his only asset. To summarise, the

chemist's advantages are

:

The mother is already buying virtually

all her milk food from him.

Q She starts to buy her powder cereals

and rusks from him.

The chemist already has the mother's

confidence and loyalty because of her

early milk food and baby requisites

The principle of showing a wide selection

is demonstrated through this free-stand-

ing unit from Robinsons.

purchases and the very nature of the

pharmacy.
The mother is a frequent visitor to the

pharmacy.
She is often a "captive" in his shop

and during this time she is susceptible

to the merchandising environment in

the shop.

The chemist's shop is suited to theme

displays, which, when linked with

aggressive pricing, form an almost

irresistible appeal to impulse purchas-

ing.

"Cereals and rusks have shown them-

selves to be responsive to aggressive mer-

chandising and pricing, and it is not diffi-

cult to offer a comprehensive range to meet

the vast majority of mothers' needs."

Robinsons develop the point like this:

"Cereals are usually the first 'solid'

supplementary foods a baby is given.

Apart from clinics, milk foods are sold in

chemists only and the mother starts using

cereal foods when her baby is still being

fed on a dried milk product.

"Therefore, it follows that when she goes

into the shop for the milk supply, her

thoughts will turn naturally to the other

foods she might need.

"Using the same argument, it is, of

course, sensible for a chemist to become
known as a reliable stockist of the com-
plete range of food which a baby needs

—

his milk, cereals, rusks, instant foods,

etc."

Recognising that a large percentage of

the company's baby food sales come from
chemists, it was decided earlier this year

that the selling of Robinson's to chemists

should be taken over by the Reckitts'

chemists' sales force. This has meant
that, for the first time, instead of going

through the wholesaler, some 6,000 small

chemists have been able to buy direct.

Although this new system has been

going for only a few months, Robinsons
state that sales in chemists have already

increased by about 12 per cent "and there

is no reason why this improvement should

not continue."

Farleys are currently switching the

emphasis of their rusk marketing from the

baby to the toddler. The prime target

consumer was shifted from 900,000 babies

Continued on page 8
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Continued from page 7

up to one year old to 3,600,000 infants

from 1-5.

With very modest gains in usage by this

quadrupled "audience" it was possible to

increase sales forecasts sufficiently to

justify a promotion budget 50 per cent
higher than the previous year's and by
changing the emphasis in the marketing
mix, to more than double the advertising
media expenditure.

The result is a £200,000 television cam-
paign for transmission in these principal
regions: Lanes, Yorks, Midlands, London,
South. Harlech. Westward and Anglia.

Preliminary research showed that even
lapsed users were still highly aware of the
brand and its nutritional benefits. They
were not aware, however, of its suitability

for toddlers and how many toddlers still

enjoyed rusk nourishment.
Creatively, therefore, the product itself

did not need selling only its suitability

for toddlers and its existing extensive usage
by them. This led naturally to the
present "Farleymen" campaign with its

emphasis on toddlers.

3. Variety

the key
The key to successful business from pre-
pared infant foods lies in really compre-
hensive stocking and presentation—and
that is a strong card held by the retail

pharmacist in fighting for his share of a
profitable market.

That point, above all others, was
stressed to C&D by both John Johnson,
product manager of Heinz Infant Foods,
and Peter Phillips, marketing director of
Gerber Baby Foods, when their views
were sought on how the chemist could
best develop his position in the market.
Mr Johnson put it this way: The im-

portance of stocking a good range of
infant foods can be seen from the follow-
ing:

First, it is important to stock all groups
of infant food. Strained varieties

account for 47 per cent of the market,
junior 50 per cent and toddler 3 per
cent. The toddler sales have been
achieved by just four varieties in 18

months and are fulfilling a need in

covering the transition to family meals.

Secondly, the sales potential is in-

creased as the range offered to the

mother is extended.

It is in these areas that chemists have
been able to make such a strong comeback
in the infant food market. Recent research

has shown that the average chemist stocks

50 varieties— 15 more than the average
grocer.

The one other factor which is helping

chemists considerably is their more per-

sonal service which means that a mother
can ask for advice and also means that

chemists can easily operate special mul-
tiple-pricing such as "3 cans for lip"
As infant foods are normally purchased
in quantities of three cans or more at a

"Shelving by age" in an infant food
section.

time, this type of offer is bound to prove
attractive to mothers.

Reinforcing these points, Mr Phillips

stressed that retailers should also take into

consideration the extra business that a

really comprehensive baby products sec-

tion will attract into their shops as a
whole. Young mothers spend more on
branded goods than any other category
of consumer. Non-food items in the baby
section, such as powders and lotions,

carry a particularly high margin and are

an obvious related item purchase.

It is important that sufficient varieties

of each individual brand should be dis-

played to enable the mother to implement
a balanced feeding plan.

For maximum profitability, retailers

should

:

Locate all the baby products in one
place—Foods including prepared meals,

cereals, rusks, milk foods and vitamin

supplements should be displayed next

to non-foods, such as powders, lotions,

creams, soaps, shampoos, nappies,

nappy liners, cotton wool, bottles and
disposable pants, etc. This will en-

courage impulse purchases of related

items when the mother is thinking

about her baby's needs.

Site the Baby Section opposite a wide

aisle. When a mother is shopping for

her baby she thinks of him as the most

important thing in the world and likes

to take infinite care in selecting her
purchases. The Baby Section should
be sited in an uncongested place where
she can browse undisturbed.

Display a case and a half of each item,

to achieve maximum offtake it is essen-

tial to ensure that out-of-stock situa-

tions are avoided. This is easiest if a

case and a half of each item is dis-

played so that shelf filling can be
carried out in case lots.

Assessing the chemist's position, Mr
Johnson says: "Chemists are of vital im-
portance to the infant food market as

most mothers make the first purchases for
baby from their local chemist shop.

He points out that the complete baby
requisites market is worth over £44 million

a year and "feeding the baby" is the

largest single sector. Chemists built this

market, but with the advent of self-service

in the grocery trade they lost a large slice

to the high street grocer.

In recent years, however, chemists have
been making a tremendous comeback in

the infant food business, and now account
for over 30 per cent of all sales. Ready-to-
serve infant foods alone are worth £16-6

million per annum, not including products

such as cereals syrups or milk products,

and this volume has been built from vir-

tually nothing in 1947 when Heinz first

started manufacturing infant foods in the

UK.
The '50s saw the building of trade and

consumer acceptance for the prepared in-

fant foods concept followed by rapid

market expansion in the '60s with the

launch of the first three junior varieties.

The introduction and extension of this

second range, designed to meet the needs

of the older baby, was in fact responsible

for doubling the size of the market.

Gerber put the total value of the market
rather lower—at £14-2 million, according

to their latest figures. Be that as it may,
Mr Phillips made one very important point

so far as chemists are concerned (and it

will be noted that his contention is borne
out by the graph on page 3 of this supple-

ment):

While a recent slowing in the growth of

the market has been noted, this has been

in the upper age bracket. Sales for infants

in their first year have continued to ad-

vance steadily—and it is in catering to

that age group that the chemist's hand is

strongest.

Caches >^

Gerber's new range of Babytruits: the four varieties, apples, pears, pears and pine-

apple and peaches, contain added Vitamin C and are formulated in such a way
that they are suitable for babies of any age. The labels and caps of the jars are in

an attractive green colour which makes them easy to identify on-shelf and the labels

incorporate coloured illustrations of the various fruits
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The Cannon/KirbyBabysafe'
method ofcold sterilization

FEEDING BOTTLE
The world-famous Cannon
bottle, with cap disc and

moulded wide-neck
teat. Hygienic,

transparent and

almost

indestructible.

TANK
Holds everything required for

feeding baby. Sterilizes four bottles

at a time (upright, to exclude

air bubbles).

TONGS
For removing

equipment. Easily

stored in the tank

to remain sterile.

JUG
2 pint capacity,

graduated in ozs. and mis.

Transparent and virtually

unbreakable. Complete
with dust proof lid.

FLOAT LID

Ensures that all equipment is held below
fluid level for complete sterilization.

SPATULA
For mixing the feed;

this unusual design

is easy to clean, and
can be stored in the unit ready for

immediate use.

BABYSAFE TABLETS
30 days supply of Kirby Babysafe tablets

with every Cannon Sterilizer Unit.

The very best way to sterilize for the mother and baby

We at Gannon knew that there really wasn't a good
enough sterilizer on the market for mother and baby.

So we went ahead and developed one.

To make sure it would be the best it had to do
certain things

:

It had to sterilize 4 bottles at a time - it does.

It had to sterilize our 2 pint jug - it does.

It had to be simple, safe and easy to use - it is.

It had to be compact and look good - just study the

photograph.
Above all, it had to be economical in use - and it is

(only one new penny a day)

.

So we had designed the ideal sterilizer. To make the

method perfect, we've added a jug, a pair of tongs (to

handle sterile teats with), a float lid (to make sure

everything is below fluid level), a spatula (specially

designed to mix feeds), and a Cannon bottle and teat.

And just to start the mother off, we give her the first

months supply of Kirby Babysafe tablets.

Price? £3.50 - which she can save in 6 months,
because it ensures that she uses the correct quantities of

sterilizer.

For the mother: simple, safe, economical.

For you : a profit-making, best-selling item.

• babysafe
CANNON RUBBER MANUFACTURERS LTD.,

Ashley Road, Tottenham, London, N.17. Tel: 01-808 6261.

^BABYSAFE
H.&T. KIRBY & CO. LTD.,

Mildenhall, Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk. Tel: 0638 713227
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n care for babies

and young children
by A. L. Frenkiel, BA, MRCS, LRCP, DCH,
DPH, DRCOG

Variation in colour, texture and the

appearance of normal skin depends on
many factors such as race, family, climate

and even season. The idea of a beautiful

complexion is invariably associated with

youth, whatever the skin colour, and a

baby's skin, smooth, supple, adequately

hydrated and finely oiled, is considered

an epitome of beauty.

And yet even in an infant we are able

to distinguish considerable variations in

the normal : the thin skins of very fair

babies, which react easily to external in-

fluences and the thick resistant skin more
commonly found in the brown-haired

individuals with thicker epidermis and
greater activity of cutaneous glands. The
skin of a negro child is shiny and oily

when in health and dry and dull in sick-

ness.

The normally observed variations in

the quality and texture of skin may
require a varying routine for different

types of skin. Thus, the dry skin will call

for a daily application of oil or cream
and avoidance of highly degreasing soaps

while oily and scurfy skin on the other

hand will simply need more soap and
water.

Soap and water
A daily bath is essential in the proper
care of a baby's skin. Ordinary soap and
water with three-quarters immersion of

the baby's body should be carried out
daily. Special care must be taken to

remove accumulated sebum from the skin

flexures of neck areas, behind the ears,

armpits and the dimple in the navel. It is

important to dry the flexures thoroughly

before applying a small quantity of talcum
powder which finally absorbs the excess

moisture.

In the newborn, the navel stump may
form a site of infection from which
satellite skin lesions spread around the

umbilicus. Drying the umbilical pit with

surgical spirit and applying a dessicating

powder prevents the pustular lesions

originating from the slowly sloughing

umbilical end.

•Groins, buttocks and thighs should be

generously soaped and washed thoroughly

and the soap used should be mild and
non-medicated. The popular detergents,

being more efficient emulsifiers of fat,

rapidly degrease the skin and leave it

susceptible to irritation. Therefore, they

should not be used as general additives to

bath water. Mild detergent shampoo is

indicated for a scalp which occasionally

secretes too much sebum and causes

Illustration by courtesy of Johnson & Johnson.
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scurfy crusts to form at times even along

the eyebrows.

The baby's clothing and linen should

be washed in soap or mild detergent. It

is a good practice to boil the linen at

least once a week in clear water, following

which quick drying and storing in closed

polythene bags will maintain cleanliness.

A daily change of baby's clothing is an
indispensable requirement in maintaining

good skin care.

Nutrition

Skin constitutes about 20 per cent of

the total body weight in an average full-

term baby and therefore undernutrition

and avitaminosis will clearly reflect in the

undernourished dehydrated dry skin with

patches of discoloration or loss of pig-

mentation in the negro, typical of certain

deficiency diseases. Vitamins A, B, and C
are essential for a healthy skin.

In the Western hemisphere these defi-

ciency diseases are extremely rare and
we are more likely to observe manifesta-

tions of excessive ingestion of vitamin A
or its forerunners than to see a case of

kwashiorkor or pellegra. It is of interest

to mention in this connection carrotenaemia

of infants, encountered especially when
a large amount of carrots is given or

seen in babies regularly dosed with carrot

juice, the fashion in Western Germany
where carrot extract is marketed through

chemists' shops and drug stores. Such
babies show orange-yellow tinged skin

(especially around the nose, on the chin

and in concavities around the ears).

Young infants fed on excessive amounts
of vitamin A or carrot juice also show
irritability, dry pruritic skin and fail to

gain weight. The best treatment is to

discontinue the excessive administration of

vitamin A and carrots.

Congenital skin diseases

In discussing the care of a baby's skin,

some congenital diseases of the skin can-

not be omitted.

Perhaps the most commonly encoun-
tered lesions are vascular naevi. The flat

capillary neavus has very good prognosis

when small. It usually appears on the

eyelids, is pale pink in colour, and dis-

appears spontaneously in infancy or child-

hood. The larger flat naevus of dark purple

colour, often referred to as " port wine
mark " is more difficult to treat otherwise

than by cosmetic creams, which have to

be resorted to in order to lessen the

unsightly discoloration.

Capillary haemangioma of the " straw-

berry mark " variety is slightly raised,

sharply demarcated and bright red. It

usually appears during the first six weeks
of life; commonly there is an increase in

size for a few months. In most cases

haemangiomas regress spontaneously and
disappear by ten years of age and while

diathermy carbon dioxide freezing, X-ray
irradiation and surgery is still undertaken
during the first 18 months of life, inter-

ference with the lesion is gradually coming
into disrepute and the consensus of

opinion is to leave the lesion well alone.

True pigmented naevi may be present at

birth or may appear during the first five

years of life. They may be flat, smooth

or covered with downy or stiff hair or

they may be raised and wart-like. Pig-

mented naevi rarely cause worry in infancy

but may show signs of spread later on in

childhood and therefore should be watched
carefully.

A congenital skin disorder which is

usually present at birth but becomes
apparent later on in infancy is ichthyosis.

This condition is due to abnormal cornifi-

cation of the skin which is dry, thickened

and scaling. The child should be bathed

infrequently and emulsifying ointment

should be used instead of soap. The skin

should be lubricated with bland mineral

oil daily and vitamin A given in doses of

30,000 units per day during the winter

months is said to be of some value.

Some common
disorders

of the skin
The commonest of all skin disorders in

infancy and early childhood is miliaria

rubra (" prickly heat " or heat rash) which
is caused by heat and excessive clothing

made of solid synthetic fibre. Pinhead-
sized red or pearl-coloured papules are

distributed prevalently on the skin areas

which are rich in sweat glands. The
lesion disappears rapidly if the child is

kept cool and dry in cotton clothing. If

the mother insists on a local application

treatment, soothing and drying starch

lotion may be usefully prescribed.

Nappy dermatitis

This is essentially a chafing reaction where
normal skin is subjected to the prolonged
irritation of a wet napkin. Diffuse red

patches cover the perineal area, the but-

tocks and the genitals. In more severe

cases papulo-vesicular lesions appear,

leaving ulcer-like craters. The severe form
may be associated with bacterial or

monilial infection.

Nappy dermatitis is caused by ammonia
which is formed in the voided urine by
the action of urea-splitting bacteria on
the skin or the nappy. Prevention is the

best policy. Frequent change of nappies

and cleansing soiled buttocks and the rest

of the area with liquid paraffin, sterilising

nappies by boiling in clear water, quick

drying, and safe storing should be the

usual routine and skin cleanliness must
be ensured by a daily bath.

The simple form of nappy dermatitis

can be cured within a few days by these

simple measures. Exposure of buttocks

during the day to warm, dry air while the

baby sleeps on folded nappies, is usually

helpful.

Application of a paste made from corn

starch and water is useful in uninfected

cases. When nappy dermatitis is complica-

ted by monilia, Nystatin ointment clears

the condition but maintenance of the

usual hygienic precautions and avoidance

of tight-fitting waterproof pants is essen-

tial. In the washing of nappies, a mild

detergent should be used and rinsed out

thoroughly. Boiling in clear water is

possibly the best way of sterilising but
rinsing in benzalkonium chloride solution

1:10,000-1:25,000 will suffice for the

nappies and should always be used for

plastic pants.

Skin rashes due to parasites

Flea bites (from cats, dogs, etc) or bites

by human fleas are quite common. They
are distributed on arms, legs and exposed
areas of the neck and face and may
appear singly or in crops of papules which
are intensely itchy. Removal or control of

insect sources and the use of a suitable

insecticide on dogs, cats, cushions and
carpets is necessary, while the itching

lesions could be treated locally with an
antipruritic lotion, but this is rarely

necessary.

Scabies is an infection with a minute mite

rarely visible with the naked eye. The
parasite burrows into the skin of warm
body areas producing small vesicles which
are intensely itchy and later on become
covered by crusts. Facial lesions are only
observed in infants. Treatment consists of

applications of benzyl benzoate emulsion
morning and evening for three days,

which is followed by a bath. On the day
after the final application, all clothing and
linen should be washed and boiled. All

contacts should be checked and treated.

Pediculosis capitis. The incidence of louse

infestation has markedly increased

throughout the population. While infants

are rarely affected, toddlers are often

reservoirs of the parasite. Any child

scratching his head and presenting with

secondary infected impetiginous sores and
enlargement of occipital and cervical

lymph nodes should have a thorough
search for louse eggs, small round grey

lumps firmly adherent to the hair shafts.

Nits are not easily detached and are not

sensitive to the usual DDT preparations.

Recently, difficulties have been experi-

enced as the contemporary strains of lice

have become resistant to the DDT pre-

parations.

The insecticide, malathion, is now
used in the form of a lotion (Prioderm)

which kills the insects as well as the eggs

and also has some residual effect, prevent-

ing reinfestation. 24 hours after applica-

tion, an ordinary shampoo should be

used. Infested contacts should be similarly

treated at the same time.

Bacterial skin diseases

Impetigo of the newborn may be caused

by the cocci group of bacteria and shows
at first as erythematous papules. The
superficial skin over these papules may
become detached. In more severe cases,

confluent areas appear to be filled with

clear serum or cloudy pus. Dermatitis

exfoliativa is a severe form of staphy-

lococcal infection of the skin in sick and
premature infants. Treatment of mild cases

requires local application of neomycin,
bactericin or polymixin ointment, depend-

ing on the sensitivity of the organism. In

more severe cases, systematic antibiotic

therapy is indicated.

Impetigo contagiosa occurs usually in

toddlers and lesions are found on exposed
Continued on page 13
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Skin care

for babies

and

infants
Continued from page 11

parts; they have various sizes and shapes
and consist of vesicles, straw coloured or
brown crusts, sometimes progressing in

a circinate pattern in the shape of a ring

with a healing centre. It must not be
confused with ringworm.

Impetigo lesions are highly infectious

and act as primary sites for other infec-

tions. In addition to topical antibiotic,

systemic treatment may be required.

Skin diseases due to fungi

In babies and young children fungus skin

diseases are not very common but should
be remembered, diagnosed and promptly
treated as they tend to persist and some
are very contagious.

Fungus skin infections occasionally

complicate more deeply seated diseases

and especially when simple treatment

yields poor results, a full clinical in-

vestigation of a child must be thoroughly
carried out. Moniliasis complicating nappy
dermatitis has been mentioned in its simple
form. It occurs in most areas of the body
which are subject to rubbing, such as

groin, buttocks, or in the armpits.

Occasionally Candida albicans, the

moniliasis fungus responsible for the

simple infection of the mouth known as

thrush, may cause a generalised skin

eruption or may become invasive and
produce a variety of lesions. This general-

ised spread may be a complication of

hypoparathyroidism or of a continual

antibiotic therapy. A severe form of

moniliasis with complications such as

gangrene of fingers or toes may compli-
cate a total agammaglobulinaemia.
This is a rare condition and occurs

only in boys. Treatment of monilia aims
at eradication of the fungus. Thrush
(mouth infection) can be simply treated

with gentian violet, 1:10,000 in 10 per

cent alcohol applied twice daily for 4-7

days, or sodium borate (25 per cent) in

glycerine applied locally twice daily.

Nystatin 100,000 iu per g should be
applied to the skin lesions in ointment form
3-4 times per day for infants, while Vioform
3 per cent in cream form or in an
emulsifying ointment could be safely used
for the older child.

Body ringworm

Toddlers are sometimes the victims of
this fungus which is contracted from pet
cats and dogs. The eruption starts as a
red irregular slightly raised patch, soon
punctuated by small vesicles. It spreads
with centre healing in the typical ring-

shaped lesion active at the periphery. The

usual location is on the face, neck, hands
and forearms. The diagnosis is done after

examination in a darkened room for

fluorescence under a Wood's lamp (ultra-

violet irradiation passed through Wood's
filter). Treatment of the condition depends
on its severity and accompanying skin

reaction. The acute dermatitis may need
to be treated first before using local fungi-

cidal agents such as Whitfield's ointment,

half strength, or undecylenic acid in zinc

undecylenate ointment. Griseofulvin 25 mg
2-4 times daily (depending on the age of

the child) should be administered

systemically.

Household pets, carriers of microsporon
fungus should be removed. Tinea capitis

is a fungus infection of the scalp. When
transmitted from a human source it is

usually due to Microsporon Audouini or

Microsporon Schoen'eini. It is very rare

in the United Kingdom and need only be

mentioned briefly. A lesion of rounded,

hairless, slightly reddened areas covered

with grayish scales and broken stumps of

hair should make one suspicious of the

fungus. Hair must be clipped closely in

the vicinity and local medication such as

mild tinct of iodine 2 per cent salicyclic

ointment, or half strength Whitfield's

ointment should be applied on the scalp

each night after thorough scrubbing.

Systemically, griseofulvin should be given

by mouth.

Epidermorphytosis or

athlete's foot

Caused by Trichophyton and Epidermo-

phyton, this fungus infection is widespread

in older children, affects the interdigital

areas of feet or palms. The clinical picture

varies from mild and symptomless to

acute incapacitating when tense papules or

bullous eruptions appear on the soles or

sides of the feet and red or dry scaly

fissures persist between toes.

It is important not to overtreat the

condition. Locally, fungicidal agents are

recommended such as Castellani's paint

1 : 10,000 potassium permanganate foot

soaks (in infected cases), Whitfield's oint-

ment (i strength only) and iodine tincture

0.1 per cent to 1 per cent paint. Special

emphasis on personal hygiene of the child

should be made. The wearing of cotton

socks, which must be changed daily, well

ventilated shoes and sandals in community
showers are recommended and careful

drying of toes after bath (or perman-

ganate soaks) should be advised.

Seborrhea or seborrheic dermatitis is a

relatively common skin eruption in in-

fancy. " Cradle cap " forms when excessive

oil secretions of sebaceous glands dries up
on the scalp. Red patches surround the

yellow scales and the lesion may spread

downwards over the forehead, ears, eye-

brows and the back of the neck. Scaly

areas form behind the baby's ears and
gradually a papular rash may appear on

the whole face giving the typical picture of

seborrheic dermatitis or infantile sebor-

rheic eczema. Treatment usually produces

relief in a short time.
" Cradle cap " should be scrubbed each

day with cetramide or similar shampoo,
a fine comb or soft brush being used

under the detergent shampoo cover to

remove the crust. When the crust is heavy

and firmly adherent to the underlying

scalp, liquid paraffin two hours before

the baby's bath should be applied.

Flexures behind the ears should be in-

spected for scaly crusts which have to

be treated in a similar way.

It is impossible to close the topic of

skin care without mentioning at least

briefly the effect of emotions on the

skin in the mother and baby situation.

The over-anxious mothers will tend to

worry about the smallish skin blemish

and will tend to apply medication too

generously, the depressed mother will tend

to neglect the baby's elementary hygiene.

It is therefore important not to miss the

condition of the mother, which may
require treatment in its own right.

Irritation risk

When advice is given about skin care

or treatment, it is necessary to remember
that the child's skin is more sensitive than

the adult's and that irritation from a too

great concentration of topical medication

may create a new lesion. Watching the

effect of treatment and modifying it

according to the changing appearance of

the lesion is most important. Improvement

in a skin complaint sometimes occurs

after discontinuation of all therapy.

In treatment of any dermatitis, a careful

follow-up of a child is necessary as the

medication itself may produce a skin

lesion. This is especially true in treat-

ment of allergic skin conditions when new
sensitisation can be produced by the

medication used. Adequate instructions

from the dispensing chemist would ensure

there is no abuse and no over-enthusiastic

application of medication.
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NowTrufood
nourishmentcomes in

THREE profitable sizes

Trufood Spoonfoods, Junior Foods

-

and new Toddler Meals. Now there are

three ranges of Trufood baby meals. So

every Trufood mother becomes an even

more important customer of yours. Because

Trufood is the only major baby meals

brand sold through chemists only.

And every Trufood sale means
premium-profit for you.

Trufood sales keep climbing. More
and more mothers are paying extra for the

special quality of Trufood baby meals.

And full-colour Trufood advertising, in the

journals mothers read, keeps on winning

new customers for you. So make sure they

see all THREE ranges of Trufood baby

meals in your pharmacy . . . Trufood

customers are too good to lose

!

Sold through chemists only.

Trufood Baby Foods,

Guildford, Surrey.

LINTAS 831102031
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Malabsorption

of fats and

special diets
by R. A. Hendey, FRIC (Product Develop-

ment Manager, Infant Foods, Unigate

Foods Ltd)

There have been many advances in the

study of malabsorption, and over the last

few years the knowledge of its patho-

genesis, particularly with regard to mal-

absorption of fat, has been greatly in-

creased. Until 30 years ago, physicians

could do little more than manipulate the

diet empirically when a malabsortive

state was suspected, and this naturally led

to errors and slowness of diagnosis, and
hence the subsequent prognosis. The major
contributions to this progress have been
three.

Firstly, there has been careful clinical

observation with biochemical laboratory

co-operation to test the clinical hypotheses

Secondly, the introduction of more precise

techniques for the investigation of the

gastro-intestinal tract, such as peroral

intestinal biopsy. Thirdly, there has been
an increase in knowledge of normal
enzymic transport systems which are in-

volved in the digestion and absorption of

food-stuffs, made possible by the rapid

advances in laboratory technology and
experimentation.

The concept of intestinal fat absorption

from micellullar solutions of fatty acids

and monoglycerides has been described by
Hofmann ' 2 and malabsorption has been

correlated with abnormalities in the

intestinal lumen which lead to deficient

formation of micelles.

Steps in absorption

Long chain triglycerides containing fatty

acids of chain length C16 to C 18 constitute

most of the fat in normal diets. Their

absorption will involve a number of steps,

and any one of these may be impaired,

causing steatorrhoea. Within the lumen
of the small bowel the long chain fats are

emulsified in the presence of bile salts and
require the action of pancreatic lipase for

their partial hydrolysis.

The long chain fats enter the intestinal

cell as a mixture of fatty acids and
glycerides and are esterified to triglycerides

within the epithelial cells when phos-

pholipid, cholesterol and lipoprotein com-
bine with the fat to form chylomicrons.

These enter the intestinal lymphatic system
to pass into the blood stream via the

thoracic duct.

The absorption of medium chain

triglyceride fats (MCT) and short chain

triglyceride fats will differ in some ways
from that of the long chain fats. The
absence of bile salts and pancreatic lipase

does not restrict absorption of MCT, little

esterification to triglyceride and little

chylomicron formation occurs within the

mucosal cell, and the MCT fat enters the

portal vein and does not depend on the

presence of normal lymphatic drainage for

its absorption.

The absorption of long chain

triglycerides and medium chain triglyce-

rides from intestinal loops has been
compared by Isselbacher3

, when the

mucosal transfer or absorption of octanoic

acid (82 per cent) was much greater than

that of palmitic acid (35 per cent). Earlier

work on the absorption of fatty acids in

children with steatorrhoea has been re-

ported by Fernandes and co-workers4 .

Causes of trouble

In most patients, malabsorption can be
explained by abnormalities in the intestinal

lumen, these will include pancreatic in-

sufficiency, acid hypersecretion, gastric re-

section, hepatobiliary disease, intestinal

resection and bacterial overgrowth, or

abnormalities in the intestinal lymphatics,

eg, intestinal lymphangiectasia, constrictive

pericarditis and congestive heart failure.

Other more general malabsorption states

will include gluten enteropathy (coeliac

disease), tropical sprue, drug-induced mal-

absorption and endocrine disease5
.

Since some 40 to 45 per cent of the daily

calorie intake is normally derived from
fat, any reduction in the absorption of

fat will reduce the overall availability of

calories to the body. In infants, fat

malabsorption with the resulting

steatorrhoea will produce the " failure

to thrive " features—ie, the inability of

the infant to reach the standards of weight

and height normal for a child of that

particular age. It is not usual to design

a completely fat-free diet, but it is pos-

sible to reduce the total fat intake by
using low-fat foods, and separated or

FATTY ACIDS TRANSPORT

skimmed milk. In the past, most of the

fat malabsorption syndromes mentioned
above have been treated with low-fat
diets.

A useful recent addition to the treatment
of fat malabsorption has been the intro-

duction of medium chain triglyceride fats.

These fats are composed of fatty acids

which contain mostly 8- and 10-carbon
atoms, and as mentioned above are more
readily absorbed than the longer chain
fatty acids contained in normal animal
and vegetable fats.

The manufacture of medium chain
triglycerides was accomplished by Babayan
of Drew Chemicals Corporation, when the

free fatty acids which were liberated from
coconut oil by hydrolysis with steam, were
doubly distilled and the most volatile frac-

tion containing mainly the 8- and 10-

carbon fatty acids were used for the re-

esterification of glycerol 6
. Feeding trials

on rats were started, using these medium
chain triglyceride fats by Kaunitz and co-

workers 7
.

Replacement function

It has been shown that medium chain
triglyceride fats can replace the entire

dietary fat with maintenance of body
weight 8

. Medium chain triglycerides are

passed directly into the portal venous
system without forming chylomicrons, and
in the liver they are rapidly exidised to

2-carbon fragments which can be made
available for various metabolic pathways.
The steatorrhoea which accompanies

liver disease has been associated by
Losowsky 9

, with a number of possible

mechanisms, including abnormal pancreatic

function, inadequate or abnormal bile salt

production by the liver, the presence of

abnormal small intestine bacterial flora

and oedema of the small intestinal mucosa
in patients with portal hypertension.

Children with liver disease have been
treated with medium chain triglycerine

fats with beneficial results, and with re-

sults superior to those obtained using the

rather unpalatable low fat diets previously

prescribed 10
. Anorexia may lead to in-

adequate calorie intake, and the medium
chain triglyceride fat will provide a readily

acceptable source of calories as well as

avoiding the loss of fat in the stools.

Patients with abnormal small intestinal

flora (or contaminated small bowel
syndrome) develop steatorrhoea when the

conjugated bile salts entering the

duodenum become unconjugated and can-

not effectively contribute to micelle forma-
tion. This situation is generally treated

with appropriate antibiotics and surgical

Continued on page 13
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MORSEP
napkin i-ash

cream
MORSEP combines the antiseptic

properties of cetrimide with the

soothing and healing powers of a

specially treated Cod Liver Oil. The

cream is pleasantly rose perfumed

—

it does not stain napkins and it is

readily removed by laundering.

CRADOCAP
cradle cap
shampoo
CRADOCAP, a medicated shampoo
containing a carefully calculated

proportion of Cetrimide and lanolin.

The lanolin to soften the crust and

the Cetrimide for removing the

Cradle Cap.

Packing: 40G tube.

300Gjar.

GENEROUS
BONUS
TERMS! Available in 18G tubes.

PRIORY LABORATORIES
PYRAMID WORKS • WEST DRAYTON • MIDDLESEX \m

LTD

Guardians of
Baby's comfort
ZOFLORA—the Concentrated Floral Disinfectant
in ten flower varieties ... so concentrated that a

2 oz. bottle makes four pints of disinfectant,

i-^Pf .

powerful enough to dispel the

JP| .

germs from baby's nappies.

& Zoflora
V Concentrated floral

1 DISINFECTANT

1J
m

Ten times more

^erful than carbol.c

Vet sate and

pleasant to use

CARNATION

AlUCflD

BANSOR

l> ~ \

w

BANSOR—the Oral

Antiseptic that swiftly

soothes and relieves

baby's mouth of thrush,

gum boils and ulcers.

Gently smoothed on
gums, is quickly effec-
tive even for adults.

VI-LAN—the Lanolin

Cream that keeps
mother's hands supple
and smooth. Baby too
can enioy the soft caress
of Vi-Lan's gentle care.

VI-LAN
dCanoiin "€feam

THORNTON & ROSS LTD.. LINTHWAITE, HUDDERSFIELD.

Packed in eye-catching cellophane-pack or colourful display-box. Elastic

or taped legs. White, pink, blue, yellow. Small, medium, large, extra-
large. Samples and price-list. QUANTITY QUOTATIONS. (Mfr'd. by)

A. & H. HEYMAN • HORNDALE AVENUE Tel:

AYCLIFFE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, Co. DURHAM A$g*
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Betterforbabies . ..betterforyou.

Look at the prices ofSAVLON
BABYCARE products-and look at the

profit margins. You will see that SAVLON
BABYCARE offers the best ofboth worlds

—it's better for babies and better for

business. Made to ICI's well known high

pharmaceutical standards, it is promoted
exclusively through the pharmacy-where
all advertising directs the customer.

National advertising and
sampling in Bounty boxes, plus clinic

endorsement, continues to ensure full

awareness amongst all new mothers.

SAVLON BABYCARE products on
your counter will attract the most
profitable business ; a fine quality range

that you can confidently recommend.
Based on the ICI antiseptics 'Cetavlon'

and 'Hibitane' each product is formulated

to deal with a specific problem.

Savlon Babycare Cream

—

Better for napkin rash.

Savlon Babycare Shampoo

—

Better for cradle cap.

Savlon Babycare Talc and Lotion

—

Better for Baby's skin.

Betterdisplay sayloxvi*:
J[ J TRADE' MARK

The pharmaceutical baby products backed by ICI research.
Imperial Chemical Industries Limited Pharmaceuticals Division. 'Cetavlon' and 'Hibitane' are trade marks. BC35
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correction of the intestinal abnormality

when this is possible. In these cases

medium chain triglycerides are used if

it is necessary to improve the patient's

nutrition before operation.

Extensive resection of the small intestine

in children and adults may lead to mal-

nutrition. The chief manifestation is

diarrhoea with malabsorption of fat, pro-

tein and other nutrients. Steatorrhoea

occurs because of the loss of the normal
area for fat absorption or sometimes be-

cause of interruption of the entero-hepatic

circulation of bile salts when the distal

ileum has been resected". Medium chain

triglycerides have been used for such

cases'-. In untreated coeliac disease the

small intestinal surface area is diminished

and this gives disruption of the epithelial

absorption and digestive enzyme systems 13
.

The prime lesion in tropical sprue appears

to be intestinal mucosal damage, and al-

though the therapy of this disorder is still

debatable, there are good theoretical

grounds for the use of medium chain

triglycerides 14 .

Treating disease

Other diseases which have been treated

with medium chain triglyceride fats are

a beta lipoproteinaemia, intestinal lym-
phangiectasia, temporary monosaccharide
malabsorption, lymphatic abnormalities

and cystic fibrosis 10 .

Medium chain triglycerides are now
available in this country and are marketed
as the oil (Trufood MCT Oil) or as a

synthetic powdered formula (Trufood
MCT(l)). The powder formula has been

prepared from milk casein, medium chain

triglyceride oil and glucose syrup, and has

only a very low lactose content since some-
times in fat malabsorption syndromes there

is an associated intolerance to lactose.

The development of these formulas and
their use in the treatment of sick children

and adults is yet another instance of co-

operation between the clinicians, bio-

chemists and manufacturers of special

foods. Much progress has been made over

the last few years to make the life of

patients on special diets easier. It is

hoped that this brief outline of the treat-

ment of certain malabsorption states will

aid the dispensing pharmacist—who is a

vital link in the chain to the patient after

hospital treatment—to understand these

patients and their dietetic problems.
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The Lewis Woolf selection: included are the Griptight range; heat resisting glass

bottle; Sof'down 10's

Griptight new-look
is nearly complete
The re-packaging of the Griptight baby
range is now virtually complete. Latest

additions include the Freflo heat resisting

glass bottle in its new mother and baby
carton; a new display outer for 25 rattle

soothers (big increases once again in sales

this year) and the Sof'down standard

nappies now in packets of ten.

Lewis Woolf Griptight Ltd, 144 Oak-
field Road, Selly Oak, Birmingham, claim

significant increases in wide neck sales

particularly in both 8 oz and 4 oz poly-

carbonate Freflo feeding bottles and in

teats all round.

Adapting to a

diversified market
The market for baby care and baby feed-

ing requisites has diversified, at a time

when the number of manufacturers pro-

ducing a comprehensive product range has
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bring in new infant care products which
the modern affluent young mother is pre-

pared to buy from the chemist.

Products now being offered include a

baby plate and a baby feeding dish with

three sections, a baby feeding cup and
drinking trainer with one or two lids, a

toilet trainer, and a set of half-pint beakers

with a choice of drinking and feeding

lids. The beakers and cups can be used

for general kitchen and bathroom pur-

poses when no longer required by the

nursing mother.

Freeman's believe that this dual purpose

design feature is an added sales attraction,

particularly as the beakers can also be

used for invalid feeding purposes in the

event of sickness in the home.
Consumer research indicated that there

was a strong colour preference for prim-

rose, and a considerable bias against some
of the earlier plastics which were not

sterilisable, particularly when applied to

the baby care field. Consequently, the

new products are moulded in polypropy-

lene, which may be safely sterilised with

boiling water or by any of the accepted

sterilising fluids.

The baby plate, feeding dish, toilet

trainer and feeding and drinking cups

are in primrose polypropylene, and the

beakers in ivory polypropylene. Lids are

in white polypropylene, and are inter-

changeable.

Freeman's maintain that with positive

merchandising, and a willingness to recog-

nise that the new affluent nursing mother
is prepared to allocate more of her dis-

posable income to a greater diversity of

baby feeding and baby care products, the

retail pharmacist can reap handsome
profits from a well-organised baby care

section.

From the customer's point of view, the

two main elements in forming the purchas-

ing decision are choice and time. The
young mother does not like to be hurried;

on the other hand, she cannot leave her

infant outside the shop for lengthy periods.

Easy access to both non-food products

and baby foods is therefore essential, and
an adequate choice of conventional lines,

such as teats and feeding bottles, simplifies

the baby shopping problem.
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Marathon Dryliners are made from a special

ion-absorbent polypropylene fibre. One Dryliner

ilaced inside the usual terry or disposable nappy
Hows baby's urine to pass through and be
bsorbed by the outer nappy, whilst the soft

naterial of the Dryliner itself remains dry,

liminating discomfort and preventing nappy rash.

>o there's no need for cream or ointment.

Marathon, makers of the original one-way
lappy-liners, also lead the field in research and
levelopment. Only Marathon Dryliners have the

new, improved shape for perfect fit plus extra width
at the back for maximum skin protection.

These are the reasons why Marathon Dryliners are

the best that money can buy. And, since mothers
everywhere want their babies to have the best,

they'll choose Marathon. So, make sure you have

sufficient stocks to meet the demand.
Order now from your usual Wholesaler!

MARATHON KNITWEAR (Nottm.) LTD.
NOTTINGHAM.
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protection for

baby's skin

ointment

forthe prevention

and treatment

ofNappyRash

Bengue&Co Ltd

Mount Pleasant,

Alperton,Wembley

MkJdlesex,HAO ITXj

Tel: 01-902 1638

Manufacturersof

PulmoBaiily&Bengue's Balsarl


